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VOL LX.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY. OCT. 29, 1896.

NO. 26.

LEGAL NOTICE.

PROLIFIC BREEDER OF PESTI
LENTIAL DISEASES.
Contaminating the System with
Its Poison.

CLOSED UP!

A CONSTANT MENACE TO HEALTH.

LEOPOLD, HEW* A CO. <$IIIT BUSINESS.
We bought their entire stock from Fiederick Ilart, 'trustee, at

LESS THAN ONE-HALF THE COST OF PRODI

HEAL

These Goods are all in, and we are conducting the greatest bargain sale of

Men’s,

Boys’

Fine

Children’s

and

Clothing

EVER WITNESSED IN MT. VERNON.

Y virtue of an order of sale issued on'
of the Court of Common Pleaa, io aud
fir Knox County, Ohio, in the case of
Louisa Banbury va. Walter J. Banbury
et al . being ca«e No. 5325, and to me di
rected, I will offer for sale,on the premises,

B

BARGAINS, the like of which are i in possible under ordinary cir
cumstances. Rich opportunities await knowing buyers.
A
great harvest for Bargain Seekers.
Ou Friday, the lfith day or November, lstHi.

between the hours of 2 and 3 o’clock
p. m .thefollowing described real estate,viz :
Being 13 acres off the south end of the
west-half of the north-west quarter of sec
tion 15, in township 8, range ten, in the
county of Knox and 8iate of Ohio
Als » one acre out of (he norih-eaat corner
of said west half of the north-west quarter
< f -ection 15, in township 8 and range ten,
in the County and State aforesaid
Terms: One-third cash in hand on day
of sale; one-third in one and one-third
in two years from day of sale. Deferred
payments to hear interest from day of sale
and to be secured by note aud mortgage on
said premises.
Oc’. 7th, llltC.
CHANNING F. RICE.

M

OFFICE OF L EOPOLD, HESS <t- CO.
Philadelphia, August 10, 1898.

w-ww w

MESSRS. I «(• D. ROSENTHA LL,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Gentlemen—I June decided to wind np the affairs of Leopold, Hess A ( o, and will sell you the entir.
.^ekof Men's Roys'and Children's Winter Suits and Overcoats, now on hand, at 50c on the dollar from the
appraisement' This is to include all stock finished and unfinished. All unfinished stock to he made up by
me and finished similar to made up stock. Terms, net cash ten days from date, of invoice. I enclose you a
stock sheet, showing you the exact quantity of the goods on hand.
Please give this your immediate attention, as I must have a decided answer by the 15th uist.
Yours truly,
FRED K HART, Trustee of Leopold, Hess & Co.

MONEY TO LOAN I
"X TONEY TO LOAN, on first mortgage
lJ-L securities in sums not less than $1,000
Titles examined and abstracts furnished.
Farm land for sale Law office. A. R MeINTIRE, opposite Couit House, Mt. Vernon
Ohio.

AV.

o

Frederick Hart, Trustee, Philadelphia, Pa.:
We have decided to accept your offer.

E. GRAN T,

Mr. John E. Strauss, Shadeland, Pa.,
writes:
I have used Bile Beans, your anti-biiiout
remedy, with best results.

Ship goods at once.
I. & D. Rosenthall.

Sir. W. J. Hayes, general store, Toccoa,
Ga., writes:

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.

FFICE Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
House Building, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
oct31 tf

W. M. KOONS,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.

O

FFICE over Knox County
Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Savings
novltf

A. It. HcINTIRE,

No goods charged; everything cash. Prices will be marked in plain figures. No
deviation from these business rules will be allowed.

We herewith give you a few sample? of the amazing prices, which will give you
but a small idea of the true values.

ATTORNEY AM) COUNSELLOR AT
LAW.

o

Boys’ Knee Pants.

Boy’s Doug Pant Suits.

FFICE opposite the Court House. Mt.
Vernon, Ohio.
18jan94

$1 98, worth......................................... -............. —3.50
15 cents, worth...... ........ ........25cents
2.24, worth............................................-................ 4.00
II. D. Critchfiki.d.
H. C. Devin.
3.17, worth.............................................................. 5 00 39 cents, worth__________ 50 cents
Critchtield A Devin,
3 98, worth............... ......................-............-........ 6.50
43 cents, worth..................... 75 cents
ttorneys-at-law. office over
4.96,
worth................. ..................... ......................
Stauffer’s Clothing Store, North side
Public Square, Mt. Vemon. O.
Iljan94 5.97, worth.......................... . .................................
3.00
7.96, worth.............................................................. 10.00

A

W. C. Cooper.
Frank Moore.
COOPER & MOORE.
ttorneys at law. office 112
Main street, Mt. Vernon. 0.

A

Money to Ixiait.

Insurance to Sell.
Guy A. Wright.

C. W. McKee.

McKEE & WRIGHT,
f 1 ENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS. OfV J fice 8. W. cor. Public Square aud
High street.

Children's Knits.

Men’s Overcoats.
Si.56,
4.23,
4.96,
6.94,
7.98,
9.92*

worth....... ........................... — —.............$ 3.00
worth....... .................................................... 6.50
worth________—........................................ 3.00
worth............................................................ 10.00
worth____ ____
12.00
worth................................ -......................... 15.00

When a sewer is clogged or choked up
the accumulations poison the atmosphere
and biing about the conditions that breed
disease.
In time of pestilence every precaution is
taken to keep the sewers free atid open
and Io remove all decaying matter from
the locality.
The dunger of infection is thus mini
mized.
IIow few of us who pay taxes to main
tain sanitary’ bureaus for the public health,
have au equal regard for our individual
welfare.
The alimentary canal is the great sewer
of the human system. When that is
dammed up conditions are generated which
invite fevers and diseases to which we are
naturally iuclined.
Constipation is a clogging of the natural
drains, and is responsible for many forms
of disease.
It will not do merely to clear the drains
from time to time.
We must repair and improve the work
ing power of the machinery for continuous
service.
Smith’s Bile Beans differ from so-called
liver pills in that they are more than a mere
cathartic. They not only stimulate sluggish
bowels and clear the system of all disease
breeding matter, but remove the cause of
the obstruction, restore power and free
dom of operation to the secreting organs,
and tone up aud strengthen the entire
system.
They arc easy and soothing in action
and a perfect remedy for all "diseases of
the liver, stomach and bowels, of which the
most common are Biliousness, Coustipa.
lion, Dyspepsia, Sick-Hcadache, Dizzi
ness, Foul Breath. Flatulence, and many
kinds of fevers and eruptions.
They are smail aud sugar-coated, and
their inviting appearance makes them
popular with small children, who usually
find difficulty in taking pills.
Mr. William K. Gibbs, postmaster, Fall
Cliff, N. C., writes:
Enclosed is a postal note, for which please
send me one dozen Bile Beans by mail. 1 (irst
got the Beans from you when in Wisconsin, and
since I have been in North Carolina I can
hardly keep enough for my own family, for at
soon as my neighbors learn of my haviiig them
they are soon taken. 1 can say that they are
all that is claimed for them -the best le.nedj
for biliousness and sick-beadadie in the world
I have used many kinds, and tind yours by fa,
the best.

Mt. Vernon, 0., August 13, 1896.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

.63, worth..................
$1.00
H.24, worth...........................
2.25
1.49, worth.........................
2.50
2.24, worth................ ................ 4 00
3.48, worth.......................
5.00
4.49, worth................ ........... — 6.00

I can say with safety that there has never
been any remedy in this country that gave the
satisfaction that your Bile lk-ans do. My sales
on them are growing every day. I am satisfied
they have done a great deal for the health of
this country.

Mr. Louis Schraut, New Orleans, La.,
writes :
have used Bile Beans, and cheerfully add
that they are an excellent remedy Tor bilious
ness aud sick-headache.

Every druggist should have Smith’s Bile
Beans iu stock, but if you have any diffi
culty iu getting them send us 25c. for one
hottie, or II for five bottles, and we will
forward them at once.
Free sample will be sent upon receipt
of 2 cent stamp to pay postage.

. F. SMITH 4C0..I14W. 32d St., N. Y. City.
»ure to

Improved ne
fr‘r" "rapper*.
♦SO In u bottle.

LIGHTNING
II AT Easyt°

Take...*

DROPS

BREAKS UP A COLD.

Men’s Knits.

Boys’ 'Overcoats.
PHYSICIANS.
R. E. R. EGGLESTON,
Office and Residence, 211 North Main
street. Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Office Hours—2 to 4 p. m.
Telephone calls—Home company, No. 39;
Bell company, No. 32.

D

c

$ .50, worth.................................. $1,00

2.25

1.26, worth................

1.98, worth.................................. 3.50
3.49, worth..................

5.00

JOHN E RUSSELL, M. I) ,
8URGE0N AND PHYSICIAN,
Office—West side of MRin street,four doors
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Telephone No. 74.
Residence—East Gambier street. Tele
phone 73
29sept87

DR. GEORGE B. BUNN.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

$2.24,
2.76.
4.43,
4.98,
6.98,
7.96,
9.94,

worth.................................... -............. ....... $
worth....... . ......................
worth............................. ............. -......... —
worth..................
worth---------------worth______
worth.................................:--------------------

Overalls.
20 cents, worth..................... 40 cents
39 cents, worth......... ........... 50 cents

22 cents, worth......................... . .......................40 cents
39 cents, worth............ ...................................50 cents
43 cents worth........... . ..................................... <5 cents
Men’s Heavy Cotton Socks, 3c, worth.—10 cents
Working Shirts, 15c, worth..----------------- 35 ct nts
Laundered and Negligee Shirts, 39c, worth-50 cents
White Laundered Shirts, 43c, worth------- 75 cents

This great sale will continue until the entire stock is sold.

SOLDI EVERYWHERE.
25c. and 50c. Per Bottle.
60c. size 2Ji times larger than 25c. size.
NO RELIEF, NOlPAY.

MtDMt
AWAR0E0 BY

the

I. <A I>. ROSBNTHALk, Mt. Vernon O.
Opera Moose Block/Corner Main and Vine Ktreets.

To the American People:
In view of the fact that the great corporations, with scarcely an exception,
and many of the large employers of labor in the United States, are engaged in a
concerted effort to coerce their employes into voting at the approai hing election
against their own convictions, I deem it my duty to call upon all those who be
lieve in the supremacy ol the law and the untrammelled freedom of the individu
al in the right of exercising the ballot, to use their utmost efforts to prevent the
success of this most flagrant act of lawlessness, for if this conspiracy succeeds
government by corporations will have succeeded government by the people.
The corporations which thus appeal to force and fraua strike at tne very
foundations of Republican government, and the lovers ol free institutions must
arouse themselves to save the country from its great peril. Especially should the
workingmen assert their manhood rights. If they vote according to their convic
tions and in accordance with their interests, the Democratic ticket is certain of
election, and in that case the employing corporations will have no desire to em
bark upon a policy of punishment. In the contest that is raging the salvation of
the workingman lies in the assertion at the polls of his rights as a free and inde
pendent American citizen.

Democratic Ticket.

An indignant people, jea'.ous of their rights, will demand

.hat the Legislatures. State and National, shall proceed at once by rigorous
measures to prevent the possibility of a repetition of such attempts here

after.

The National Committee, backed by the full power of the Democratic organ
ization in every State of the Union, pledges itself that every scoundrel, whether
public officer or private citizen, who is detected in any violation of the law, shall
je vigorously prosecuted and 6ent to the penitentiary if possible.
JAMES K. JONES,
Chairman Democratic National Committee.
FOLLOWING BIBLICAL INJUNCTION.

American Ball Blue

is not poisonous or injurious to health
or fabrics. It is the delight of the laund
ress, aids in bleaching and gives the
washing a rich and elegant hue. Be
ware of imitations. Ask your grocer for the

AMERICAN BALL BLUE

l.adir’s iselitl OiTurds.S .5«

i.lllS. Main st., (Holbrook’s Dental
Sifice), Mt. Vernon, O.

Ladies’ H.M Plain Toe
kid Button . . . 1.00
Misses' 0

kid Button

PATENTS.
IOLICITORS AND ATTORNEYS

. .75

—roa—

We expect our low prices will scatter these goods
. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS
quickly
among a prudent people.
and patent law cases.
ze.

S.

ZZ TJL Z_i’S

One-Hrice Store.

I Beautiful Dolls
Five beautiful dolls, lithographed on card
board, eight inches high. Can be cutout and
put together by the children—no pasting.
Each doll has two complete suits. Ameri
can, French, Spanish, Russian, Chinese,
Japanese, German, Swiss, Turkish and In
dian costumes. All parts being interchange
able, many combinations can be made,
affording endless amusement and instruc
tion. A high-class scries of dolls, patented
and manufactured for us exclusively and
not to be compared with the numerous
cheap paper dolls on the market.

IIow To Get Tliem.
ippersi iof Xonr Snch
Cat from flveoutside wrar

Mince Meat the head of the girl holding pie.
Send these with ten cents In silver—wrapped
In paper—and your fall name and address, and
we will send the dolls postpaid. Or we will
send them free for twenty heads or the girl.
.Send only the heads to avoid extra postage.
MERRELL-SOULE CO.. SYRACUSE, N. V.

WHAT TWO REPUBLICAN SENA
TORS SAID.

This is Marked for a Straight

The perpetuation of this attempted outrage upon free suffrage will work

its own cure.

Dtm cratic Tic<ct

In 1894, only two short years ago,
Senator Stephen B. Elkins, of West
Virginia, told the State League of Re
publican Clubs at their convention at
Fairmount, that:
“Silver is the money of the Constitu
tion as much as gold;* the people will
have silver for money and tight for it,
and the contest will not end until it has
its proper place in the monetary system
of the country.
‘The people are too intelligent to per
mit values to be measured by gold
lone, the production of which is con
stantly diminishing in the world. This
would make money dearer and prop
erty cheaper.”
If any Democrat expresses these same
sentiments today Stephen B. immedi
ately arises and pronounces him a “repudiationist,” an “anarchist,” or any
opprobrious epithet that comes handy
his tongue.

Senator Thurston, one of the leading
To vote for (he free coinage of
silver and better times, place an X advocates of the gold standard, in a
mark in the circle under the rooster, letter to the editor of the Social Econo
as shown above.
Nothing else is mist, dated July 7, 1893, said:
necessary.
“No matter what other governments
WHAT IS THE REMEDY?
[Marsfirld 8biel<l.]

do, this country ought not to eliminate
silver from use as a coin metal. Any
legislation in that direction will be
looked upon by the common people as
in the interests of the money power for
the express purpose of increasing the
puseha/ing power ot money and dereasing the selling price of everything
produced by human toil. It is a fact
which should not be overlooked by
statesmen that the price of American
silver and the price of Ameriean«wheat
reached low water mark on the same
day.”

What remedy has the Republican
party proposed to relieve the financial
congestion of the country?
Will the tariff do it?
Tariff only brings money into the
cus’om houses for Congress to squander
by « xtravagant appropriations.
McKinley in his letter of acceptance
quotes figures showing a shrinkage of
over $178,000,000 in the volume of our If Troubled With Rheumatism Read
Thia.
money from 1892 to December, 1895.
Annai-olis, Ml), Apr. 16, 1894.—I
IIow long can the country stand such
have used Chaml>erlain'd Pain Balm
a shrinkage, with the population rapid
for rheumatism and found it to be all
ly increasing every year?
that is claimed for it. I believe it to 1 e
What the country really needs is
the best preparation for rheumatism end
MORE MONEY to relieve the present
deepseated muscular pains on the mark
congested condition and keep pace with
et and cheerfully recommend it to the
increasing population.
public. Jno. G. Brooks,dealer iu boots,
What promise does the Republican
hoes, etc., Nc. 18 Main Street.
platform give us for increasing the
ALfO READ THIS.
money of the country?
Mechanicsville, St. Mary County,
None whatever.
Md.—I sold a bottle of Chamberlain’s
It only pledges the party to interna
Pain Balm to a man who had been suf
tional agreement, to which England has
And now also the ax is laid unto the root of the trees. Therefore
fering with rheumatism for Several
been unalterably opposed since 1816.
every tree which bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down and cast into
years. It made him a well man. A. J.
England has forced every other na
the fire.—Math, iii, 10.
McGill. For sale at £0 cents per bottle
tion
to
the
gold
standard
that
would
—St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
by druggists.
yield to her power.
It is time for the United States to
Shortly after 1824 an American, J. W.
break loose.
Wright, invented a machine by which
So long as we arc dependent upon a perfect pin was produced during the
England for our financial system our revolution of a single wheel. The ma
chine was first practically worked in a
money will continue to get ecarcer and factory at Lambeth, hut soon afterward
scarcer.
it was removed to Stroud,in Gloucester
We need MORE MONE.Y and yet shire—the seat of the pin industry, and
his is the AVay It Enriched tiie Farmers of Ohio—As McKinley has pledged himself to carry later removed to Birmingham.
out the “party measures" of his plat
These Are the Exact Figures Every Farmer
The Darlington, Wis., Journal says
form, which will give us LESS MONEY.
editorially
of a popular patent medi
Should
you
vote
for
him?
•
Should Paste Them In His Hat.
How will this country get MORE cine: “We know from experience that
Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and
MONEY?
Open the mints and make it. Of what Diarrhoea Remedy is all that is claimed
for it, as on two occasions it stopped ex
William McKinley is still preaching to his visitors of dead head delegations metals shall we make it?
that the period of the nation’s greatest prosperity was from the years 1880 to 1892.
OF BOTH GOLD AND SILVER AT cruciating pains and j»ossibly saved us
Now here is the way that wonderful McKinley prosperity enriched the farmers of THE PRESENT LEGAL RATIO, from an untimely grave. We would
Ohio:
which is 16 to 1, just as it has been since not rest easy over night without it in
In 1880, the value of the farm lauds in Ohio, according to the report
the house.” This remedy undoubtedly
of the Auditor of State, was................................................................ 1705,821,074 1837.
saves
more pain and suffering than any
In 1892. the value of the farm lands in Ohio, according to the report
We do not want to change the ratio,
of the Auditor of State, was................................................................ 585,729,798 for that would change the size of the other medicine in the world.
Every
family should keep it in the house,for it
dollars.
We
want
the
dollars
of
the
Decrease in value............................................................................. $120,091,276
Thus we see that by McKinley’s ideal prosperity the farmers of Ohio were same size our gold and silver dollars is sure to be needed sooner or later. For
enriched by being made POORER to the tune of over ONE HUNDRED AND have been since 1837, the ratio being 16 sale by druggists.
TWENTY MILLION DOLLARS.
to 1, which means that the silver dollar
Further contraction of the money volume, which the gold standard policy shall be 16 times as heavy as the gold
Smith county, Kansas has an unparal
causes, is sure to continue this depreciation of the iarmer’s property.
leled corn crop, some fields yielding an
The longer this kind of prosperity that McKinley extols so much exists, the dollar.
average of 75 bushels to the acre, and
So open the mints and make MORE hardly one falling below that figure.
poorer the farmer is bound to get.
Is it any wonder the farmers are tired of the gold standard?
MONEY. Make it of BOTH GOLD
Whatever the -number of orders, no
AND SILVER and make BOTH GOLD l»eer ever leaves the best German brew
AND SILVER MONEY FULL LEGAL eries until it ha» been staudiug for at
TENDER FOR ALL DEBTS, PUBLIC least three months.
AND PRIVATE.
This is what the Chicago platform
asks and what William J. Bryan will
accomplish if elected- with a Congress
that wiil support him in his efforts to
restore the “Dollar of our D iddies.”

M’KINLErS “PROSPERITl"

Good

HELP!

ROBBERS!

THIEVES!

MURDER 1”

—Chicago Dispatch.

FRIEND OF HE OLD SOLDIER.
Here is a Proof That Bryan is Aot An Enemy of (he

Soldier

That is what we are
doing, as the following
prices on Staple Goods
will show. Of course,
we occasionally get a hit
r.f bread and cheese, hut
working for love is what
we are doirg when we
sell goods at the priecf
named below:

A few thousand of the
lest varieties for FALL
• SPRING planting.
If you want a few choice
OME GROWN plants,
t us hear from you.
E IGLER & CO.,

With Associated offices io Washingtoc
<J Foreign Connt i«-

Absolutely pure

Chicago, October 23.

CENTENNIAL
COMMISSION-

and he sure you get the genuine
article, which has a red stripe in the
middle of Ilia package.

FOR SALE.

127 Snpsrior Street opposite American,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Polls.

HERB MEDICINE CO.,
Springfield, - - Ohio.

WORKING FOR LOVE . .. .

BURRIDBi: A CO.,

Rights at the

THE BEST WASH BLUE IN USE.

DEALER!IN

>

and

ballXblue

KTEVJET¥K A CO.,

Curtis Warehouse, Lower Main street
Mt. Vernon. Ohio
Telephone 89.

CURES t
HEALS
Colic, 1
Cuts,
Cramps.’
Burns,
Diarrhoea,
Bruises,
Flux,
.Scratches,
Cholera
Bites of
Morbus,
Animals and
Nausea,
Bugs, etc.
Changes of
Tastes Good,
Water, etc.
Smells Good.

Ic Appeals Io Workingmen to Assert Their Indepeiiilence

We are limited in space, but will add that our entire stock of Men s, Boys and
Children’s Clothing, Hats and Furnishing Goods will be sold at proporti mately low
prices.

loom 3, Rogers' Block, 111 South Main
pet, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Ill professional calls by day or night
imptly responded to.
June

Flour, Feed, Seeds, Poultry

4.00
6.00
7.50
600
10.00
12.00
15.00

Men’s Winter Undershirts and Brawers

K. CON A RI), If. D.,

Home 'Pathic Physician and Surgeon.
Office in the Woodward Block.
Resi
dence—Gambier Street.
Office Hours—8 to 10 t. ra., 2 to 4 and 5
to 8 p m.
24aprly

Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

JONES' CtlL

NOCH WARNER. whose place of resi
dence is unknown, and heir-at law and
egat.e of the late Enoch B.ktr. deceits <1.
will take notice that Charles E. Critchtield,
s tie a 1 minis'rator d»- bonis non with the
»ill annexe! of ’tie estate of said Enoch
laker decease I, on the 17«Li day of Hep
•inb-r, 1896 ti'el his , etition in the Pro> .te t> nrt of Knox county, in the State ol
)hk allctting that the [tersonal estate ol
ahi decedent is insufficient to nay the deles
>f s<id estate and the costs of adniiniatrao* ; 'hat said d<cedent died seized in fee
iituple of the following described lands
ind 'enementa, si'uate in Auburn township,
•t the coun'y of Crawford, in the State of
>bio, to-wit: Being sixty acres, more or
ess. taken from the ea-t side of the southvest quarter of section five (5), in township
wetpy-lwo (22), of range twenty (20). in
he district of lands subject to sale at Wooaer, Ohio, and being all of said quarter sec
lion, except one hundred acres, taken from
die west side thereof, deeded by t!ie said
Kuoch Baker, deceased, to his sou Ephriam
Baker.
The prayer of said petition ia for an order
for the sale of said lands, for the pavment
i»f the d-bts of said estate and costs of ad’ni niat ra'ion; subject to such rights as the
widow. Nancj’ Baker, may have therein
The said Enoch Warner has been made a
party defendant to said petition, and ia re
quired to answer the same on or before the
28 h day of November. 1896
CHARLES E. CRITCHFIBLD,
Administrator of the estate of Enoch
Baker, deceased.
October 20th, 181*6.
A.R McIntire, Attorney.

E

NOTICE OF SALE OF
ESTATE.

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

and Pensioner.

Lincoln, Nebraska, October 24,1896.
. It has come to my knowledge that there is a movement on foot among some
of the old soldiers against Hon. W. J. Bryan, the Democratic candidate for Presi
dent, and that he has been charged as being unfriendly to the old sjldier. Tf
refute this charge among those who are not acquainted with Mr. Bryan pers tnally, I want to sav a word, as an old soldier, to that element, in behalf of Mr. Bry
an. I wa8Cap"taiu of Co K, 58th U. 8. Regulars and commissioned as such by
President Lincoln, and have known Mr. Bryan intimately for years.
The Grand Army and the old soldier have no truer sympathizer and stronger
supporter of the soldiers’ cause than is found in Mr. Bryan. He believes in ab
solute justice and equality for all men, irrespective of class, condition or circum
stances. During his term as Congressman from Nebraska no soldier ever wrote
for assistance who did not receive a prompt reply anil bring to bis cause the ef
forts of Mr. Bryan.
I have carefully investigated the records ehowing Mr. Bryan’s action in these
matters during his last term in CoDgnss from which I find that Mr. Biyan gave
bis services to 511 (five hundred and eleven) soldiers, sailors and nurses, surviv
■re of the war—who desired his assistance in procuring their pen-ions and in re
gard to pension matters. During his first two y?ars iu Congress he was equall)
active in answering all inquiries that came to him on this or any other matter.
It seems to me that the old soldiers ought not to he used ns instruments for
•he political deceivers of the land to m ju-lty and unfairly represent Mr. Bryan in
• his martyr before the public. In Nebraska where Mr. Bryan is known, he need/
no vindication n« r defence on this nr any other matter; but some tn*m Hre ma
licious enough .rv to injure his character and standing by circulating reports
that they know to he false rither than to meet his arguments and coiss ewords
with him in contending for the principles which he advocates and believes to be
for the best interests of the common people, including the old soldier.
Capt. W. H. Hunter,
•
27 Randolph Street, Lincoln Neb.

Said William J. Bryan, the Tribune
•f the People, in one of his Indiana
speeches to w’orkitigmen on Wednesdaj
“Cur hope of victory lies not in a cor
ruption fund, not in the employment of
force, but in an honest appeal to the
unpurchased and unpurchaseable voters
■ »f the United States. I am aware, my
friends, that they may threaten to take
your privileges away from you. I am
aware that in order to hold your posi
tions you may, some of you, be com
pelled to march in Republican clubs,
and wear Republican buttons, hut re
member that the laboring men of this
country have secured for you the Aus
tralian ballot system, and tyranny
stands outside while the voter goes in
side.”

More than a thousand tavern keepers
in and around Barcelona have intimat
ed to the authorities their determina
lion to close their premises rather than
pay the new license tax on alcoholic
liquors.
Women constitute two-thirds of all
the church meml>ers in the Unittd
States, but only 1-13 of all the criminals
Men make up 12-13 of the criminals ard
oidy one thinl of the church members.
State of Oh io,City of Toledo, 1
Lucas Cot sty.
J
Frank J. Chf.sey makes oath that lit
is the senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney A Co., doing business in th<
City of Toledo, County and State afore
said, and that said fnni will paythe sum
of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS foi
each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot he cured oy the use of Hall’s
Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
my presence, this 6th day of December
A. D. 1886.
__ _
A. W. GLEASON.
(
l
Notary Public.
(
J

Blood

Is essential to
health. Every nook
and corner of the
system ia reached by the blood, and on
its quality the condition of every organ de
pends. Good blood means strong nerves,
good digestion, robust health. Impure
blood means scrofula, dyspepsia, rheuma
tism, catarrh or other diseases. The surest
way to have good blood is to take Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. This medicine purifies, vi
talizes, and enriches the blood, and sends
the elements of health and strength to
every nerve, organ and tissue. It creates
a good appetite, gives refreshing sleep
and cures that tired feeling. Remember,

Hooc&
Sarsaparilla ‘

Is the best — in fact the One True Blood Purifier.
__

j,

r-....

cure Liver Ills; easy to

IlOOd S HlllS take, easy to operate. 25c.

The Hat gariaii u.inisttri l'agiiculture
esti nates the total world’s wheat and rye
crops in the present year are respectivetv 6 and ii per cent smaller than those
of 1895;
It is estimnt* d that one-twelfth of tl e
population of England sulk r from gout.
A Berlin physician. Dr Felhaner. says
that this malady is often due to the ex
cessive use of meat.

For those with weakened digotive
powers honey is stud to be a very desir
able food. If a person is very tind—
“tooexhausted to eat’’—a few tast«s of
honey will act like magic.

Many Indian relics have recently
been found on land belonging to George
Wilson, of Peel county. Ontario. From
their nature it is concluded that a battle
must have taken place there.

Snuff taking, which was once a favor
ite form of usitie tobacco, is apparently
lying out At any rate, its use is con
fined to a small fraction of the popula
tion. Few Americans use snuff.

Hood’s

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internal
ly and acts directly on the blood and
sick headache, bad
■ ■ ■
mucous surfaces of the system. Send Cure
taste in the mouth, coated
■B 3
for testimmials, free.
tongue, gas in the stomach,
Ia I
and indigestion. Do ™
F. J. CH EN EY A CO.. Tok do, O distress
not weaken, but have tonic effect.
25 cent*.
The only Fill, to take with llood's Sarsapartu*,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.

banner*

Every candidate on the Democratic
ticket is entitled to the support of every
Free Silver voter in the county. This is
FRANK HARPER,
no year to throw any support to the
I'ditor a ml Proprietor. opposition candidates, no matter for
what office they may l»e running. All
of them are in tavor of the single gold
$1.50 PER ANNUM IX ADVANCE.
standard, and under that banner they
hope to win. Every candidate on the
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
Democratic ticket is a free silver man
« nd has worked bard for the success of
HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. SS. the restoration of silver. There is no
reason on earth why a Free Silver man
BO I! KT YKKXOS. OHIO.
should vote against any of them. Not
THURSDAY MORNING.......OCT 29, 1896 only are they the friends of silver, but
each man on the ticket is fully as well
qualified to fill the office for which he
is a candidate as is bis opponent. Every
reason of fairness and of justice calls
for the voting of a straight ticket next
Tuesday by all Free Silver voters. If
complimentary voting is to be indulged
in, do it some other year when there is
not such a great issue at stake, for in
your effort to cast a complimentary vote
you might make a mistake and lose
BRYAN AMD SKWALL.
your vote by marking wrong. The only
safe thing to do is to put your X mark
DKM0CRAT1C TICKET.
in the circle under the rooster.

Remember when you have a picture
to fram>\ take it to Frank L. Beam's,
w hcrey-ai have the la,g< stline of Mould
Doings Among the Students and
ings t>» select from, where they make the
Faculty at Kenyon.
best frame, w here they make the best i
On Friday President Piercs and Professor A Decoy Duck of the Re mat, where they make the lowest prices,
Their State Chairman Is Ingtam,'ne
college treasurer, went to Co
where everything is up to date.
publican Campaign,

TO THE fQPULISIS
sues An Address,

Warning Them of Danger
in Harking Ballot.
The Only Safe Bay For the Populists
to l>o is. Like Democrats, to Mark iu
the Circle Under Rooster, Otherwise
Your Vote Will Be Cast For McKiuley
and the Single Gold Standard.

COLLEGE NEWS

lumbia for consultation with the finance
c nominee of tbe board of trustees.
I)r Eiward C. Bensoi, (be senior mem
ber of tbe faculty, was given a surprise last
Friday evening in tbe form of a reception
by the students. On Friday, October 9,
1846, Dr. Benson eutered Gambier for the
first time, becomiug a member of the soph
omore class in tbe college- Since that tio e,
with tbe exception if a single year, bis life
has been spent in Gatubie*, iu work con
nected with its educational interests. Be
was for 17 veirs headmaster at the Harcourt
school for boyi, and for tbe past 29 years
has been professor of Latin at the colleee.
It was a suitable otcision for such an ex
pression. for Dr. Be tson's character and
personality have endeared him to all tbe
pupiD who lin’d ever come under bis in
struction. Ilia name lias become identified
with progress of tbe institution and bis in
fluence upon it has been powerful. Dr.
Benson was presen eJ with a gold beaded
cane by the students in token of affection
and res-pec', after which addresses were
made by Hex. Dr. Jones, dean of tbe semi
nary, Dr. Sterling, who has been for 29 years
Dr. Benson's associate on tbe college fac
ulty, Preei lent Pierce and Professor 8treibert. Letters in honor of tbe occasion
were read fiorn General Moses M. Granger,
of Zanesville; II on. Charles E. Burr, of
Columbu*, and others.

Cleveland, Ohio,October 24 --Chair
man Thomas G. Fitzsiniona, of the Peo
ple’s Party State Committee, to-night
issued thefollow'ng letter which is self
explanatory to the voters of the party iu
Ohio:
“T<» the Voters of the People’s
Party in the State of Ohio—Gentle
men: At the State Convention of your
party, held in the city of Springfield, ().,
August 26, the peculiar situation ot the
State of Ohio was gone over thoroughly
and after due consideration and discuss
ion it was almost unanimously agreid
that, in order to secure tbe results which
we as a party w?re seeking and owing
to the peculiar feature of the Dau^ law,
which was foisted on tbe people of Ohio
by a corrupt Legislature at tbedictation
of Boss Cox, of Cincinnati, the conclu
sion was finally arrived at that in order
to accomplish the results sought, a un
For President,
To vote for the free coin ion of forces in the State of Ohio was
WILLIAM J. BRYAN,
A SWEEPING DECISION.
age of silver and good times, necessary to prevent an unbroken front
Of Nebraska.
of all reformers to the common enemy.
put an X mark in the circle
For Vice President,
“As a result an agreement was enter Judge Dunean Renders His Decision
ARTHUR SEW ALL,
In (lie I*l»if«.r Cases.
under the Rooster. Noth ed into by the People’s party delegates
Of Maine.
in convention assembled with the execu
Judge Ihos. K. Duncan last week render
ing else is necessary.
tive Committee of the Democratic party ed a decision in the Phifer assignment
For Secretary of State,
The public and private debts of this ot the State of Ohio. The provisions of cases that is sweeping in its resultsCHILTON A. WHITE,
country’, except where specifically pro the agreement were that tbe Democrats
Ou tbe eve of tbe assignment Mr. Phifer
of Brown County.
were to name 18 Electors on a fusion
vided otherwise, are payable according ticket and the People’s party to name 5 gave chattel mortgages as follows: Mrs.
Judge of Supreme Court,
to law in silver or gold at the option of Electors and two candidates on the H. M. Phifer, $1,216; Mrs I’. J. Black,$500:
E. D. STARK,
*
Of Cuyahoga County.
the debtor, not of the creditor. The state ticket, to wit: the Supreme Judge J. J. Phifer, $3,450.
Tbe Farmers' Bauk here was one of tbe
Dairy and Fotxl Commissioner,
operation of the gold standard, as con and Dairy and Food Commissioner.
heaviest unsecured creditors, their claim
T. J. CREAGER,
A NECESSARY PROVISION.
tended for in the Republican platform,
OI Clark County.
“All of the above candidates were to amounting t» over five thousand dollars.
vitiates such contracts in direct violation
Member Board of Public Works,
be
placed on the Democratic State tick The bonk has persistently fought the cate
of the constitution, that forb’ds such et by
WILLIAM BEAUMONT,
reason of tbe provisions of the a-id was reward-d by tecuring a decision in
violation or impairment of contracts. Dana law above mentioned, which pro court that puts a’l the creditors on an
Of Licking County.
The Republican party therefore is com hibits the placing of the name of any equal footing in the distribution of the
For Congress,
mitted to a scheme to violate the con candidate upon more than one ticket, funds of the bankrupt concern.
JOHN B. COFFINBERRY,
in order that the entire 23 Electors
The court held that when a person makes
stitution,
override the law, extinguish and
might be counted for William J. Bryan, a preference of creditors there shall be no
Of Lorain.
the silver mining industry that should as onr united candidate for President of
produce $75,000,000 annually, and blot tbe United Stated. The understanding error in tbe documents, and set tbe three
For Circuit Judge,
aside on tbe ground that they
S. M. DOUGLASS,
out of existence $600,000,000 that under in that convention was that our five mortgages
were defective in execution. The other un
Electors,
in
the
event
of
their
election,
of Richland.
the law should serve to pay debts and were to go into the Electoral College and secured creditors here are agreeably surassist in the exchange of products and cast their ballots for William J. Bryan prired at the outlook, as all will receive
For Common Pleas Judges,
promote the prosperity of the country. for President and Thomas E. Watson their proportion of the funds that were
JOHN DAVID JONES,
for Vice President.
of Licking;
covered bv mortgages in favor of the three
The gold in a dollar is no more worth
Tbe provisions of the agreement thus preferred creditors, which will be a fair per
EMMETT M. WICKHAM,
a dollar than the wood in a yard stick is entered into have been lived up to in cen'. on all claims. Attorneys for the three
of Delaware.
worth a yard. The wood in a yard stick good faith by the contracting parties. preferred creditors will take the matter by
Under its provisions we have named
For Probate Judge,
is a yard. The gold in a dollar is a dol Electors as follows: In the Fourth Tis- appeal to circuit court, but as a reversal of
FRANK O. LEVERING.
lar. And so is the silver. If the na trict, Louis George, North Star, Ohio; Judge Duncan’s decisions is tbe exception
For Sheiilf,
tional banks could have a law passed Seventh District, E. B. Raynor, Piqua: instead of the rule, it is believed that this
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
that yard sticks should be made only of Eighth District, Thomas Reed, Marys decision will stand.
For Commissioner,
ville, Ohio; Tenth District,’J: C. E. Cobb,
Many who criticise 1 the Farmers’ Bank
ebony; that the ebony supply should be Wellston.Ohio;
HARRISON FERRIS.
Tnirteenth District, John for using every effort to recover a portion
controlled
by
the
bankp,
and
that
rent
For Clerk of Courts,
Seitz, Tiffin; E. D. Stark, Cleveland, O„ of its claim wifi now appreciate that the
THOMAS R. SIMMONS.
should be paid to them for every yard for Supreme Judge, and T. J. Creager.of cause was jus', as has been established in
stick used iu the country’, they would Springfield, for Food Commissioner.
For Infirmary Director,
The names in accordance with the courts of law.—Loudonville Democrat.
JOHN C. HAMMOND.
have the same views about ebony as the agreement
entered into by the People’s
For Coroner,
only material for henest yard sticks that party delegates nnc the Executive Com
JOHN J. SCRIBNER.
GOLD THE CAUSE.
they do about gold as the only material mittee of the Democratic party, were
furnished
to
the
Democratic
Executive
for honest dollars. Would’nt they?—St.
Abraham Lincoln's Prophecy.
Committee to be placed in such districts One Man Found Who Had Too
Loma Poet Dispatch.
M uch.
“As a result of war, corporations hare
as the Democratic party could make
A tough appearing fellow came to Mt.
been enthroned, and an era of corruption
Gold is coined “free” at the United opening for. The agreement entered
in high places will follow, and the money States mints. This means that the into was understood by all parties inter Vernon Saturday and tried to rid himself
ested to mean that there was to be no of hia old gold poseosions, consisting of
poicer of the country will endeavor to pro owners of gold bare or gold bullion can names appear on the People’s party rings, bracelets and chains
He visited
long its reign, by working upon the preju take it to any United States mint and state or Electoral vote in Ohio.
several j welry storer. but could not sell
dices of the people, until all wealth is have it coined into United States gold
THE COMING ELFCTION.
the liinketr. Constable Jackson was noti
aggregated in a few hands, and the repul money without charge. “Free silver”
However, prior to the convening of fied and arrested the man iu Clark's jewel
lie be destroyed. I feel at this moment means that the owners of silver bullion the convention that entered into this ry store, where he was trying to dispose of
more anxiety for the safety of my country shall have the same privilege as those arrangement, several parties had been a chain. When he was searched a revolver
nominated as Electors in the State of
than ever before, even in the midst of war." of gold. In both cases the mint returns Ohio by the People’s party and in ac and a razor were found on his person. He
was locked up on suspicion, but was re
—Abralunn Lincoln.
the money to those bringing the bullion. cordance with the provisions of the leased Monday’ morning. He gave his
agreement entered into at the time be
Let every Free Silver voter in Knox
Sam Tayixir will retire from the office tween the People’s party and the Dem name as Micbeel Carr and claimed to re
county get to the polls before noon on of Secretary of State with a record of ocratic party, all had withdrawn with side at Newark.
the exception of the candidate in the
election day.
B. Y. P. U. Encampment,
malignant partisanism that is without a Twelfth District, XX illiam F. Barr, who
completed the provisions of that
The Baptist Young People's Union will
Where has the gold been going to the parallel in the history of the State. He only
agreement by tendering his resignation
last three years? Not to the fatmers of has prostituted his high office in the to the Chairman of our Central Execu meet in this city July 6, 1897, and hold a
tive Committee and also notifying the ten days encampment at Lake Hiawatha
Knox county.
interests of the Republican party in Secretary of State of his withdrawal on Park. The Adventist academy’ will be used
Next Tuesday will decide whether this campaign in the most outrageous October 22, 1896, and which withdrawal as a hotel for tbe accomodation of the guests
the American people are to continue in manner. He accepted the resignation or resignation the Secretary of the State during their stay.
of the State of Ohio now refuses to rec
slavery to England.
of one of the Republican candidates ognize and insists in preventing the said
BRIEF LOCALS.
The issue is well defined. Vote as for elector, and refused to accept the William F. Barr's removal from the
Electoral ticket in violation of Mr.
Wall street gamblers dictate or vote for resignation of the only candidate for Barr’s resignation and his withdrawal
— Retail price: Butter, 15; eggs, 20.
your own interest.
by the State Executive Committee of — Prof. J. A. Hawkins’ dancing class for
elector on the Populist ticket. The the People’s Party on October 12, 1S96.
Bryan should be elected if only to latter was done for the express purpose
“Now, owing to the peculiar ruling of this season was organized Thursday even
rebuke the infamous bulldozing tactics of confusing the Populist voters, and to the Secretary ot State, we have the ing.
spectacle before us of William F. Barr's
— One fare for the round trip to St. Louin
that have been adopted in so many
cause many of them to lose their vote. name appearing on our ticket against Mo., Nov. 13 and 14, via C. A. & C., account
places.
his own wish and
W. C. T. U. convention. Gcod returning
Under the circumstances, the only safe
AGAINST OUR PROTEST.
includine Nov. 19.
When a gold bug tells you a silver thing for the Populists to do in order to
— A song recital will be given at the
This is certainly a peculiar Dosition
dollar is worth 53 cents, ask him how
prevent
their
vote from being counted for the Secretary of State to take, and Parish bouse Friday evening, Oct. 30, by
many silver dollars he has lor sale at
we cannot but credit him with doing so
for McKinley and the single gold stan from partisan motives, the purpose of Otto Engwerson, of Colnmbus,accompanied
that price.
by Miss Carrie Humphreys.
dard, is to place their X mark in the which is to confuse the voters at the
— The two day’s session of the congrega
election in the hope that voters
Pass it along the line to circle under the rooster. See that your coming
of the People’s party who vote the tional conference held here 'ast week ended
vote only for the friends of Populist friends are informed on this ticket for Elector, where no Elector has with a lecture by’ Rev. M. Petkins, a mis
a legal standing on said ticket at the sionary* from India. Wednesday evening.
silver.
point.
— Howard Doraey, sentenced to one year
present time, may lose their votes.
“Therefore, we take this opportunity in the penitentiary for burglarizing Scott’s
A Cross (X) mark in the circle under
As the effect of the demonetization of of drawing the attention of the People’s store in Gambier, was released Saturdaythe rooster votes for Bryan’s twenty- silver in 1873 was a panic during which party voters in the State of Ohio to the after serving bis lime, and returned to this
three presidential electors, and an en the laliorer, the farmer, the mechanic simplest way of protecting themselves city.
the efforts of the Secretary of — Pan-AmericAD Medical Congress meets
tire free silver ticket.
and the merchant lost millions, which against
tbe State of Ohio, who does not reedgin Mex’co City, Mex., Nov. 10-19 Half
Will some Republican inform us proved a great harvest to the men of nize our right to withdraw a candidate fare for round trip via C , A. AC. Tickets
money,
will
not
the
remonetization
of
from
the
ticket.
Let
each
Populist
why their party pledges itself to work
mark in front of every candidate for on sale Nov 6 and 9, good returning not
for international bimetallism if gold silver turn the current the other way be whom he wishes to vote, so there may later than Nov. SO— An attempt was made by thievea to
monometallism is not injurious to the cause of the shrinkage in the fictitious be no errors in marking the tickets,
value of gold?
and so his vote will count as it is in enter the home of Jamea Seavolt, N. San
country?
tended to be counted by the voter, dusky street. Thursday evening, during
I have been called an Anarchist be
We have one dollar of gold for every cause I have opposed the trusts and wholly ignoring the party emblem absence of the family, who returned in
under all circumstances.
time to scare them away.
fifty dollars we owe. Yet we are asked syndicates which would manage this
“We would take this occasion to
— Willie Kaiser, aged 9 years, son of ex
to make gold the only real debt paying country. I am glad to have the opposi impress on all our voters tbe necessity
pressman Frank Kaiser, fell fifteen feet.
of
understanding
this
question
thor

money. The money power already has tion of these men. I am glad that if I
oughly, and where there is any doubt in Thursday noon. He was sliding down the
gold cornered.
am elected there is not a trust or syndi the mind of the voter as to how his banisters in the parochial schools and lost
The farmer has borne with many pests cate that can come to me and say, “We ticket should be marked, to consult his his balance. Badly shook up.
— Mrs Chailes Lauderbangh met with a
precinct committeeman and secure in
patiently, but when a goldbug got into put you there, now pay us back.”—Wil structions
that will guide and direct slight accident Sunday at her home on
his wheat and destroyed one-half of it, liam Jennings Bryan.
him in the proper casting of his ballot. East Chestnut street. Her footing slipped
he rose right up and smashed that gold“Thomas G. Fitzsimons,
Marccs A. Hanna, Mr. McKinley’s “Chairman People’s Party State Com when she was descending the steps leading
bug flatter than a pancake.
from the rear porch.
Bruises were sus
owner and manager, is worth $20,000,000
mittee.”
tained, but no bones broken.
“Cleveland, October 24, 1896.
and controls $200,000,000 more. This is
— The Knox county Union of King’s
Pass it along the line to the man who, if McKinley were to be
Daughters and Sons held its semi-annua
vote only for the friends of elected, would rule the government and
All the candidates on the convention at Gambler Saturday. Severa|
silver.
people of this country with an iron as
Republican county ticket persons from this city took part in the pro.
The next meeting will beheld dur
John Stewart Mill, in his work upon well as a gold hand. Do the people want are
for the single gold gram.
ing May, 1897, in Morgan Cen'er.
“Principles of Political Economy,” says: him in supreme power? Should say not.

‘‘That an increase of the quantity of
Ol’K Republican friends tell us that
money raises prices and a diminution
overproduction is the cause of low prices
lowers them, is the most elementary
in products and labor, and then McKin
proposition in the theory of currency.
ley comes along and 6ays the remedy is
The bankers, money lenders and to open up the factories and till the
bondholders of London have sent fields and produce more. If we have
money to this country to help elect Mc overproduction now, will it help prices
Kinley and maintain the existing gold to produce more? Oh, what logic!
standard. Voters who believe that
Ever keep in memory the essential
America should be ruled by Americans
fact in this campaign that every labor
should vote for Bryan.
crusher in the land, every Wall stree*
gambler and every lover of British meth
We put it down in black and white
ods are solidly arrayed against the com
right here now that if McKinley is elect
mon people in this battle of tbe ballots.
ed President nobody need expect any
Will you stand with the people or will
thing but an indefinitely prolonged con
you stand with the people’s enemies.
tinuation of the conditions that have
for the past three or four years been
All those who want to cast their bal
distressing the country.
lots for William J. Bryan must put their
mark (X) in the circle under the roos
In the supplement that goes with this
ter. The mark (X) placed at the left of
issue of the Banner will be found the Bryan’s name will not be counted as
gieat speech of the late Judge Allen G. cast for him. We cannot vote direct
Thurman, in the Senate of the United for the presidential candidate.
States, in which he made a powerful
Mr. McKinley’s talk of American pa
argument for the restoration of silver as triotism while he is expected to increase
a money metal. If there is anybody in the value of British gold and wipe out
Knox county who is still in doubt as to American silver is not quite lucid.
how he should vote on the great issue
A western paper puts it this way:
next Tuesday, he should read Judge
Bryan, Bread and Butter, McKinley,
Thurman’s speech. It will convince Monometallism, Misery.
him that the restoration of silver is the
Mr. Bryan will not put a trust attor
one great needful thing for the return of
prosperity in this country. The opin ney or a lottery lawyer into his Cabi
net.
ion of such an able statesman as Judge
Thurman was, ought to convince any
Free coinage of both gold and silver
means MORE MONEY.
body who is open to conviction.

standard, and the money
they have contributed to
this campaign has been used
to continue the grinding
gold standard system.

Sir Richard N. Fow ler, Lord Mayor
of London, said in 1886:
“If we can keep the United States on
a gold basis thirty years longer we will
absolutely ruin the wheat and cotton in
dustries of that country.”
Workingmen, remember that when
you go into the booth on election day,
to mark your ballot, no man knows, nor
can know, how you vote. The Republi
can bulldozer cannot follow you into the
booth. You can vote for Bryan and
the Democratic ticket, unhindered and
unobeerved. Vote your sentiments !

William J. Bryan has promised,
among many other tilings, if elected
President, to stop the issuing of govern
ment bonds and destroy trusts, the two
things most dangerous to the future
safety of America. This, if nothing
more, entitles him to the suffrage of
every American who loves bis home
and country. Think it over!
The only safe way for the friends of
free silver to do is to make an X mark
in the circle under the rooster and no
other. Every year many ballots are
not counted in this county because the
voter, in trying to scratch his ticket,
fails to meet the requirements of the
law. Make your X mark in the circle
under tbe rooster and let it go at that.
Then your vote is sure to be counted.

— Charles Bolshy, of Newark, was in
this city, Monday evening, looking after his
wife, who had left him and her home Tie
couple resided here several years ago. They
moved to Utica from this place Jealousy
on the part of the wife caused thesepaiation.
— 3upt. J. J. Henry and the subordinate
officials of the C., A. & C., have moved
their offices to this city and are occupying
their remodeled quarters on E. Front street.
Business transactions began from these
offices Wednesday. Bell telephone No. 45
has been placed in the building.

— Marshal Bell, Tuesday, received word
from authorities at Centerburg to look for
two young fellows wbo.it is thought, enter
ed A. D. Oberhollzer's hardware store at
that place Monday night. The fellowa
were noticed loitering around Centerburg
all day Monday. During the night men
tioned some persons entered the store by
way of the front door, which was forced
open, and took away about $60 worth of
merchandise.coDFisting of revolvers.knives.
razors, etc. Tbetbievrs have not yet been
apprehended.
— C. E. Winterringer, city passenger agent
for the C. A.
C. at Cohimbtia, was in
Cleveland Monday conferring with Assist
ant Passenger Agent Ilannegan. Mr. Win
terringer is one of the most popular city pas
senger agents in the busineca. Tbe men on
the C. A: AC. think a great deal of him,
and everybody in Columbus, f om the Gov
ernor down, knows him. Mr. Winterringer
has been with the road 14 years. He start
ed as a telegraph i perator He was assist
ant to the division freight agent before being
promoted to Lis presact pr si lion. When the
Columbus offices t f tbe iot*d are removed to
Mt. Vernon, Mr. Winterringer wifi be the
principal representative t f the road in Col
umbus. He is quire a hustler and is known
among his friends as ’ Little Doc.”—Cleve-

Himil’WIO HISSI1H.

Just received some of the finest dinner
Who Tries to Palm IIsin- sets
ever seen for the money. Fine thin
goods, warranted, and beautiful decora
self Oft An a Democrat.
lions. Sets that compare favorably
with any $25.00 set ever sold, and at
Makes a Speech at Woodward Opera half the price. Stop and see them.
E. O. ARNOLD.
House, to Which the Democrats
Could Sot Be Fooled Into Attending'—
It Was a Republican Side Show From
See that you get a rebate coupon,
ticket for the amouut of every cash
Beginning to Ending.
purchase of groceries at Warner W.
Miller’s, until Jan. 1,1897.
The Republican Committee had one of
the Palmer decoy ducks here last Saturday
night, in the person of Joseph Outhwaite.of
Columbus. Tbir person was formerly a
Democrat, and as such was highly honored
by his party. lie was sent to Congress sev
eral terms. Ila afterwards ituhibs l pluto
cratic notions, which so disgusted the ieo
pie of the Columbus dis rict that they re
pudiated him by several thousand majority
two years ago. whereas the usual Demo
cratic majority in the district .* nboui 5,000
This is enough to show how this person is
regarded by the voters of his own home by
whom he is best known.
Ever since his repudia.ion by* such an
overwhelming vote in his candidacy for a
return to Congress two years ago. he has
had the sour month, and has "had it iu”
for Democrats generally and has con
stantly been hobnobbing with Republicans.
He tried >o become a delegate to the last
Democratic S ate convention, but was
again tnri ei down. T his made him ruadde* than ever, and since that time he has
never failed to take advantage of every op
portunity to stab tbe party that lifted him
out of obscurity, and gave him distinction
and honor-.
Aft r being defeated for a return to Con
gress, he went to Grover •. levelaml/o whom
he had been a sycophantic toady, and s cured from him an appoiutmeut as mem
ber of the Ordnance Board, a place which
is very much of a siuecure, paving him $7.500 a year f.<r inspecting ordnat ce, some
thing he probably knows as much about
as he does the money question, which is
very’ little.
After the Democratic National Conveition refused to indorse the policy- of Cleve
land of issuing bonds in time of peace,
Outhwaite, along with the oth-r cuckoos,
took umbnge at the party for assuming to
criticise anything in the party, particularly
such a holy personage as the President, and
forthwith went off and organized a btuduf
political eunuchs, and held an alleged con
vention out at Indianapolis.in the interests
of McKinley, atid the expenses of which
were paid by Mark Hanna, the manager
and owner of McKinley. Since that bas'ard
gathering Outhwaite has been strutting
around Ohio as though he was really of
some importance, and bas been ruakirg
speeches for tbe election of McKinley under
the cloak of “true Democracy”—save the
mark!
It has been common talk, and Outhwaite
has not dared to deny i», that he is a hired
Hessian of Hanna, drawing pay from the
Republican National Committee to pose as
a Democrat and make speeches for McKin
ley. Neither has he dared deny that he is
receiving for such service the sum rf $10,000.
In pursuance of riiesg-eed plan of his
work in this campaign, Outhwa te was as
signed to speak :u Ml. Yemen. The date
set for the event was last Saturday night.
_ To show the absolute connection between
Ou li waite and the Republican orgauiz. uou, a few facts may be mentioned. Two
sets of bills were gotten out for the meeting
They were printed at the Republican offic,
this city. They were ord-red printed by
the Republican committee.
They were
distributed by employees of the Republican
committee. Woodward Opera House, in
which tbe meeting took place, was engage 1
by tbe Republican committee, and paid for
by that committee. All this shows the
umbilical cord between Outhwaite and the
Republican organization.
Another thing, there are no gold-bug
Democrats in Knox county, or rather they
are so few that they are not worth counting
or considering in making any estimate on
the poll. As there sre no gold-bng Demo
crats in this county, the advent of Outh
waite here to addrets that element makes
the ma'ter extremely r.diculous, and tears
the mask away, showing up the attempted
de eption in in proper ligh», revealing
Outhwaite as he i«.
Outhwaite cante over from Columbus on
the evening train He was met at,lie sta
tion by Mr John M. Ewait, cashier of the
Knox National Bank.
A goodly number of people assembl-d at
tbe opera home in the evening to hear
Outhwaite Perhaps 3C0 people were out.
About one-third were ladies, and of the
other 200 fully 190 were Republicans. Of
the not to exceed eight loyal Democrats who
were present all were there out of curiosity.
The major portion of the audience was
made up of Republicans like James Al>dorf, S H. Peterman, James Israel. 0 C.
lams, and o her such patriots who are can
didates for Postmaster if McKinley is elect
ed President, and who went wild over
Ou hw’aite’s speech.
The Chairman of the meeting was the
only other gold-bug Democrat iu the cou- ty. His name is O. Poppleton, and he
came recently from Delaware county, and
occupies the position of jiniior, or some
thing of the sort, at the military academy
outat Gambier.
Mr. Poppleton controls
no vote but hia own. and moat of the time
he is said to have a difficult job doing even
tbAt
Outhwaite made his speech, and such a
spaeeh as it was, too!
If be does no better
ather places, he is a poor investment. Of
course he praised everything Republican
and sneered in true plutocratic stjle at
anything savoring of Democracy, all of
which the Republican audience app'auded
vociferously
Tbe only incident of the meeting was
when Mr. Samuel Wright, a school teacher
and a Republican, whose home is at Mt.
Liberty, asked the speaker if it was not
simply the law that made gold money.
Onthwaite run up against a stumper,
dodged around tbe question, and got off
some smart remark, at which the Republi
can audiencs laughed immoderately.
Altogether the ’'Outhwaite sound money
and true democracy” meeting was the most
dismal failure that bas been seen in MtVernon in many years. The fraud of his
posing as a Democrat was so apparent as to
caute disgust.
AV OMEN VOTE

For President.

For the first time in the history of this
country an opportunity for women to
publicly express their choice for Presi
dent is offered. The method is unique
and will result in showing on Nov. 4th
just what effect the women’s vote will
have on national affaire.
A manufacturer who has business re
lations with most of the prominent news
papers in the United States, proposes the
plan as follows:
All women over 18 are entitled to one
vote. The votes by states will be shown
in the papers every week until Nov. 4th.
Women are requested to read more than
one side of the question and act upon
their own judgement. Write the name
of candidate on a postal card and write
your own name and address clearly, also
city and state. On the lower left hand
corner give the name of a banker or gro
cer who knows you.
This precaution is to prevent Hooding
the mail with fictitious votes. Names
unknown to grocer or hanker will be
thrown out. Be very careful to write
clearly and an acknowledgement of
the receipt of each vote will be sent
to the fair voter. Send the postal to Postum Cereal Food CofieeCo , Battle Creek
Mich. It is urged that every earnest wo
man will not hesitate to expend a penny
to register her preference at this most
interesting period of National history.
This company have a national repu
tation and pledge their integrity and
honor to report the vote exactly as re
ceived, without fear or favor. A >worn
statement of the final vote polled up to
7 p. m. Nov. 4th will he published in
the weed ending Nov. 7th. and the \ote
as it progresses will be shown every week
between now and then.
Report from Pos’um Co. states that
the ladies are voting freely from all
sections of the country. The flood or
postal card votes is being accurately
registered, but the Company request
that the public hear with them patiently
until next issue, when the first icpor! by
states will appear.

Don’t fail to stop and see the artistic
and beautiful new styles in Wall Paper
at ARNOLD'S. Prettier than ever and
at lower prioee than ever. All old stock
closed out; new goods entirely. Stop
and see how pretty and how cheap.

All the new colors iu, window shade*.
New lace decorations. Wall shades,
all sizes and at the lowest prices. You
will save money by buying these at
ARNOLD'S. Also all kinds curtain
poles, sash rods, <kc.

Is b;i( k from New York with
a stock of Goods
to suit the times..............

—OF—

AX OltltlAAACE
To Vacate West Street.
HEREAS, on the 17th day of July,
1896, a petition was prestntfd to the
City Council of the cily of Mt. Vernon, for
the vacation of West street from Suaar
s'reet to Hamtramck street. Notice of the
pandency and prayer of which has been
giren as required b« Ur. and
Whereas, upon Iresriog, the Council is
satisfied there is jus? caure for such vaca
tion, and that ilie same w uld not las detrin ental to theger-eral inrereat, and should
be made; therefore,
Sec. 1 Be it ordained by the Citv Coun
cil of the city of Mt. Vernon. Ohio, that
-aid West street from Sugar street to Ham
tramck street be and the same is herebv
vacated; and this ordinance Rhall take ef
fect and be io fore* from and after the
earliest [►etiod allowed hv law.
Passed October 26 lh9G.
W. I’. BOGARDU-4.
P. B Chask.
President.
Also
City Clerk.

COATS

W

CAPES

and

LOWER THAN EVER.

At Prim to Suit the limes.

MAX MYEKS,
301 W. Gambier Ft.

all kinds of Hard and Soft Coal.

NOTICE

A HOUSE . . . .
That Pleases the Ladies Will Sure
ly Succeed.
___ +,,+___

At Dever’s Dr ugstore you
can find a full line of

t

PURE DRUGS,
DRUG SUNDRIES,
PATENT MEDICINES,
♦ ♦ ♦ Titty Will Pksse Von ♦ ♦ ♦
PERFUMES,
None like them in the city and
TOILET WATERS,
at prices that will
suit you.
SOAPS,
A Large Line of Trunks and TOOTH, NAIL AND
HAIR BRUSHES,
Valises.
CLOTHES BRUSHES.
— 2oJ—
Fee our Ladies* and Gentlemen’s
Enamel and Box C'alf shoes
A g«x>d shoe for Fall and Win
ter wear.

SILAS PARR

t

The Delineator of Fashions
In Fine Footwear. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
No. 3 South MainSt.

Kirk block.

Stock of Underwear
EVER OFFERED IN MT. VERNON

o-------------

GO

STANDARD

The Finest Line of Cigars
.
in the city.

1 ED. DEVER,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio-

RINGWALT’S

TO

FOR

PATTERNS.

THEY A HE THE BEST.

26 Public Square

RING WALT
z^\

y

BitihlUhil HO-

<5-

15th YEAR
Sl'CCESSriL lil SlXESS EXPERlEXtt'ElX
’E

TELEPHONE 80.

CLtOAKsT"*"*

TIME-TRIED AM> RELIABLE AGENCY’•

%%

REAL ESTATEI

Cloaks in all sizes—small enough for the tiny dot of fou
years, and large enough for the most stately matron. Made
in all cloths, from the plain Kersey to the roughest of French
Fabrics. Styles and shapes are up-to-date—proper sleeves and
back. Don't buy a cloak till you see ours.

ilHUHMMHUMMUKIUBina

CAPES.

FIRE INSURAIMGE !

Over one hundred styles of Capes to show in plain and fancy
cloths, plushes and fur. You simply can’t afford to miss see
ing our stock and prices.

REAL ESTATE SOLO. RESTED UD EX' IIVSGED !

\

\ FIRE INSURANCESPECIALTY.^

DRESS GOODS.

OFFICE, MASONIC TEMPLF^

Never before could you get as handsome a dress for as little
money as today. Our line of 5C-cer.t Dress Goods is superb.
Trimming and Silk to match.

. VHM S , < I

r

UNDERWEAR.
It is not saying anything against other stocks of Underwear
to repeat what we of’en hear said—that we have the largest
stock of Gents’ Ladies’ and Children's Underwear in Mt. Ver
non. Gent's Underwear from 25c to $2 50 a garment, all wool,
all cotton and ffeece lined. Ladies’ anil Children’s in the above
kinds, including Conibuib’ion Suits of all prices from 50c. to
$6.00 a suit.

STOP
ANO

THINK

Browning & Sperry.
FALL

AND

Of Stadler,

WINTER STOCK

The One-price Clothier, Hatter and
Furnisher,

JUST RECEIVED.

Of their fall and winter stock of

---------------- <0?------------- —

NEW ANO

NOBBY

LINE

CLOTHING

OF

AT PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.

HEX'S, BOV’S AXD CUIIMEX’S FIXE CLOTIIIXG
And of what you widi to buy. We have taken special care to have
the most desirable g wxls at popular prices. Our assortment is up to
date. We can give you better goods for less money what others sell
you inferior goods for. When you take each garment and examine
it carefully, it must clearly impress you that these are the goods that
add to the prestige and strength of our business.

---------------- o-----------------

A full line Neptune Anti-Pluie Porous Waterproof
goods, in Men s Roys' and Children’s Suits, Overcoats
and Ulsters. Guaranteed ABSOLUTELY WATER
PROOF. Our boys’ Knee Pants at 25 and 50 cents are
special good values.
LEATHER STOCKINGS FOR BOYS.
Do not buy UNDERWEAR until you h ive seen our
line. Our 25 and 50 cent garments are eye-openers.
Men's Union Suits in Merino and Wool.
Our new Merchant Tailoring department is a decid
ed success. Fit and workmanship guaranteed.
Give us a call.

A.

P.

When the goods come from us it is an absolute guarantee that yen
have

'

We please you or return the money.

For style, for substantial make, for perfect fit and for perfect details
no other goods are equal to what we bell you.

STAUFFER,
The One Price Clothiei^Iatter and Furnisher, S. W. Comer Public
Square and Main St.

T1 e One Pj iced Cash Clothier, N. E. Cor. Public Square.

Diamond Dyes

, FINE
+

It’s Easy

to Dye
with

French

October Opening

+

+

MILLINERY
Pattern

-------- OF---------

CLOAKS, JACKETS and PURS

HATS Aw)

NOW CO1NG ON

BONNETS,
The desigrs

-------- AT---------

Are tbe prettiest and most

Diamond
Dyes

U p-t o-D ate
To be found anywhere.

R.

C.

Mitchell,

Son

& Co.

TIIK HITTERS AMD FURYlSIIKItS.

SCRIBNER & CO.,
No. 20 N. Main Stree

MISSES IcCOlffl & DEMOBT,
East Vine

Elutt.

This is also tire place to equip yourselves for WINTER UNDERWEAR.
HOSIERY, Etc., Etc.

& “100 CENTS’ WOETE OF GOODS FOE ONE I0LLAE," is Cur

Motto.

Diilfi

OR. DEUHO.

The Aged statesman Ex
pires in 11 is Chair,
At llis Home Mouth or this
< lly, Friday.
..

...

.

.

„ .

lleatli Itmuirllt Oil by Paralysis ul the
Heart—Was Giving I list ructions to
llis Foreitian When the Supreme
Sum hi ons (nine—Sketch of His Life
and Public Duties Given Below.

rendered long, valuable and riistinguished
services to (he Nation, both in National
Congress and Cabine’, thereby acquiring
greata"d h»onr«b:e diatiuctiou throughout
the entire Republic*
He Kssabiia noble Christian gentlen>an,
exehtplary n every d'par'inent of life, pub
lic atui priveie, in cbutch and in state.
'Hit great qualities weie accompanied by
such iiKxlesty. courtesy and kindness, that
be was beloved by all in every rank of so
ciety who knew hint well.
He was the foremost,noblest and most dis
tiuguished citizen of our County.which has
hem more honored by the illustrious characler an 1 career of Columbus Delano thau
by any other incideut iu its entire history
Ite*lived —That we tender the fam'ly of
the deceased our respectful and profound
sympahy
Resolved—That the Chairman of this
meeting be requested to present these reso
lutions to the Court with the request that
they may be entered on its minutes.
ItmioIve<t—That the same be published in
the journals of the cpy and that a c »py
there -f be delivered t > the family of ’he de
ceased.
Resolved -That we will as a tribu'e of re
st eel, attend the funeral of thedeceas.-d.
W. C. Co-ickb.
H II. Grkrb.
J D. f’uirvitrir.i.n
W’m. if. Koowa
William L. McElroy

PBESIDEHTS JO GAVEL
Most Important Thing at
Monday Xiglit’N NeMtiou.

stated by the Conncilmen. who prefer wait- j
ing until a new building can bo erected iu a
belter locality, where a stone-yard can b*
established.
There being no further business, Council !
adjourned for two weeks.

SILENT MAJORITY.

Couuell Trannavts it Bu*l*
ncftM in a Short Scanlon.
Pay Ordinance Passed—Talk of Con
verting the Second Ward Engine
House Inlo a City Prison—Ordi
nance to Vacate West Street—Ad
journed for Two Weeks.

CHARL1S F

BALDWIM.

Charles F. Baldwin die 1 at his late home
on East Gambier street, last Friday morniug
at 5 o'clock, slier a prolonged illness of dis
ease cf the heart and kidneys.
Deceased was born Zauuary 6. 1S37, in
what is now Bloomfield township. Morrow
county, but witicli was at that time a part
of Knox county. His early boyhood was
spent in Medina county, to which his par
ents bad removed. Later on his parents re
turned to this county and remained here
uni 1 their death.
Mr. Baldwin read law in Mt. Vernon with
Dunbar & Banning and afier his admission
to the bar became a pirtner with hisjiercepto:a in the practice. A few years later he
abandoned the law business and enterel the
government service, becoming connected
with the postal department, remaining in
that service for several years. Upon leaving
the government service he accepted a posi
tion with the legal department of the Penn
sylvania railroad. In 1884 lie purchased an
interest in the M’. Vernon Republican. and
became the editor, performing the duties of
that position until the spring of D95. when
he relinquished the editorship and assumed
the business management of the establish
ment.
Under Governor Foraker's administration,
deceased was appointed a member of the
Canal Commission, but resigned to accept
membership on the Board of Managers of tbe
penitentiary, to which he was also appoint
ed by Gov. Foraker. During Gov. Foraker's
second term he was a member of his staff.
Deceased was a member of the several Ma
sonic bodies of this city, and bad taken all
the degrees of Freemasonry, including tbe
33d, the highest in the order.
Deceased was twice married His first
wife was Mary Irvine and the second, her
sister, Rebecca He bad one child.a daugh
ter by his first wife, now Mrs A. C. Dickin
son, of Canton, Ohio.
The funeral took place Monday af.ernoon
and was conduced with Masonic honors.
Rev Smythe officiated. The pall bearera
were J. G. Stephenson, R. J. Ash, I). B.
Kirk, W. C. Cooper, W. M. Young, Frank
Moore. The marshal was H. H. Greer. In
terment was in Mound View cemetery.

10 TOTIOlilLISIS
A Trader Hake* An Im
portant Address.

Free Silver Meetings.
The following Free Silver Meetings, to be
addressed by the speakers indicated, are an
nounced.
Rev G. W Ball.

Morgan township (township bouse',
Thursday evening, Oct. 29.
Danville, Friday evening, Oct. 3*
All Free Silver Hen Should
Jelloway. Saturday evening, Oct- 31.
Ankenytown. Monday evening, Nov. 2.
Fuif e
IL A. Mykrantz. of Ashland.
Gambier. Saturday afternoon, Oc’. 31.
And Vote Only the Free Silver Ticket
Judge Wellington SlllAvell,
in Knox Uoiiut), for to Divide the
Gambier, Saturday afteruoon, Oct. 31.
Danville, Saturday evening, Oct. 31.
Forces Thia Year is to Aid iu Main
J. D. Joncn and S. il. Nichols.
taining' the Single Gold Standard
Biadenaburg,
Saturday afternoon, Oct.
Which Oppresses the People.
3L.
Thos. R. Simmons.
Mr. J. W. Boyd, candidate for Clerk of
North Liberty, Saturday evening, Oct.
Courts on the National licket.has issued the 31following important address.
A. R. McIntire.
Mt. Vernon. Ohio, Oct. 28.
Brandon, Friday evening, Oct. 30.
To the members of the Nationsl Party of
John K. Haiden.
Knox county:
C«nterbarg. Saturday evening, Oct 31.
I hereby wish to announce to my friends
Fredericktown, Monday evening. Nov. 2.
in the Natio tai party, and all free silver
J. W. McCarron.
men, that I instructed the County Board of
Brink Haven, Saturday evening, Oct. 31.
Elections before tbe ballots were printed
William R. Pelter.
□ot to print my name on the National par
Morris township (township house), Thurs
ty ticket, as candidate for Clerk of Courts. day evening, Oct. 29.
Dr. Daniel Shafer, nominee f,r Probate
C. M. Rice.
Judge, did tbe same.
Millwood, Friday evening, Oct. 30.
I took this actiou without any suggestion,
Lewis B. Houck.
bin’, or-request from any one. I did it be
Amity. Thursday evening. Oct. 29.
cause I believed that ail silver men should
Bryant Ransom.
unite-have relieved it ail this campaign.
Monroe Mills, Saturday evening, Oct. 31.
This is a campaign of the people against
political bosses and wire-workers. If the
HON. WALTER H. SMITH
people do not have enough common pa
triotism to lay aside partisan z»al, and if Wilt Vote For the First Time in
they do uot have common sense enough to
Twenty-live Years and it
stand together and organize for their good,
Will be for Bryan.
they will be defeated.
Senator W. M. Harper arrived home on
If we uiU not leave onr old parties, many Sunday. 4^>er his European trip, a month
of U3 mutt kavc our ol J homes.
We have followed party until we are ago, he was taken down with a severe at

TWO I8SI«£ PEBSDIIS
Seiil

lo

llic Asylum
Coin mbiin.

appeal from tbe conrt of W. R. Boody, a
justice of the peace in Jefterson township,
where a judgment was rendered against

AI

Will of Harah C. Gibson
l’robatpd.

WILL S. SPERM,

defendant for $11.
MARBIAOK LICENSES-

Eugene G. Carpenter and I.ula M. Mc
Cormick.
George Smale and Lila Bostner.
B. E. Lewis and Lottie Porter.
II- Culbertson and Ella Sharp.
John Coon aud Flora Collins.
William J. Metcslf and Gala Johnson.
William F. Liter and Sadie Ricbert.

Republiraii nud l*roni:d
■tent Business Han,

Npeakfl for the Clause
Free Silver, z

And Presents a Strong Argument fol
Real Estate Transfers Recorded During
the Restoration of Silver as a Money i
the Week—Probate O’lirt Miscellany
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
Metal — Republican Congressman
—Happen! ngs of Interest A built the
F. L. Fairchild to W. F. Semple, lot 83,
Hartman and Hon. J. II. Drake to
Court House Collected For Readers of
Riverside addition, $175.
Speak Thursday Night.
the Banner.
F. L. Fairchild to A. W. Crumley, lot 61

in Riverside addition, $260.
IMAGINES HE S A MILLIONAIRE.
Isai>c M. V. B. Jackson to Rachel 0.
Hon. Columbus Delano died at his home
Next Thursday evening, in Woodward/
At Monday night’s session of the Ci»y
On Saturday C. R. Bradfield, M. D., filed Jackson, 113.21 acres in Milford township, Opera House, another opportunity will be
south of the city at eleven o'clock Friday,
Council,
Prettilent
Bogardus
was
all
in
an affidavit with the probate judge, declar $3155.
of paralysis of the heart. During the
given the people to hear the virtues of the
s.uiles and ttie portly gentleman >■- -med as
ing Sanford S. Taylor, of Danville, to be
niglit he bad been slightly ill front indiges
Oscar Ransom to Frrd 8. Bunn, lot 25 in free coinage of silver discuss*-!. At 7:30
happy
as
a
boy
with
his
first
pair
of new
insane- In tbe affidavit were these facts Ransom's addition. $975.
tion but arose iu the morning fueling en
H<>n. Charles Hartman, a die’ihguiahed Re
red-'op b'»o?s The occasion of hia delight
Mr. Taylor is about 38 years of age and mar
Oscar Ransom to E J. Ganrerts'elder, lot publican Congressman Ao in Montana, and
tirely recovered from the attack. At nine
was the fact ll»at his new gavel Imd been
ried, having one child, and resides at Dan 31 in Ransom's addition, $750.
o'clock, when Dr. Juhu E. Roaaell, the
Hon. J. A. Drake, of New York, will ad
tiuislie I and was iu his piss-xstor*. This
ville where he has charge of a grain ele
family physicion, called, he walked about
Oscar Ransom to Geo. H. Hardes'y, lot dress the people.
gavel has a history, being toa ’e from a
vator in tbe capacity of foreman. He is 21 in Ransom's addition, $1,100.
the porch and chatted hopefully, lie then
p'ece t f maple wood, aetured by Mr. Bo
considered in moderate circumstances.
rep iired to the library where be spent
Frank L. Fairchild to Celeb K. Ireedy,
Perhaps the most interested and intelli
THE FUNERVL
gardus during h>s trip through the New
ATxjut six months ago he began suffering lot 80, iu Park addition and lot 53, in Riv gent crowd that has listened to a political
the remainder <f the time. Shortly after
The funeral took place Toes lay afternoon England states, last summer, lie desired to
from insanity, supposed to be tbe result of erside addition, $510.
ten o'clock, Mr. Wiiliard, his overseer,came and was piohahly the lsrg»stever seen in
8|<e«cb during tbe present campaign. paok<
possess something historical as a memento
the grippe, from which be suffered some
in to receive some instructions concerning this ciy.
Edwin A. Trumbull lo Christian Tarr, Woodward Opera House from piAto dome
of his trip, and when in old Plymouth.
time
ago
and
never
completely
recovered.
lot iu Norton's addition. $831.40.
improvements. Mr. Delano sat in his chair
Friday night to listen to Mr.Will S. Sperry,
Owi <g to the c vndilion of Mrs. Del-inn, Mass., visited a little shop where such
He lias been under treatment during
Jeanette B. Haight to Margaret House, .37 of this city, and Hon. M. V. B. Beunett, ofthings we e kept. He was shown a leg
tbe six months, part of the time at home, acres in Monroe township, $700.
Kansas When tbe meeting was called to ,
taken from an old spinning wheel owned
and part iu a private hospital in Cleveland,
Almon F.Stauffer to George C. Vail, part order at half-past seven by President Chase,
at one tints by John Drew. The wood was
but received no benefit. He imagines him lot 323 in Hamtramck addition, $<50.
standing room was at a premium. He in
skid to he236 years old ami Mr. B <gardus
self a great financier and worth consider
Adam Sapp to J. B. Clark, part lot 40, troduced as the first speaker Mr. Will Sper
purchased i’. The man who s<-id the
able. He has threatened to take his own Hibbill'a addition to Gann, $500.
ry. a prominent and influential business
trinkets c'a.rnel to hj a descend tnt of
life and those of his employer and his wife
J. I). Kirkpatrick to S. H. Kirkpatrick, man of thia city. Mr. Sperry has been a
Miles Standish and boasted of the fact.
and child, and it was thought for the best 149 acres in Morgan township, $1,500.
life-long Republican and is now a member
The wood has been undir process of finish
to have him sent to tbe State hospital.
F. L. Fairchild to John Coleman,lot 48 in of tbe firm of Browning A Sperry, dry
ing for several months being soaked in shelJudge Critchfield held the inquest Saturday’ Riverside addition, $250.
goods men, of this city. lie is one of the
lach and shaped into a gavel and was
afternoon and Sheriff Sapp accompanied
F. A. Cummings to the T. W. V. A O. pioneer silver men of thia community. He
trimmed in silver by j°weler Clough, mak
the unfortunate man to Colnmbns.
railway company, lot 25 in Greenville. $75. aided, in every manner possible to him. the
ing a lovely trinket.
Pbebe Wood to Emma J. Montanya, lots nomination of William McKinley on ac
When tills historical gtvel desetnded and
PETITION FOB DIVORCE.
in Potwin's addition. $300.
count of that gentleman’s previous friendli
gave warning for the meeting to begin
Catherine Sphuman, on Thursday, filed
F. L Fairchild lo F. L. Beam, lot.125 in ness for silver. It was a hard matter for
Counci I m-m Coe, Collins, Larimote, Metack of the jaundice, and was detained at
on the brink of destruction.
her petition in court praying for divorce Riverside addition, $225.
him to vote anything Democratic, but
Feely, Meyers, Thayer, Welsh mid West
I think it is time for thwghtful, patriotic Washington D. C. on account thereof.
from her husband, Sdward Schuman,whom
F. L. Fairchild to Annie W. Cocorao, lot when that thing was right, it mattered not
were present. Stephens came in later. The
men to stop and consider.
Senator Harper bears a piece of news that she avers that she married May 5, 1889. 25 in Rogers’ addition. $250.
about the name. Mr. Sperry is one of tbe
minutes of the previous meeting were read
Shall we let a great issue fail because it
will
be of much interest to the people of She states in her petition that her husband
Edson J. Breece to Eugene W- Iden, lot most logical scholars whom it has been onr
and approved aud the business of the
was not specially and fully in tbe hands of
has been willfully absent from her for more 1 in Greenlee's addition to Fredericktown, pleasure to hear. He is not an orator, tpor
evening began.
mir party? Not I for one. The great issues Knox connty just at this particular time,
than three years. There have been no $600.
does he pretend to be. He is a plain, sensi
Mayor I- Hunt male his monthly report,
and
that
is,
that
bis
father-in-law,
Hon.
for which the National party stands will
children
born to them. The wife wants to
ble business man who foresees tbe ruinous
which stated that he had collected fines to
not die; and when the time comes for their Walter H Smith, ise uhusiostiefor tbe free
be divorced aud restored to the name of
Pass it along the line to results of a continuation of the present gold
the amount of $7. Solicitor Wm Thomp
settlement I tiust to tbe saving, common coinage of silver, and is going down to bis
Catharine Mapes, by which name she was
son then presented the following report
vote only for the friends of standard and does not bewtate to say so.
sense, the patriotism, and the moral man
Virginia bomeoa election day and vote for known before her marriage to Edward
After a few remarks explanatory of bis po
which was require] by Council at their last
hood of this nation to help us settle them.
Schuman, and also be given reasonable silver.
sition, be settled down to tbe question and
meeting, and which was accepted and
I^t's help settle this one issue for which we Mr. Bryan.
alimony and other proper relief. D. F.
for an hour gave a clear aud pointed expla
place! on file:
stand, while so many are reidy to help usHon. Wal’er H. Smith is well remem and J. D. Ewing, attornies for plaintiff.
FINANCIAL REPORT
nation of tbe question. He possessed a
To the Honorable City Cou ic 1 of the City
I am confident that if the National party bered by the older citizens of this cjnnty.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Of the Mt. Vernon Street Fair Com fund of ready knowledge that seemed al
COLI UBIS UKLiXO.
were to go into power this year the very jirtl
Gestlemks: — At the last meeting to your
WILL OF SARAII C C.IRSONCQARLKS BANBURY.
He practiced law here for many years, and
mittee Gives Close Figures.
most inexhaustible. The position taken by
thing
it
would
do
would
be
to
rettore
free
and
honorable body, a resolution was passed,
Charles Banbury. Sr., a prominent Knox
On Monday, Oct 26. the last will and
The following report from Harry M. Mr. Sperry is one of vast importance. Tbe
and gave orders At the moment the fata! only n short service w.is held at tbe resi asking the City Civil Enginee-, the City
unlimited coinage of silver at the ratio of six- has always been a staunch Republican.
county farmer, aged about80 years, died at
testament of Sarah C. Gibson, lately de Green,treasurer of the street fair committee, cry has long been made that free silver
During President Granfsadaiinistrallon he
malady overtook him he had raised his dence, which was conducted by Bishop Solicitor and the Sewer Comiuiilee for an his home in Jefferson township, two miles teen to one.
ceased, of Fredericktown, was filed.
In it shows that the business of the fair held would dismantle the business interests of
« piui «n iu the question, as it pe'tsined to
filled
the
important
office
of
Assistant
Attor

hand to gesture a certain movement illus- Leonuri. The service took place at St. tueir diflereut duties an t functions in their north of Danville, Wednesday, Oct. 21. at
But I do not want to neglect to say that
she provides that after ber just deb's and this year was well conducted:
the country. This is sefilled by tbe very
tral:ve of some improvement to be made. Paul’s Episcopal Chnrch, by Bishop Leon re-p»ctive otlices, involved in the cmistruc- 4 o’clock a. m , of heart failure. His death tbe Republican members of the County ney General of the U. S. He liaa not voted f >r
funeral expenses are paid, the income of
RECEIPTS.
position taken by Mr. Sperry, who realizea
But be uever completed tlie order, and be ard who *as assisted by Rev-. J >nes and iinn, or rather the completion of tl.e sewer was sudden and unexpected, as he retired Board of Elections decided that Mr. Shafer 25 yetra. but has always been an earnest
lier real estate and personal property shall Total cash collections from mer
distnet No. 1 of this city.
tbat tbe prosperity of tbe merchant must
fore be could utter a word the spark of lif- Smythe. After die rcrvice the racket was
In the first place I cannot refrain from in his usual good health. A wife, six sons aud I could not withdraw from the county Repub’ican. He is a large laud owner in go to her husband. William C. Gibson. In
chants ard privileges, including
depend upon the prosperity of his custom
had fled. A messenger was hastily dispatch pla< ed in front of theebureb, with a detach referring to the inconveniences that arise aud three daughters turvive him. Mr. ticket. They are going to compel us to
balance
of
1895
.................
................
$563
94
case he marries or dies the property goes to
ers. Mr. Sperry’s speech had a marked ef
ed to the city for a physician. Dr. Williams ment from Kenyon Mt’itary Academy as a fiom the construction in the sewer district Banbury was a native of England and run. I hope they will not compel you to vote Virginia, and is satisfied after a careful her daughter, Ella M. Crowell, of Chica Cash from sale of Hags......................... 16 50
fect on his hearers and he was warmly cona ma n sewer, and leaving to future con
study
of
the
money
question
that
tbe
free
was secured and as soon as Dr. Russell could guard of h< nor. and those pretent were giv- i of
sideration the completion of the system moved to this country with his parents for us; for if they do, they will increase
go, or ber heira. During the life of ber
Total................................................. $580 44 gratula'ed upon his viewsbe found, he too was dispatched to the eo an < j portunity to view the remains.
Lots become exemp’.snd persons Ly private when a child, settling first in Pennsylvania tbe chauces of their gold standard frieudg coinage of silver will bring relief to tire far husband he is to pay taxes and other nec
EXPENDITURESAt the close of Mr. Sperry’s speech. Hon.
scene.
As the cortege moved to Mouud Yu w sewers to the main sewer that do m>t abut
They moved from that state to Ohio and on the county ticket, by dividing the silver mers and all other branches of business. essary exj>enBtsin maintaining the p/ot>er- Printing, billing, advertising, distrib
M. V. B. Beunett was introduced and made
The death of Hon. Columbus Delano is u c mef»ry,tbe hearse was flanked by the upnn the street in which the main s-wer is have been residents of Knox county for vote of the county.
uting. premium lists, livery, tele«
1 tid. and coniplic ttions of en arise which
one of his characteristic speeches. The so
For this reason, he Is, next Tueslay, going ty. For hearing Nov. 2.
distinct loss to the community where he detachment from Kenyon Mill ary Accde- grea’ly re’ato the completion of the system
I assure all friends of sTver that the only
half a century. The funeral services were
to
vote
for
Bryan.
. $145 40 briquet. “Kansas Cyclone,’’ has been right
bannets........ -........................
has been such a prominent figure for over m ’.arid was followed by ail the students and in the district.
safe
thing
to
do
is
to
cote
the
silver
county
ticket
,
READMITTED
TO
THE
ASYLUM.
held Friday afternoon at Wesley chapel.
V,
fully given him. He carries bis crowd with
Supplies, premium books, cards.
From the resolution and the report of the
half a century. At the time of his death faculty of Kenyon and a large concourse
and if you cast your ballot for that you
Elizabeth Hardesty, a middle-aged lady
.. 30 53 him, and is plainly a leader among men.
rope, etc.................................
Civil Eniriueer, it is intended that latterals Interment in the Milton cemetery.
To
vote
for
the
free
coin

he was president of the First National Bank of friends of the deceased.
will not have any cause for regret.
,.. 28 (IO
of Jackson township, was brought to this
or branch sewers will ba laid in middle
He was hoarse from campaigning, that
I>R BYRON XOCLESTON.
and a member of Si. Paul's Episcopal
Mr. James Israel acted as marshal, ami s-w> r distiijt No 1 to Die main sewer for
Why any silver man should give a gold age of silver and good times, city Monday afternoon and given a hearing M usic................................................... .. 58 00
.. 61 0" being bis third speech that day. He pos
Fire
works
...........................................
On Tuestlay, October 20, Dr. Byron Eg standard man more power to fight us by
church. He was a generous man, as his
he pall bearer" were Messrs. H- U Greer, the purp »se of , effecting the entire sewer
in
the
Probate
Court
as
to
ber
sanity.
This
put an X mark in the circle
Flag 11896)............. .... ........................ .. 12 25 sesses (hat moral courage and personal
recent endowment of Delano Hall at Ken J. B. Weight, J 8. Ringwalt, H. L. Curtis, sya em in that district. It is intended that gleston died of paralysis at the home of his putting him into office is more than I can
is her second trip to Columbus on this ac Labor.................................................... .. 38 <M> magnetism that makes him an invincible
certain amount of surface water will he
under
the
Rooster.
Noth

yon College will testify. He was also a F. D Sturges, of this city, and Chas. E. ataken
daughter
in
Colt
mhos
after
years
of
suffer

unders taud.
count, being first taken in February. 1880, Police ................................................... .. 55 "0
off of the streets in the district by
foe. One of the p’easantest features of bis
member of tha board of trustees of this col Burr, of Columbns
the latteral branches, and to that ex tent.the ing. Dr. Eggleston was well known in all
This cause is greater than any man's per ing else is necessary.
aud remaining until July the same year, Cash premiums paid...... .. ............... .. 98 15
8 "0 speech was the manner iu which he
Cash premiums subject to orders.. ..
completion of the system is a benefit to the p»rtsof Knox county, and in earlier days sonal wishes or fortnnp; so let's stand by
lege.
when sire was discharged as cured. She be Hauling and cleaning..... .. ............. ..
8 50 handled the “menagerie of generals'* who
euPre district. The amount of the costs of enjoyed a good practice in inrdicine. Of
SOCIETY SCINTILLATIONS.
Ever since his admission t> the hsr in
2 23
the men who are helping ns win it and not
gan to show signs of the returning atfiiclion Postage and stationery ...................
said completed system, over and above the
KNOX
COUNTX
TEACHERS
”
15
1831 he has been prominent in Whig and
00 are touring the country for McKinley- Mr.
about Christmas, 1895, but has not been Rent of parish bouse.......................
amount which shall be assessed against the late years lie bad resided at Martinsburg, by tbe men who are doing all they can to
Bennett is himself an old soldier and he
Visitors
Here
anti
Elsewhere
—
Sun

Republican politics Though of late years,
lots so benefi et for local sewerage, should but a s’roke of paralysis prevented bis be defeat it. Let us not ignore the fact that Next Session of Association to he considered dangerous at all. The Judge Secretary 's salary............................. . .. 20 "0
Balance in treasury......................... ••
' 38 resented the insults they heaped anon the
be collected by general taxation in the dis ing active and he came to Mt. Vernon fur a we have a well organized and mighty oppo
dry Items of Gossip.
triple not taking active part in political
ordered ber taken to Columbus and 8herift'
Held In This City Saturday.
defenders of the flag. It was greatly appre
matters, be has always maintained his iden
Rev. L. W. Mulhane was in Columbus trict. However,in this instance the amount while. About three months ago he Buffered sition and we cannot afford to take any
..$580 44
Total................. .. ..................
Below is a program of the Knox County Sapp returned her to the asylum Monday
of a reasonable assessment for local sewer
ciated by the audience.
H
abry M. Green,
tity with his party.and last August presided Tuesday on bustness.
age by the foot front against the lots so a second stroke while residing at the St. chances of defeat.
evening.
Teachers’ Association, to be held in tbe
Treasurer FreeStree Fair Association.
at the Republican county convention held in
J. A. Nattinger, of Clinton, la., is the benefited, will pay the entire cist of the James ho’et, and after recovering suffi
Lei's stand loyally together and fight Central High school building, in tbiscity,
sewer, with the exception, probably, of the ciently went to Columbus. His remains
The soldiers' relief commission met in
this city. Only recently he was a member guest of relatives in this city.
fairly
and
honorably,
aud
ask
no
quarter
Saturday
at
9
a.
m.:
Skillful Treatment.
one fifth of the entire cost of said sewer,
McGugin, You Know.
regular monthly session in tbe County Au
of a reception committee that met the
Mr and Mrs. Steven Grten, of Boston, are which would be raised by general taxation were brought here Thursday afternoon and and give none.
Mosic.
Jesse McGugin, whose many troubles
Dr. France, of the France Metrical
ditor's oflice. Monday afternoon and trans
Guion generals upon tiie occasion of their guests < f Mi: and Mrs. F. L. Fairchild.
Invocation
...................
................
Rev.
Smythe
on the district- But dismissing that sub interred iu Mound Vi*?w cemetery.
Yours for humanity,
acted such business as was necessary. They during tbe past year are well known, caused Institute, Physician and Surgeon, by
Civics in Our Public Schools..................
visit to this city in the inrerests of the Ke
Miss Ktlic Wander is visiting her friend, ject, as I deem it is thoroughly understood
J. W- Boyd.
by the Council, and the Council should de
Pies- G. S. Hartar placed I*h.lip Lohr, of Jefterson townshi p, Marion Buckmaster. his former tenaat, to requeat of his many friends and {(btients,
JOHN K BARRETT.
publican candidate for president His only Miss Maud Smith, at Danville fora week.
will make a return visit to Mt. Vernon
Music.
termine how the cost of the construction
oh tbe roll for $5 i»er month and Mrs. L. be arrested last Wednesday, charging him
John E. Bsrrett. a native of Shandon,
son, John Delano died last Angus’, which
M.T. Wing, of Newark, attended the should he raised.
Institute Work......... Supt. L. D Bonebrake
Wednesday, Nov. 4, where he can be
with
having
burned
a
corn
crib
belonging
had a distressing effect upon him. and to funeral of Hon. Columbus Delano, Tues
We have in the middle sewer district cer Ireland, die 1 Monday evening at his home
Kecitaii>>n...Miss Edith Cline, Martinsburg Phift-r, of this city, for |I 50 per month as
seen at the Curtis lintel, from 9 a. in.
This
is
Marked
a
Strait
to McGugin. Buckmaster gave bond in the to 5 p. m. One ’lay only. The doctor
tain property which in considering this on E Pleasant street, of rheumatism, after
NOON.
relief.
gether with the accident that befell his a&ed day.
Music.
sum of $1,500 to appear
e is meeting with gratifying success and
wife severai days ago, may have hastened
Mrs. W. A. Wander is ill at her home in improvement, demands attention. We find an i'iness of almost a year's duration. Mr.
Democratic
Ticket
there are a number of lots which fronton
Mental Arithmetic....................... R. A Knbx
PROB ATE OOVBT.
■Squire J. A. Barker, at which time his care we advise the afflicted to consult him on
tbiscity with a severe attack of rheuma Main street, with their length abutting on Barrett was born In Ireland iu 1813 and was
the end.
Institute Work......... Sopt- L. D. Bonebrake
Harry J. Sandersm, administrator of was continued until Nov. 5.
the alrove date of his visit. His spec
Recitation..Miss Marian Harter. Mt. Vernon
a cross-slr»e’, along which the latteral or therefore 83 years of age. He emigrated to
Columbus Delano was born in Shoreham, tism.
Daniel S. Norton, deceased, egainst Nim
ialty is chronic diseases, axtd diseases of
Report of Reading Circles.
Vf. June 5, 1809. In 1817 he removed with
Miss Mary Ehle.of B-yai. is visiting her branch sewer would pass, and at the same this country in 1350 and resided for a time
time those corner lote are provided with
— Sunday evening at t> o’clock, Rev. W. the eye and ear, and he gives his entire
Let every teacher be present as Supt. Norton, et al., filed petition to confirm
his parents to tbiscity, where he has sinc> cousin, Miss Mattie Fowler, East Chestnut local sewerage in the main sewer. Such in B >ston. Man. Fiom that city be came
C. Endley solemnized the marriage ofHiram attention to the successful treatment of
Bonebrake will di regular Institute work contract.
resided with the exception of live years street.
""
being the case, the lots so provided are. to Mt. Vernon and has since resided here.
J.
G.
Kelley,
administrator
of
Catharine
Culbertson, the C., A. A C. engineer, and these complaints. His success is due to
which
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to
teach
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the
provisions
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of
the
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a
wife
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of
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High
spent in public life at Washington. He
Tivenan,
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first
aud
final
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It.
S.
of
Ohio,
exempt
from
assessment
for
M isa Ella Sharp, at tbe home of C. Bettner a thorough knowledge of the human
ers
at
this
time
of
year.
These
are
the
only
funeral sei vices were held yesterday morn
began the study of law in the oflice of school, spent Sunday at her home in Co local sewerage.
system, gained by an extensive hospital
Inventory
and
appraisement
inthematter
E.
Gambier street.
mee ings at which we are pirmitted to bear
Ho mer Curtis and after three years wa« lumbus.
experience and careful study. Health
We, also, have in said sewer district cer ing at S’. Vine mt de Psni's church, Rev.
him. MuBic in charge of Prof. A. P. Whip of the estate Edward Doyle, deceased, filed
admitted to the bar in 1831, being (lieu 23
D. W. Tuttle, of Buffalo, New York, is tain lots which fronton a side street, and L- W. Mnltiane officiating. Interment was
is as important as life, and no invalid
by David F. Ewing. Wm. Welsh and L. B.
ple.
W. F. Allgire, Pres.
LOCAL NOTICES.
who values health can afford to miss
years of age His talents and ability woo the guest of D. B. Tutile and wife. North the long way of the lot abuts upon the mads in Calvary ceme’ery.
street along which said latteral sewer may
Houck, appraisers.
Mrs Lina B. Carey, Sec’y.
tbis opportunity of obtaining his skill
him a way to prominence and he soon be Gay street.
pass. As to tne amount of feet in said lots
Charles B. Parker. Alexander J.ybarger
ful treatment. Consultation free and
Vance Armentrout has returned Lome that are a^sessabl*, regard must be had to
came a noted criminal advocate. Shortly
Pass it along the line to
Wood Wanted!
and
Wm. McGugin. appraisers of the estate
after his admission to the bar he was elected ftomtbeO.S U , having withdrawn from the way tne lots are improved, if (he lot is
strictly confidential.
BIG SILVER RALLY.
improved by using the real front or narrow vote only for the friends of
Prosecuting Attorney of Knox county. In the Univefsity.
of Adam McGough, late of Monroe town
Good, dry body-wood will be received
side of the lot as the front, then, although
Mrs. Fredeiick Cooper entertained with a
1841 be became a candidate for Congress in
it would have to be laid along the long aide silver.
Martinsburg Fairly Swarmed With ship, this county, deceased, filed inventory on subscription to the Banner, if de
the district composed of Licking, Knox and library party Thorxday sfternoon for Mrs of the lot, yet. the uumher of front feet,
and appraisement. Total appraisement of livered at once.
Japanese mattings are one ot the
Thousands of Silver Men.
which would be assessable, would be only
Franklin oumies, on the Whig ticket, and C.C. Howell.
personal goods and effects amount to
nicest things of the a^e. Not like the
With
his
spe?ch
in
Woodward
Opera
defeated Col. Caleb J. McNulty, the Demo
Mrs- Frank T. Oakley, of Toledo, is visit the number of feet iu the real front or nar
old fashioned matting. Finer, more
C.rd or Thank,.
House Friday night Hon. M. V. B. Bennet, $657 40 and of real estate, $1,550.
row way of the lot. However, if the lot
cratic candidate While in Congress he ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs J. G. Steven was improved by buildings, and the front
In the matter of the will of James Clut
We desire to thank the members of beautiful and more durable. You can
the Kansas cyclone, closed his campaign in
see the finest line of these goods at
served on the couimitttee on invalid pen son, R. High street.
was along the long side of the lot, the num
Knox county. During tbe*seven days spent ter, deceased, late of Milford township, the I. O. O. F., G. A. R.. and the many ARNOLD'S ever shown, and at prices
sions and made a vigorous speech against
Mrs. Mary Pickham, of Columbus, at. ber of ass« ssabie feet in said lot, would be Thieves Making This Vicinity Their
Rhoda
Clutter,
widow
of
tbe
deceased,
friends
for
the
kindness
and
the
sympa

in Knox county be made fifteen speeches,
from 10 cents to 60 cents per yard.
the Mexican war. In 1846 he came within tended the faneral of her father, John Bar he real front, calling the long side of the
thy extended us during the illness and Stop
Headquarters.
lot the front. Yet it i« within the power
sod in each instance was greeted with large agrees to take provision made for her in
and see them.
death
of
our
l»eloved
husband
and
two votes of receiving the Whig nomina rett, here yesterday.
of the City Council to exempt certain poiand enthusiastic audiences. Perhaps the his last will and testament and so filed her lather.
Mrs. Louisa Hall,
tion for Governor, William Bebb defeating
Mr and Mrs. F. D. Siurgcts entertained tions of said lot, which they deem would
statement.
banner meeting of bis tour was held at Mar
Mrs. Dr. Hunter,
The Several Residences Entered— Money
him. Io I860 ha was a delegate to the tia Thursday evening for Mre. C. C. Howell make the assessment equitable.
Licenses were :ioned to two ministers.
Buy your Dishes aud Glassware from
statute is very plain, and says that the as
Miss Gertrude Hall.
To vote for the free coinage of tinsburg Thursday afternoon. It is tslimatand Clothing Taken -Attempts .
tion Republican convention at Chicago and Mrs. B F. Leave!!.
Frank L. Beam's cheap counters.
Rev. William Wolford, of this city, and
sessments shall be made by tbe front foot;
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that
a
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silver
and
better
times,
place
an
X
which nominated Abraham Lincoln- After
Mr. and Mrs. John Cocper leturntd home and the Supreme Court has carefully con
Rev. Charles L. Fischer, of Gambier, to
Made Almost Every Night.
Horse Strayed or Stolen.
mark in the circle under the rooster, turned out to honor tbe cause of silver. It
Lincoln’s election to the Presidency, lie ap from Denver Tuesday evening.
sidered the same, and held, as I now indi
solemnize marriages.
From
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seemed
that
tbe
whole
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end
of
Ibe
Tbe best Tea and Coffee in the city
as shown above. Nothing else is
pointed Mr. Delano commissary general of
Hon. David L. Sleeper, Speaker of the cate
L B. Ackerman was appointed executor south of Martinsburg, on Oct. 19, an iron for the money, at Warner W. Miller’s
county bad turned loose. The parade was
There are abo lots fronting on Main
A band ot robbers have been making necessary.
Ohio, in 1861. He was a esnidate for House of Representatives, was the guest of street yet in «he rear part of the lot. There
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’
horse,1CJ
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high,six
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Ask for our 30c Coffee and Sample Tea
over a mile long. Io it were delegations of
United States Senator in 1862, coming with Sopt. L. D. Bmebrake this week.
are certain improvements or parts of the themselves conspicuous in this vicinity
a little parrot-mouthed, and with fore at 26c per pound and be convinced.
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street.
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James Ogg. 8r, who lives west of this city,
lege townships. Delegations were also pret
return of the horse I will pay a liberal
NEW CASES.
aud was the next year elected to the house sufteted a paralytic stroke, Monday eve These lots are provided with local sewers in ac's and also causing the [>eaple to use
front. But the decision held that the ques •very prsoaution to guard their valuables. Occupants Thrown to the Ground ent from Morgan, Jackson, Pleasant and
of representatives of Ohio. In 1864 he was ning, and is in a serious condition.
Emily McFarland against A X. Kidwell reward.
tion lies in the discretion of Council, and
Clay townshibv. A good delegation was also
John Ackley,
and Badly Hart.
a delegate to the Baltimore convention that
and Ollie Kidwell, forecloeure „ mortgage,
Mr and Mis. J. C. Roberts went over to that they are to determine a hat portion of Each day brings in news of some house
therefrom Lick ing county. Three drum corpe
Martinsburg,
Ohio.
renominated President Lincoln, and was Columbus Friday evenirg and took in The corner lots eball be assessed where the im beirg entered and ransacked. Some believe
amount
claimed,
$225
with
interest
from
Sunday evening while driving along N. belonging to tbe Clay, Jackson and Morgan
orovemeuts front on two streets. And in tbe work to be that of local taLnt, but the
himself elected to Congress. In 1866 he Brownies" at the GreatSouthern Theater.
the absence of atftise of that decision the city is overrun with tramps and bunts and Sandusky street near Cooper's foundry, two township delegations, furnished stirrine April 1. 1S92.
was defeated by Geo. George W. Morgan,
James Sanderson, et al..as Mary K. Hick
AUCTION.
buggits coining towards each oth«r collided
Fred George, who has been visiting his same will stand
That is all you hear, hnt you
There are also lots iu middle sewer dis they may be the tight pat’.tea. Last Wed and tbe occupants were thrown out and two music. The speaking was held in tbe Park man and James Sanders, civil action. 8uit
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sewerage by reason of a pnva'.e sewer con-1
do not sec any.
Mul
bis term in Oongreashe was appointed com
Mie Wannie Israel, of Millwood, was the s’ructed by them with the consent of the William Purler’s resilience on
October 1st,
liis wife and little son bad spent tbe day
nrechanic lien.
missioner of internal revenue bv President guest of Miss Sarah I«rael last week, and also Ci'y Council. Thia queat:on was determin berry s'reet in the North en.l aud
with Mrs Pipes' brother in tbe country
Charles Nyhart, an infant, by Noah Will conduct an Auction Sale of Dia
Grunt, and in 1870 became a member of attended the Carpsnter-McCormick wed ed by a former City Solicitor, and held that when the family arose next morning they
If you come to our store we
and were returning home about six
Nyhar'.bis guardian, against Samuel Hyatt monds, Watches and Jewelry, to reduce
they were exempt from local sewerage. found things turned topsy-turvy.
Mr.
Grant's cabinet, being appointed Secretary ding.
htock and dissolve partnership. Sale
o’clock. When they turned off of High
This opionion. 1 atn fully prepared to say.
Tlie
distinguished
and
able
Repub

of the Interior.
He held this position
will show it lo you and tell you
will be held daily at 2 and 7 p. nr, until
Rev. and Mrs. Bradley, of the If. P. is in accord with the weight of judicial de Porter was minus a pair of trousers and
street and starred ont Sandusky, an nn
lican Congressman from Montana,
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.
until 1875. when be resignedsufficient amount is realized. No. 13
church, entertained their friends at the par cisions in Ohio, providing Council deter vest. Tbs pauit pockets contained about known rig came up behind them and both
and
how you can get it FREE.
Main street. Sign big watch. J.
Since liis resignation as Secretary of the sonage on North Mulberry street lest eve mines it is sufficient for local sewerage at 410 and tbe vest a silver watch. The thieves horses started up at full speed as thoagb
Corrected weekly by the North-West South
though a Circuit Court case, which was sub had gained their entrance through a front
H.
Havill,
of
Chicago,
auctioneer.
Interior, he lias lived in comparative retire ning.
ern Elevator A MillCo.
sequently overruled by the Supreme Court,
racing. Mr. Pipes bad co intention of
window. The stolen clothing was found
ment on his beautiful country p'ace, “Lake
We keep everything that you
Rev. George F. Dudley, of Washington, held to ibe comrary.
racing, but could not bold bis horse. At
Wheat ...........................
70
later
uuder
the
coal
house
of
a
neighbor,
There
are
also
c-rtain
lots
or
portions
of
Home ’south of this city. There, amidst who was the guest of Harry C. Devin and
Corn................................................... 20
Fruit jars. Fruit jars. Stone, glass
Of
New
York,
will
speak
for
the
ground med by Rail Road Companies but were short the money and watch. Mr tbe same time Clift’ Beach and his wife and
want from a Drug Store. Call
his friends and family aud books, he has wife, North Main street, returned home which abut on streets, which are included
Oats................................................... 124 and tin at
two children were coming south on San
Warner W. Miller’s.
Taylor’sDiaden: Flour.................. $1 30
passed the declining years of an eventful Sunday.
in tlwre latteral branches, unless those lots Porter bad no sooner notified the police of dusky street, driving a young colt. It was
and see us.
“Best Flour............................... 1 20
life with that dignity and retirement be
Manager Chase spent yes’erday in Lan are provided with local sewerage or some tbe robbery than C. L Scales, Mansfield impossible for hint to pass the two rigs on
—AT—
Bran, per ton...................................$11.00
Make your home cheerful for winter
coming one whose years of activity, success caster inspecting the camp-ground auditori other reisrn, which I do not now see,would avenue, reported that his house bad been either side and he started to go between
certainly be assessable for local sewerage.
Shorts, per ton................................ 11 .CO by covering up the walls with cheap Wall
visited by pirties nnknown and a »uit taken
and honor have so outnumbered those of um. with a view of erecting one in Lake
In this opinion I have at erupted to touch
He might have been successful if his horse WOODWARD OPERA HOUSE,
Cash paid for wheat.
Paper from Frank L. Beam’s remnant
mankind in general. He was always a Hiawatha Park.
upon the important questions of law.wbhh From bis bed room. Entrance had been had not shied, but this occurred and he col
-ON—
sale.
wdi be considered, if this improvement made by raising the front windw. which
fiiend of liberal education, a gentleman of
Mr and Mrs. Frank L Fairchild gave
should be carried out as indicated. Ail of bad been left unfastened. They did not lided with tbe rig driven by Mr. Pipes. The
Corn.
the old school, of whom the community six o'do k tea Friday at their residence on which is respectfully submitted.
htrses scrambled over each other and brake
East Side Public Square.
d slurb any other room besides tlie bed
Coreua Yeast—Something New!
We are prepared to take all the corn
ran well feel proud.
Gambier avenue fir Mr. and Mrs. Steven
Wm H. Thompson,
the harness and buggies all to pieces and
A
Perfect
Yeast.
Try
it
and
be
con

The
ladies
are
especially
invited.
room.
Mr
Scoles
bad
worn
his
suit
but
offered
at
mirket
prices.
City Solicitor.
Deceased is survived by bis wife and one Green, cf Boston.
injured tbe occupants with their hoofs.
Telephone No. 30.
twice.
Ths Nokthiyestekn Elevator A Mill vinced. Sold by
daughter, Mrs. J. G Ames, of Washington
Messrs. Will J. Henley, George Collistar.
The regular monthly pay ordinance was
Persons living near at hand hurried to
NAUGHTY GIltL.
•
Warner W. Miller.
Co.
lturing
Thursday
afternoon
some
one
City, together with five grandchildren.
Paul Deming. George Balaton and Gus read and approved.
the rescue and carried the people into tbe
Councilman Coe, of the sewer committee, entered tbe home of E. A. King-ton,on W. houses and Dr. Larimore was called. Mrs. Drives Her Mother Nearly Crazy by
Jones, all of Cleveland, spent Sunday with
Apples! Apples!
Her Actions.
friends in this city.
reported that the committee bad granted Pleasant s'reet. aud s->eake.l three silver Beach seemed to be tbe worst injured, hav
Farmers, dry your anples, whether
See tbe Cheap Counters at Frank L.
FAR MZKTIXU.
The following letter was received by Mar wind fallen or picked, and we will pay Beam’s for Fair week. Bargains for
Judge John Adams wxs called to Rich- George Vail, Lamartine atreet, permission dollars which bad been left lying on a ing been shuck on the breast by either a
We are selling
table.
MrsKingston
had
just
been
absent
everybody.
•
The members of the Knox county bar as word, Union county, Friday, by the death to tap a sewer near his property for the pur
hoof or a broken shaft and it was feared slial Bell of this city, Saturday afternoon, you a fair price for them in cash.
A. D. Bunn A Co.
sociation met in the court room Monday of his sister, Mrs. Milton Shipley. She pose of drainage. Mr. Vail was given to from home a few moments when the theft that she suffered iutemal injures. Mrs. from P. Kelly, Chief of Police, Columbus,
300 S. Main st
morning and 'suitable action in the matter was aged 73 years.
understand that this would not exempt occurred.
Pipes sustained a bad cut serosa ber face, requesting that he look after and if possible
Hammocks and Porch Shades at
Great excitement was started about the
arrest George Ward and Agnes Ebring. an
of the death of Hog. Columbus Delano
him from paying frontage tax in case
and
her
little
son,
Warner,
lost
several
Fresh Oysters
Miss Bessie Bennett and Mrs. Robert Ben
Frank L. Beam's.
For tbat Tired Feeling.
city Thursday night by a report to the
eloping couple:
was taken.
sewer
is
built
in
bis
district,
and
signed
a
teeth.
Tbe
men
and
tbe
two
Beach
chil

It braces you, gives you an appetite,
nett. of Columbus, who have bean the guests
Received daily.
Everything else
effect that Ex-Governor R. O. Ki>k
Columbns,
O.,
Oct.
22.1896.
The meeting was attended by almost every
a
paper
stating
that
lie
understood
such
to
dren were only injured by bruises. After
and is the Lest Liver and Stomach
of friends in this city the past week, returned
Gold Aluminum Table Ware
City Marshal, Dear 8ir:—Agnes Ebring, a season at Warner W. Miller's.
member. On motion Col. W. C. Cooper was
be the case. The same Councilman report had been held up in regular highwayman being cared for the people were taken to
medicine on the market today.
to Columbus Mondayyoung girl only fifteen years old, rap away
style
on
the
viaduct
south
of
the
city
and
Given
for
rebate
coupon
tickets
at
War

called to the chair an l Win L Cary, Jr.,
Craft A Taugi^lr
Steel Express Wagons for the boys at ner W. Miller’s until Jan. 1, 1897.
Rev. J. G. Ames and danghter.Miss Clara ed that several man-holes on S. Main street bad suflerei the loss of $3<*» and a valuable their hornet. Mr. Beach tesides on the from home yesterday with a man named
made secretary. II »n. H. II. Greer made a
Ward. They went from here to Beam’s.
of Washington. D. C . and Dr. and Mrs needed repairing. Tbe matter was referred to diamond scarf pin. Investigation proved Columbus road about three-fourths of a George
motion tliat a committee be appointed with
the City Engineer. Tlrs matter comes
mile south of this city. Tbe Pipesss reside Westerville on a street car. and at 6 o'clock
Delano Ames, of Baltimore, attended the
yesterday evening they botuht two tickets
the r»port to bef:Pse.
Money.
Col. W. C. Coojie’at chsirmsn, for the putunder
tbe
paved
street
repairing
and
must
Tlie lowest price ever made on Wall
on
Sandusky street. The parties in tbe to Mt. Vernon. They went on No. 7. which
fuueral of Hon. Columbus Delano.Tuesday
Theqyick work of Mrs John S. Badiock
pose of drafting and reputing resolutions.
If you nave money to invest I can Paper, you will find at Frank L. Beam’s
be
looked
after
by
tbe
Townsend
Brick
Co.,
third rig escaped the colPson aud are un leaves here at 5:05 p. m. I wish you would
Allen Fink, of the Baxxer. was called to
no doubt prevented her home being looted
Tha chairman, Hon. H. H. Greer, Hon.
endeavor to get them, as the girl’s mother secure you first mortgage loans on Knox Remnant sale. Fine Wall Paper Cheap.
his home in Thcrnvilte, Ohio, near Newark, of Zanesville, who, according to their con Saturday night. She was awakened by the known.
is nearly crazy about her daughter. She county real estate, not only as'safe as
W L. McElroy. W. M. Koons and J. I>
tract,
keep
Main
street
in
full
repair
for
five
Monday, by a telegram announcing the
has black hair aud eyes, full face, fair com Government bonds, but at double their
barking of a vatob-djg about 2 o'clock and
Critcbfield composed the committee. Sui yeais
from
the
time
the
street
was
plexion. wore dark brown dress, long cloak rate of interest.
New patterns in floor oilcloth at Frank
serions illness of bis mother.
Her death
was convinced that ibievet were near. She
P. B. Chase.
aide addresses were made by Col. Cooper,
paved.
and black felt hat. Ward is about 35 yeara
L. Beam’s.
All the candidates on the of
YOU MAY NEED A
occurred before be reached her bedside.
secured
a
revolver
and
fi.-ed
twice
and
age.
5
feet
10
inches,
rough
boned
fea

W. L. McElroy, H. H. Greer, J. D. CntchAn ordinance giveu in full in another cal'ed Lrbelp Thomas Ga rg», watchman Republican county
ticket
tures,
smooth
face,
wore
dark
blue
overcoat,
Awarded
field and A. R. Uclriti e recalling many iu"
The Peary Lecture.
column was next read and ae'erpting order aifAG Coope«’a, liea’d her cries and in
collar and black stiff iiat. He was
Highest Honors—World’s Fair
Fruit jars at Frank L. Beam’s.
for the single gold velvpt
cidents in tb€ life of their deceased brother
Hot Water Bottle
working for tbe girl’s father, running a
The first lecture on tbe Star Course, “Ex ing that West Atreet be vacated betw*en company with two other workmen went arc
during bis active professional lift, after plorations iu Northernmost Greenland,’’ by Sugar to Hamtramck streets. This is to al
stationary engine to keep a merry-go-roan d
standard,
and
the
money
in motion. If you find them arrest and
which presented the following resolutiers Civil Engineer R. E. l'eary last Wednesday low the C. A Q Cooper Co., to enlarge their over to Thistle Ridge. By thia time tbe
For sanitary reasons you should
they have contributed to wire me. You will find his “photo” in
Buy your Wall Paj»er Now at tlie Rem (you
were presented- which were unanimons'y night, was an exceptionally good one. works. Their buildings will cover this par ies had lefi and no trace could be j
own.
closed, which please return again.
foundnant
sale.
Best
time
of
the
year
to
buy
j
this
campaign
has
been
used
adopted:
Yours truly,
Lieutenant Peary is a high grade descriptive territory.
Wall
Paper
cheap.
No need to borrow when you ca
P. Kelly,
The members 6f the Knox County Bar as lecturer and relates bis exploits io far-off
Frank L. Beam’s.
The next matter presented was relative to
Snpt. t fPoce.
one from a new stock of best qt
ambled upon the occasion of the sudden
Greenland in a tnodeat way, not bringing repairing tbe Second ward engine bouse and
(Jnclnimed Mail Matter.
made, at a low price.

fer

TOO NUMEROUS,

Democratic Ticket.

FREE SILVER ..

KOI. CH1S. HIRTMiN
J, i. ORME,

CAUSE OF FREE SILVER

Craft & Taugher,

THURSDAY EVENING, OCT. 29.

KERR'S SYSTEM RENOVATOR

NIGHT AND DAY

DR.'

icath of'be Honorable Coiumba9 Delano, I
listitt-1
tbo Wi'i tor mttny yvtts our most dis
’i: self into too great prominence. Col. W. C.
jisbi‘1 leader, desire to express our pr. Cooper in introducing tbe lecturer recelled
und sorrow at this dis|ensation. our op tbe feet of e young men from this county
eciotlon of his great merit, and have the losing his life while on an expedition to the
me placeil Upon the rfcirds of our Court,
which he, during his active practice, wt-s Arctic c mntriei. Tbe gentleman referred
to was Mr. Rul«too,of Howard, this comi
b brilliant leader.
I u' rxfo&k, Rvsolvul that by the death ty, a brother of the Sooth Maia street slice
Honorable Columbus Delano we have lost
B grand old patriarch < t' our Bar, who i i dealer.
A good sized crowd listened to Mr.
Peary's graphic account of bis voyage, and
terrible sledge trip across the ice cap of
Greenland which almost cost him his life.
Numerous lantern views of incidents occur
r great sia’e.
ring alpng the line of travel made the lec
>oiumbus Delano was not only a great
ryer, but he was a great statesman, who ture doubly entertainin£-

j career as an attorney, in the trial <f
,e.« in the exan'i »’ >n of witj.es-e.q ii
e presentation of law and ’ire testimony
i«"ticed. in le-r. e l ami logical argument,
eloquent ar d moving appeal to Judg-s
djury, hail no superior and feweqoalstn

to continue the grinding
i gold standard system.

making it e fit piece to keep city prisoners, I Following is the list of nncleimetl mail
and also lo establish a stoat-yard to lessen matter remtining in tbe Mt. Vernon Pest
cost of keeping prisoners and do away with office for the week ending list Monday:
Mrs. Emms An en, Burton Beach, Mrs.
sending them to Zanesville. Mayor Hunt
said if these places were established it would
be a great caving to tbe city. A paper from
W. H. Fratt. civil engineer, regarding the
coat of converting the engine house into a
prison, was read.
He agrees to convert the building into a
good station honre, placing substantial iron
guards at the windows and bricking up the
laree front doors, leaving an entrance of
ordinsry size, all his improvements to cost
$130. Some objections to this bnildiog were

Struck by a Train.

\Vili:a*n Eiwards. who lives a short dis
Brie Beach. Mrs. Aratna G. Bryan’, Clem tance north of this ci'y. on the Mansfield
Berdel', M 9. D 11% Uradf .rd, Henry Canady. road, can.e within an ace of losing his life
Mrs llanitt Cuuningbam, Mrs. H C. Cu’u- .
.. „ , r,
ningbam. Mr. Dwight. Mrs. Virginia Dox, hu»t Friday .while drivreg across the B. A OMiss Alice Flight, Miss Alice Fletcher, Hy-’ railroad at Gjffney'a crossir.g. Passenger
dranlic PresaCo, D. H. Henderson. Mrs ,rBjn jjo x nnrtbbouml, struck the rear
SS’D^ia KU%J,'raIUn A EKXU ’
of his vehicle and compietel, demolbhI,. D. Martin NW.Mil>, W. B. Martin [edit. Edwards was thrown over into a
Rev 8- Fuller Por:er, Grant Porter, it. F. ’ barbed-wire fence and badly cut.
His
Ridgley Maria A 3m«pkins. W. D Sperry. ’ ,
was bittpn bMVy. Up w.8 taken
Mr-. It. W . \ earrell. Mur* Jennie \\ ard.
,
b
home by two men who lnippctie I to be
(. uvs. E. Critchfield
near enough lo sec the accident.
Postmaster.'

Tbe Chitfhtd enclosed a tin-type of tbe
young lady, who had rather an attractive
appearance. Marshal Bell visited ths B. ±

0. depot where he learned that the original
of ths tin-type had been seen in company
with a young fellow several timer Friday,
but that they had left tha depot about 8
o'clock in the evening. The officers took
□o special notice of them during the day at
their actions were not suspicious. Miss EbrtDg is the dan. liter of Fred Ebring and
wife,of Culurabua, highly respected jteople.
Ward was employed by Ebring as an engin
eer. Had tbe message been sent by wire tbe
couple could have been easily taken up, but
the letter came too late.

MRS. C. fl. SETN0LDS

CREAM

BAKING

Of

Crestline,
Ohio, Recommends
Wright’s Celery Capsules.
“Crestline, O., Apr. 23,1896.

To The Wright Medical Co.,
Columbus, O.
Gents—I have purchased a box ol
Wright’s Celery Capsules from Albert
H. Kinsey, Druggist, and used them foi
Sick Headache and Constipation. I can
MOST PERFECT MADE.
say that one box of your Capsules
A pure Grape Cream of Tart ir Powder. Fr< truly
have done me more good than anything
jxn Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant- else I have ever tried. Yours very truly
40 YFLRS THE SIAK^ARD.
Mrs. II. C. Reynolds. ’

POWDER

SYRINGES
We can save you money in this par
ticular line. \Vc have a god assort
ment in Bulb, Fountain, Single or Com
bination goods, of the very best manu
facture, at

Harry M.Green’s
Drug Store

Assipse’i Salnf Rea ftlale,

TIME MAKES CHANGES.
shallow sneers instead of argument.
The papers are full
38. Because there is not enough gold
of deaths from
Many Republicans jyho denounce
N punsiiai.ee of the order of lh* Froha’e
in the w’orld to do one month’s business with bitterness the silver side of the fi
< uurt <-f Knox county, Onio. I will
—only $2.50 per capita—of the world. nancial question, have forgotten the
utter fur sale at public auc’iun, al the m u* h
rii
orof
lire Cuurt Houss. in ihe city of Ml.
39. Because there is ouly $22.90 p< r declaration of their party iu years gone
Vernon, Ohio, by trac s. at two o'clock, pcapita in this country, counting all by. To show their inconsistency we
m., uii
kinds of money, aud less than half of give below their financial planks iu
Saturday, me 7tb Day of Koteinber. 1896.
that is in circulation, the real being tied their last three national eonvenlioi 8—
Lite following describeu real estate to-wii:
Of course
up and hoarded.
Tract one The foil >wing real estate 1)1888, 1892 and 1896.
ing and being iu the ouuuty of Knox ami
40. Because free coinage will raise
1888.
the heart fails to act
Stale of Olii», and known and described as
the price of silver by giving it use and
when a man dies,
We, the Republican party, believe in
lolluws, 7iz: part of toe tairn knoanaAN ELEGANT BUTTON FREE
but “ Heart Failure,” so called, nine
Elm wood, iu the first quarter of the sixth
cheapen gold by taking away the de the use of gold and silver as money,
io«tiship, in the thirteenth range of ilie I'.
times out of ten is caused by Uric
mand.
and we denounce the present Demo
S.M. lauds iu said couuty, more particu
with each package of
And in the blood which the Kidneys
41. Because Blaine said the main cratic administration for its hostility to
larly hounded and described as follows,
viz:
Being
the
identical
premises
described
fail
to
remove,
and
which
corrodes
tenance of a gold standard would pro silver.
in a mortgage given by Percival H. Upd»the heart until ft becomes unable to
1892. duce widespread disaster, and his pre
graff and wife to (lie North Western Mutual
perform
its
functions.
The American people, from tradition
Life Insurance Company, recorded al pages
diction came true within 18 years.
/
MEM 4o9 aud 410 of vol 32 Knox c <unty. Oli o,
42. Because the silver mines have and interest, favor bimetallism, and the
Health Officers in many cities very
r>c >rds of mortgages, to which reference te
had
f
>r
more
par
icularity
of
de
criptiotq
never yet and never will produce more Republican party demands the use of
properly refuse to accept “ Heart Fail
saving ami excepting out of ihe above so
than enough silver to supply the world's both gold and silver as standard money,
ure,” as a cause of death. It is fre
much thereof ax s embraced in a convey
/
quently a sign of ignorance in the
nations with coins mid the arts with with such restrictions and under such
ance of laud by P. U, Updeg’aff aud wife n
Elizalie h Byers by deed recorded in b •«4
physician, or may be given to cover
silverware, and there can be no over provisions, to be determined by legisla
83, page- 70 and 71, Knox county, Ohio,
tion, as will secure the maintenance of
up the real cause.
production.
records of «le e Is.
Also ihe following real estate comprising
43. Because it will not injure our the parity of v dues of the two metuls,
3 acre’’, more or less, situa’e in the sa d
foreign credit, but will improve it and so that the purchasing and debt paying
KT. VERT ON,
OHIO. township and lying west of aud adjaon>" to
the last above described l(X)-acie tract ai d
invite foreign capital by our increas power of the dollar, whether of silver,
oounded on ihe <-outh by lands of Johanna
ed prosperity, just as capital is now gold or pajier, sIimII at all times be
Sell
all
the
Patent
Medici
ne»
Ha} ru» 8 and John D. Haynies; on the west
equal.
rushing to Japan.
A Medicine with 20 Years of
by ihe lauds of Curtis; on the north by
1896.
lauds of the C.. A.& C. Ry Co. and Ihe
. . Success behind it . .
Advertised In thin Paper.
44. Because only about 4 per cent
lands of t'lirue; and on the east by riie 1WWe are unalterably opposed to every
of our business is with foreign nations,
i ere tract bereinbefote described
• will remove the poisonous Uric Acid *
The above intende I to embrace and in
and part of that is with nations that measure calculated to debase our cui- • by putting the Kidneys in a healthy •
rency or impair the credit of our coun
elude all the farm la' ds owned by the said
favor silver.
H Uptlegralfat the date of his said astry. We are, therefore, opposed to the • condition so that they will naturally •
HORSEMEN P.ignment
to W.C. Cooper, situate east of
45. Because McKinley says it will
J
free coinage of silver, except by inter •• eliminate it.
the M>. Vernon and Martinsburg mail in
•
cause an oversupply of money, thus
SAVE
YOUR
STOCK
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••a******
•
(
In.ion
township
and being 103 tens mote
national agreement with the leading
raising prices, while Harrison says it
BY USING THE
or less.
commercial
nations
of
the
world,
which
ating in value more and more, making will drive gold out. making money
CELEBRATED
A pprai- ed al $12,750 00.
Dr. Pierce’s 1008 page book, “The People's
Tract two—The following described real
Common Sense Medical Adviser," reached the debts harder and harder to pay.
we pledge ourselves to promote, aid
scarce, and thus lowering prices.
enormous sale of 680,000 copies at $1.30 each.
Morris’ English Stable Powder
estate situate in the county of Knox ano
until such agreement can be obtained
5. Because the only objection yet
Thia enormous sale having paid him a fair profit
Forl.ose of Appetite.Congtipation, Rough Hair, state of Ohio, snd in ihe first quarter of the
46. Because the Hon. Bourke Cock- the existing gold stai dard must be pre
on the great amount of labor and money ex
Hide Bound, aud all IH^aaea of the Blood.
sixth
township and thirteenth range a> d
heard
against
bimetallism
is,
we
are
pended in producing it, he is now giving away
Price. 25o. |M r package.
ran says both of these are wrong and served.
being part of P. 11. UiaJegralTa mb division
absolutely free 300,000 copies, the recipient Only not big and strong enough to have it
Morris
’
English
Stable
Liniment
being required to mail to nim, at the above insti
• f riie west mrt of Elmwood anil being lo*e
that the Izindon prices of silver will
SHERMAN FAILED TO ANSWER.
tution 21 one-cent stamps to cover coat of mail- without foreign aid. Can we not legis
Cures Laments*, 'uts. Bruises, Scratches, 1. 2. 3, 4.8.
17, 18. 46, 47 48. 49, 50, 10.
make the price here, and consequently
jag Mtiv and the book will be sent post-paid.
Galls, Sweeney, Spa fins. Splint. Curb, etc.
Price, 5Oe. per bottle. 71 and 75 in said sub- nvisiou aa shown by
late for ourselves?
During his recent visit to Helena,
prices of all commodities here will vary
tiie plat thereof in the ■ ffi e of the Record® t
Morris’ English Worm Powder
6. Because we can introduce bime as the London price varies.
of Knox c tint; , Ohio.
A| praised at $2,Mont., Senator Sherman made a speech
Warranted to cure ajy case of Worn* in 11 nrece 400 <0; that is to say lots 1,8. 16, 18 47, 4’*,
tallism without foreign help,for we would
Cattle, Sheep or Dogs, also Pin Worms in Colta
47. Because f ee coinage wi;l benefit for gold, and the jubilant goldbug or
Price. 5Oc. per box. 49 an t 50 appraised at 815O.Q0 each; lots 2.
That's the whole secret in a
have with us 27 silver aud bimetallic the people of the silver states only in gans announced with' a flourish of
17, 46. 0 >. appraised at $175.00 each, anil
Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure
word. We can cure no disease
countries, with a population of 995,000,- common with the people of the whole trumpets that he “would answer all
A Specific for Dintemper, Coughs. Coldg, Heavea, lots 3, 4, 71, and 75 at $125.00 each.
Tract three—1 he following described real
Pina Eye, and all Catarrhal diaeaae* of bones.
unless we can keep up the pa
000.
Price. »Oc. gl.OO per bottle. estate, tc-»it:
United States giving to all only that respectful and pertinent questions” put
Lot number 459 in Thontient's strength. And there's
7. Because we would have against which the act of 1873 took away.
as’s addition to th» town now civ of Mt
Wells’ Hoosier Poultry Powder
to him, if sent to him in time to read
only
one
way
to
do
that
—
feed
Vernon,
in
the
c
unty of Kn< x and state <>l
Makes liens Lay, cures Cholera, Gapes and
us only U gold countries, population
48. Because Mexico has prospered over before his speech. This was fair,
Boup, and kee;>s pocltry healthy.
Oliio, saving ai d excepting a small strip
AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE
him.
But
if
the
system
refuses
Pi
lee.
25e.
imt
parkagc.
196,000,000, and about all of those ex and kept the purchasing power of her and a leading Republican and a leading
heretofore sold and coovejed off of I lie
food? Then use SCOTT'S
Every retaejy gtitranljed satisfactory or money south end <>f sai I In : b iimded on the ea-t
cept England would be glad to follow currency stable under free coinage, and Democrat prepared questions in the
refunded. Our new imok. “The Horae: Ilia Diacitia hy McKenzie street; on the s nrit by the
EMULSION of Cod-liver Oil
and Treatment." mailed use.
National, State and County our example.
same
office
and
forwarded
them
by
Wells Medieli.e Co.. lutfayeUe. tuA small strip heretofore sold ai d conveyed off
her labor in many cases is far better off
with Hypophosphites. It goes
8. Because the average ratio in the than ours. Why does she not change to special delivery to the Ohio fraud early
For sale by, E I). Tavlor & Col, Eagle of the south end of said lot; on the w»iu by
STRAIGHT TO THE BLOOD,
WITHOUT COST.
lot No. 375 ot ee owned by Geo. W. Haw k,
silver and bimetallic countries—viz, the gold standard if dissatisfied? Eng in the afternoon. But strange to say,
Pharmacy.
Election to Be Held
and on the north by Ganibi»r street. Also
stops the wasting, rekindles
Bolivia, Costa Rica, Guatamala, Hon land would help her and welcome her the Mansfield millionaire only answer the vital fire, makes new flesh
•he following d«suited prendre* eittiate it.
Knox county, Ohio. t»-wit:
All of ’bore
duras, Nicaragua, Salvador, Colom as one of her financial colonies along ed the Republican question, and ignored
and so renders a hopeful fight
PEBELY VEGETABLE.
portions of lots 476 in the Thomas addition
bia, China, Ecuador, India .Mexico with the United States.
to Mr. Verr.on. Knox county Ohio, ar d 376
that of the Democrat. Perhaps Mr.
possible against ANY disease.
in Shaw’s addition to Mt. Vernon. Km x
ft-a*n-a*<l-o-r Skin Ooap an In vain,
Peru, Russia, Tripoli, Argentine Re
Especially is this so in bron
49. Because President Andrews, of Sherman coukln't answer the Demrcounty, Ohio, lying north of the center ol
able Antiseptic.
public, Belgium, Chile, Cuba, France Brown university,is neither a lunatic,an cralic question propounded in writing
chial and lung troubles, in the
south well on said lot No. 476; said line
A clean soap is as necessary to health the
HEREA8, By the laws of Ohio, regu Greece, Haiti, Italy, Japan.Netherlands
'o run east and west parallel lo the s< u h
relief and cure of which Scott's
archist or mine owner, and he says, as follows:
lating elections, it is required by the
as clean clothes. S-a-n-a-d-o-r Skin end of said lo*s and S" a* lo pass over the
Spain, Switzerland and Venezula—: “There must be a change if we would Senator Sherman:
Emulsion has won its reputa
Sheriff of his county to give notice before
Soap is made of pure vegetable oils and ••en'er of said sonth well; said south w«ll to
the time of holding a general election by 15} tol.
tion. Book about it free.
is wholly free from all irritating ingre be used in common by the adjacent land
It
has
been
stated
that
the
Union
vet

avoid
bankruptcy.
With
free
coinage,
proclamation throughout the oounty, of the
dients. The antiseptic property it con owners; that p irrion of said lot No. 376 in
Scott’s Emulsion is no mysterious
9. Because the very highest ratio of every industry wt uld look up. Never eran would necessarily suffer under free
time at which suoh election shall beholden.
tains is a recent discovery. It is abso Shaw's add! i m being a stiipeight feet wide
mixture.
It
is
palatable,
non-nauseat

coinage,
inasmuch
as
his
pension
would
In pursuance of such requisition, I, any country in the world is Mexico, 16L
the ea*t side of asid lot.
since slavery days has the press display be practically cut in two by being paid
ing and infinitely preferable to the
lutely purely vegetable and destroys offAppraised
CHAS. S. SAPP, Sheriff of Knox oounty,
at $4 750 01}.
plain off. The genuine has our trade
all disease germs that infest the skin.
Ohio, do hereby proclaim and make known to 1.
ed such disregard fur truth and such in dollars worth 53 cents. You also
Term*: Either cash or one-third cash on
that the
10. Because if Mexico is a fair sam stubborn obtuseness/’ etc.
While admirable for the complexion, day of sale; one-third in ot.e, and one-third
claim that under free coinage the silver mark on salmon-colored wrapper. Get
the genuine.
for the toilet and bath, it3 rare medici in two years from the day of sale; deferred
owner would take his 53 cents
pie of a silver country, Turkey is a fair
50. Because free coinage means con mine
First Tuesday
For sale at 50 cts. and $1.00 by all
nal properties make it a positive cure payments to hear interest at the rate of 6
worth of silver bullion to the mint and
sample of a gold country.
tinuous prosperity, employment and receive for it a 100-cent dollar. If such
druggists.
for Eczema and all skin eruptions. per cent, p r annum, payably annually
STYLE AND FITCORREC,
After the First Monday, beiog the
11. Because, if everybody admits higher wages, government of the people is the case, and a man should happen to
the day of sale and lo he s« cured by
Price 25 cents a cake. Prepared by from
SCOTT & BOWNE, New York.
on the premises sold.
S-a-n-a-d-o-r Medical Co., 10 and 12 mortgage
Third Day of November, 1896, that bimetallism is right, and the only for the people and by the people, and be a pensioner and a silver mine owner,
October 5, 1896.
W. C. COOPER.
Vandewater SL, New York City.
objection
is
that
we
cannot
go
it
alone
how
is
he
to
distinguish
between
the
Cooper
A
Moore, Atty's.
Assigme.
not government of Hanna, for the trusts silver dollar he has received at the mint
is by the Constitution and Statutes of Ohio
appointed the day on which the qualified that objection is overruled by the figures and by the plutocrats.
and that paid him for his pension?
electors of Knox county, Ohio, shall given above.
A drink called “drithel” is popular in
Are they not liable to get mixed in the north of England. The cotton hands
meet in their respective Townships or
12. Because there is no accumula
Wards, at their usual or proper place of
his pocketbook, and if so, is there not a of Manchester and the factory-workers
A Million Gold Dollars
KNOX OOUNTY
holding elections, in their respective Town tion of silver anywhere in the world
Would not bring happiness to the per- possibility of the pensioner-silver-mine get through nearly 10,000,000 pints of
ships or Wards, between the hours of 5:30
owner getting rid of them both at 100 this stuff' every year. It is made from
o'clock a. m. and 5:80 o'clock p. m , of said that could flood us. And even if there eon suffering with dyspepsia, but Hood’s
TEACHERS’
Avery C. Moore
day. and proceed to ballot for:
hops, hemlockroot, parsley and clov
were, it would only give a greater im Sarsaparilla has cured many thousands cents each?
It pays to secure the best education. Everybody
Twenty-three Electors for President and petus to our commerce.for every dollar
and
is
one
of
the
most
dangerous
liquors
—Merchant Tailor and Gents’ Furnisher—
knows the old reliable Speneeri-m Business and
THE NATION’S CHOICE.
of cases of this disease. It tones the
Vice President of the United States (equal
EXUIIXATIGAS
ever brewed. The northern coun'iee Shorthand College as a well established, popiilr.r,
worth
of
silver
brought
here
would
rep

to the number of Senators and Representa
leading school. Founded 1818. Incorporated lfli-j.
124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.
stomach, regulates the bowels and puts
pay about $75,000 a year for the output ta.TOO
former students. 400 calls yearly for gradu
tives this Stale is entitled to in the Congress resent a dollar spent here among us
1896-97.
The Seneca Advertiser has figured out of “drithel.”
ates to take positions. Catalog and Journal fre?
all the machinery of the system in good
of the United States, but no Senator or
SPENCERIAN COLLEGE. - oLEVELALD. CtitC
Representative in Congress, or other person Our silver dollars would not be taken working order. It creates a good appe that William J. Bryan is “the Nation's
Meetings for the Examination of
holding an office of trust or profit under abroad again, but left here among us,
choice,
”
in
the
following
manner:
Teachers
will be held at the
tite
and
gives
health,
strength
and
hap

the United States shall be eligible as an
States foi Bryan.
Electoral vote.
Elector of President and Vice President) thus giving us more money and greater piness.
School Room,
The Celebrated Specialist, ef the Frjnce Medical Institute, will k at the ( I RTFS BOISE, BT.
as follows:
Washington..................... 4
business.
Two Electors for the State of Ohio at
VER.VO.V, W EHVISDAT, XOV. 4, from 9 a. in. to 5 p. ro. One Day Only.
Wyoming
....................................
3
13. Because even if there were
Large.
Hood’s pills act harmoniously with
Central Building, Mt. Vernon,
Louisiana......................... 8 cured. Mrs. N. E. Whitney, of Hills
One Elector for the First Congressional flood of silver in Germany, Japan
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Cure all liver ills.
CaLifornia ...........................
boro Bridge, N. H., was told by her
District of Ohio, composed of part of Ham anywhere a little diplomacy would pre
25 cents.
Indiana............................. 15
The Second Saturday of Evjry Sonth,
ilton county.
physicians
that she was in the last
long experience, remarKable skill and universal success for the past twenty
ArkansAs......................................
One Elector for the Second Congressional vent its coming here. In the interna
years In Ohio, entitles him to the foil confidence of the adicted.
T
EXCEPT JAKVAKY AND JCLV.
stages
of
Bright
’
s
disease.
Receiving
no
The
latest
suggastion
made
in
the
col

District of Ohio, composed of part of Ham tional conference at Brussels all the
Maryland........................... 8
DR. FRANQP
no KUPcr'or in diagnosing and treating diseases >and deforilton connty:
umns of a London paper is that married
New Jersey............................... 10 benefit from thpm
tT
. J »
77
minis. Medical and Surgical diseases. A«.uteai:d Chronic Catarrh,
Diseases ofrthe-Eye, Ear, More, Throat and Lunge, Dyspepsia, ^right’s Disease, Diabetes,
One Elector for the Third Congressional great nations except England were so men should wear wedding rings.
NeBraeka............................... 8
Kidney, Liver, Bladder, Chronic Female and Se-.aal I'k^ases speedily cured by treatment
District of Ohio, composed of the counties anxious to have bimetallism that they
FloRida.................................. 4
that has never failed in thousands of cases that had been pronounced beyond hope. It costa
of Bntler, Montgomery aud Preble.
no more to employ au expert, than to risk yonr life with an inexperienced physician.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla purifies the blood,
Kentucky........................................ 13
One Elector for the Fourth Congressional offered not to unload their silver on
Pupils
’
Examinations
NevAda.................................... 3
overcomes that tired feeling, creates an
District of Ohio, composed of the counties any nation that introduced it.
TO READ BOTH SIDES
KaNsas.................................. 10
of Allen, Auglaize, Darke, Mercer aud
The first Saturday of April and May. Examine
appetite,
and
gives
refreshing
sleep.
14.
Because
free
coinage
at
16
to
OF THE QUESTION ?
Shelby
tiona will commence at 8:30 o'clock a. m. A
South Carolina.................................... 9 was then used and she gained daffy, and
dress all communications to the Clerk of th
One Elector for the Fifth Congressional would create an unlimited demand for
Mississippi............................. 9
Board of Examiners.
T
he
production
of
gold
and
silver
by
District of Ohio, composed of the counties silver and fix that price all over the
UTah.................................... 2 was soon after doing her household The New York Journal is the only
of Defiance, Henry, Paulding, Putnam.
the United States from 1792 up to and
work.
She
declares
Favorite
Remedy
NortH
Dakota
.........................
3
L. D. Bonebrake, Brest.,
world.
Van Wert and Williams.
including 1895, was:
OrEgon..................................
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
restored her to health and strength. All Metropolitan paper indorsing
One Elector for the 8ixth Congressional
15. Because, if we said we would Gold....................................$2,059,946,769
MoNtana................................ 3 kidney, urinary troubles, rheumatism
District of Ohio, composed of the counties
L.
B.
Houck,
Clerk,
of Brown, Clermont, Clinton, Greene, High take all the silver that comes at 16 to 1 Silver.................................. 1,368,901,000
AlAbama............................... 11
and dyspepsia, are cured by Favorite
land and Warren.
nobody would sell their silver for
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Texas
................................
15
Total........................... $3,428,847,769
One Elector for the Seventh Congressional than tha't price, and then 16 ounces
Virginia.................................... 12 Remedy.
\
District of Ohio, composed of the counties
That gives an average each year for
GeOrgia.................................. 13
silver
would
be
worth
1
ounce
of
gold
of (’lark, Fayette, Madison, Miami and
the past 103 years of $33,280,000, or
and it daily publishes articles by
Illinois.................................... 24
Pickaway.
the world over.
about $20,000,000 of gold aud and $13,WeSt Virginia.........................
One Elector for the Eighth Congressional
the leading financiers of the country
16. Because the silver dollar would 000,000 of silver annually. For the first
North Carolina............................. 11
District of Ohio, composed of the counties
fifty-three
years
the
production
of
gold
on
both sides of the question,
of Champaign, Delaware, Hancock, Har then necessarily contain 100 cents’worth
SoutH Dakota............................. 4
was $22,500,000 and $300,000 of silver
din, Ixtrain and Union.
IdahO
..........................................
3
During the next twenty-five years the
tt
Doe Elector for the Ninth Congressional of silver aud be worth a dollar every
Missouri.......................................... 17
District of Ohio, composed of the counties where.
country produced of gold $1,127,200,000
Colorado
.............................
(
Bilious
)
“
and
out
o
’
sorts,
”
do
of Fulton, Lucas, Ottawa and Wood.
17. Because that silver dollar would and $102,100,000 of silver. From 1870
TennEsse.................................... 12
t you knew wha: wiL do you most
One Elector for the Tenth Congressional
to 1895 the production of gold was $910,It is progressive, liberal and always
good in the shortest time ? Ii*s
District of Ohio, composed of the counties be a better dollar than the present silver
of Adams Gallia, Jackson, I^awrence, Pike dollar, for this contains only 53 cents 160,000 anil of silver $1,226,501,000.
espouses
the cause of the masses.
Total
..........
266
LIMBER AMI COAL.
From 1873 to 1895 the value of the
and Scioto.
Necessary toelect........ 224
Every broad minded man should
precious metals produced in this coun
One Elector for the Eleventh Congression worth of silver.
Showing that
al District of Ohio, com|>oeed of the conn18. Because, if the present silver dol try was of gold $830,660,000, and ol
read it, whether Republican or
“William J. Bryan is the
ties of Athens, Hocking. Meigs, Perry, Ross
silver
$943,083,000.
These
figures
are
the cleanest, best and safest
lar is dishonest, it was the gold people
Nation
’
s
Choice.
”
and Vinton.
Democrat.
W. A. FRANCE, M. D., Preridant.
L. F. VCKE, M.
Physieiaa in Charje.
condensed from the recent statement of
liver regulator. 25 cents at
One Elector for the Twelfth Congressional who made it so by demonetizing silver
druggists.
the Secretary of the United States Treas
FRANCE ATED/CAJS AN’J SI7KGZCAE INSTITUTE,
District ot Ohio, composed of the counties
by the “crime of 1873.”
ury.
of Fairfield and Franklin.
S. R Feil & Co., Chemists, Cleveland, O.
38 & 40 W. Gay St., Columbus, 0. One block N. ol Slate House, incorporated ’86. Capital. $300,000
fl6One Elector for the Thirteenth Congres
• it»
19. Because the dollar under free
ilai’.s
DR. FRANCE, of New York. t’..e well known md ancccssfal Specialist in Chronic Diseases
€▼•77
slftiturs
sional District of Ohio, composed of the coinage would contain just so much sil
A Valuable Prescription.
and Diseases of the Eye ai.d Ear, n accosat tf h:s large practice iu Ohio, has established the
capper.
fif
counties of Crawford, Erie, Marion, Sandus
FRANCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE, when. *.!1 forms cf Chrtsic, Menois and Prhato Diseare* wdl be suc
Elitor Morrison of Worthington. Ind.,
3old at H. M. Green's Drug Store
cessful!? treated on the n r.I Scientific i Litiptex. He is -bty assisti d by a full corps of eminent
ver as the silver dollar today, and this
ky, Senecaand Wyandot.
Physicians and Snrgctma, each on< u:ng a wel’ k.icv.-n rpeclaii: t in Lis profession.
Dally ----- l Cent everywhere.
One Elector for the Fourteenth Congres dollar buys 100 cents’ worth every day “8nn,” writes: “You have a valuable pre The tuscription in Electric Bitters,and I can cheer
it n
IMPORTANT TU lAD1c?.-Dj . rK.-.b-cj:, - r
liffllle
sional District of Ohio, composed of the
'.ck, Melancholy, Want of
Subscription
for
One
Month,
every
years of experience, has c it.eovi.rt:bc
20. Because if the mine owner may fully recommend it for Constipation and Sick ri put are
of t
counties of Ashland. Huron, Knox, Lo
including Sunday - - - - 40 cents
VTifper.
greatest enre known foralldiseasrscx..iar
Hsrdache,
and
as
a
general
system
tonic
it
of
lower.
tbc.x
terrible disorders arising
rain. Morrow aud Richland.
Two Months and a Half - $1.00
take 53 cents’ worth of silver to the has no equal ’’ Mrs Annia Stride, 2625
to the sex. Femalediscaaes p-1* Irin Ivc*-red
fr« m lu-nons practices of youth, blighting
cASToma..
One Elector for the Fibeenth Congres
by a new method. The care is effected J y
Hu- most radian hopes, rendering marriage
HIGHEST GRADES,
home treatment. Entirely 1...:i.. 1. - asm
sional District of Ohio, composed of the mints and get a 100 cent dollar for it, t'-oitage Grove Ave, Chicago was all run The fieunhappy, annually sweepiagtoan untimely
Send subscription to
’ it ea
liaiia
down, eould not eat nor digest food, had a
easily
applied.
Consultation
and
Corrurpotidgrave,
tLotiaands of exalted talent and bril
counties ofOuernsey, Morgan. Muskingum, the laborer may do the same thing.
every
ence Free and Strictly Confiderttel.
backache which never left her and felt tired tl tutors
liant intellect. A Perfect Restoration CvaranNoble and Washington.
wrapper.
He has attained the most wonJerful
of
21.
Because
if
the
miner
gets
a
100
hto. Bring sample of urine for microscop
and
weary,
but
six
bottles
of
Electric
Bit

The
New
York
Journal,
One Elector for the Sixteenth Congres
successin the treatment of CaiartL, tirncch.
ical examination.
Cases and corres
LOWEST PRICES.
sional District of Ohio, composed of the cent dollar, then there is no such thing ters restored her health aDd renewed her
Kidney, Bladder, Ner-cus, Chronic end Sprcial
pondence confidential. Treatment sent C.
Circulation Department,
KEY/ YORK.
strength.
Trices
50
cents
and
$1
00.
Get
a
diseases
of men ana women. After years
The only safe, sure and
O. D. to any part of U. S. Book and list of
counties of Belmont, Carroll, Harrison as 53 cent dollars in circulation.
In
Russia,
servants
kiss
their
mistress
’
of experience,1 hei has perfected the most
bottle at G. R. Baker & Son’a drug store.
1A6questions, free. Address DR. FRANCE, 38
Jefferson and Monroe.
reliable Female Pill ever
infallible method of curing Vital Dr:.in iu
hands both as morning and evening
V.. uay St., Culumtus, 0- No money required of
6
22. Because it is funny if the dollar
. One Elector for the Seventeenth Cong
offered to Ladies. Espe
Urine, Nocturnal Losses, In paired ?!,.niresponsible parties to commence treatment.
greetings.
sional District of Ohio, composed of the can be a 100 cent dollar to the mine
cially recommended to
309-311
West
Gambier
Street,
CONSULTATiGN FPr»= n *
STRiCTLY CONFIDENTIAL
counties of Coshocton, Holmes, Licking
married Ladies. Ask for
Newton was so small and frail at birth
Wright’s Celery Tea cures constipa
owner and only a 53 cent dollar to the
Tuscar-twas and Wayne.
The Ideal Panacea.
tion. sick headaches. 25e at druggists
MOTT’S
that his life was despaired of. He lived
Ml. Vernon, Ohio.
Curtis
House,
Mt.
Vernon,
Wednesday, November 4.
One Elector for the Eighteenth Congres laborer.
James L Francis. Alderman, Chicago
“ PENNYROYAL PILLS
however, to be 85, which was also Vol
sional District of Ohio, composed of the
says: “I regard Dr King’s New Discovery
23.
Because
every
dollar
that
gets
in
taire
’
s
age.
counties of Columbiana, Mahoning and
as an Ideal Panacea fur Coughs. Colds and and take no other. Send for circular.
Stark.
circulation means the sale of some com
Lung Complaints, having used it in ray Price 81.00 per box, 6 boxes for 85.00.
One Elector for the Nineteenth Congres modity or the installation of capital in
family fur the last five years, to the exclu
sional District of Ohio, composed of the
sion of physicians’ prescriptions or their IR. MOTTS CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio
counties of Ashtabula, Geauga, Portage, business.
preparations.”
Sold by Ed. Dever, Weat Side Pablic Sqnare.
Summit and Trumbull.
Rev-John Aurgus, Keokuk, Iowa, writes:
24. Because free coinage means ris
One Elector for the Twentieth Congres
I have been a Minister of the Meihod at
ing
prices.
Mt. Vaaxon, Ohio, October 10. 1896,
sional District of Ohio. com|x>sed of part
For Infants and Children.
Episcopal Church for 50years or more and
According to the official reports ol the
OF LAW. I. JUDSON VINCENT, Treasurer of said County of Knox, 8tale of Ohio, lieiebv notify the Taxpayers thereof tliut the Kates of Taxation
of the county of Cuyahoga, and the counties
25. Because rising prices mean more
have never found anything so beneficial, or Japanese government, the Island Empire TN PURSUANCE re
eorrectlv stated in the follow ing
ine table, showing the number of Mills and tenths levied on each Dol'ai* of Taxable Prot>eily in each Township of said
of Lake and Medina.
JL fur the year 1896, are correctly
that gave me such speedy relief as Dr. King's contains 62,520 teachers.
profit in business and more new indus Thi
’ IS 88
tlalli
County
One Elector for the Twenty-First Con
New Discovery ” Try this Ideal Cough
$vtry
rigutart
The use of the side saddle for women
gressional District of Ohio, oom posed of tries and enterprises.
▼rappu. Remedy now. Trial Bottles Free at G It.
it
part of the county of Cuyahoga.
riders is traced to the time of Anne of
Baker & Son’s Drug Store.
6
26. Because more industries mean
KATES LEVIEn BY
RATES LEVIED BY OOV»RATES LEVIED BY TOWNSHIP
One person for’Secretary of 8tate for the
Bohemia, eldest daughter of the Emner
STATE.
TY COMMISSIONERS.
AUTHORITIES.
rh
more employment.
o
State of Ohio
It
is
stated
that an English company or of Germany, who married Richard II
Mitb
;
One person for Judge of the Supreme
— E.
27. Because more
employment
The horse flesh butchers in France are is ready to start a railway to the top of of England. Previous to this date ail
I
Milh.
Court for the State of Ohio.
State Debt Fund... .So County...................... 1.75
doing a brisker trade than ever in Ben Nevis.
English women bestrode their horses in
□5
One person for Dairy and Food Commis means a lessening of the supply of
University.................. 14 Poor........................._1 lh'
equine joints.
5 5.
manly fashion; but, on account of a desioner for the State of Ohio.
labor.
General Kevenue.,.1 40 Bridge....................... 1.00,
Wright’s Celery Tea regulates the fortuity, this German bride was forced to
One person for Member of the Board cf
Bucklen s Arnica Salve.
—AND—
Common School..... 1 00 Debts.........................1.00
28. Because more
employment
« 5
liver and kidneys, cures constipation use a sidesaddle, and the custom became
Public Works for the State of Ohio.
38
The
Beet
Salve
in
the
world
for
Cuts
and sick headache. 25c at all draggists. I generd|
One person for Member of Congress of means a greater demand for labor
..4.8,
.2.84
Total....
CITIES.
Total..
Bruises,
Sores,
Ulcers,
Salt
Rheum,
Fever
the United States for the Fourteenth Con Thus by increasing the demand and
di
1 LMI 45 3 00 1 06
do
5 51 13 .0 1 32
1
Berlin Township............................
gressional District of Ohio, composed of the
Sores, Tetter, Chappod Hands, Chilblains,
d<
55
do1
1 50 36' 3 80
6 21 13 90 1 39
2
Brown
**
............................
counties of Ashland, Huron. Knox, Lo lessening the supply you raise wages.
Corns, and ail Skin Eruptions, and positivedol
do1,
1 50 1 11 6 20 1 10
10 21 17 90 1 79
3
rain, Morrow and Richland.
Butler
“
............ ..............
cures Piles, or ro pay required. It ir
29. Because free coinage means
do
3 00 1 40
do1
1 50 I II
7 01 14 70 1 47
4
Millwood S S D.............................
One person foi Judge of the Fifth Judic
uaranteed to give satisfaction or money redo)
nearly
twice
as
much
money
in
circula

1
56
25
4
50
do|)
2
50
1
65
8 81 16 50
Clinton Township........................
5
ial Circuit of Ohio, composed of the coun
□ded. Price 25 cents per box. For sale
do!
91
do,
i
6
00
1
25
1
58.5
8
16
Odlege
"
....................
15
85
6
ties of Ashland, Coshocton, Delaware. Fair tion, and with an abundance of money bv Geo. R. Baker A Son’s.
22feb-l«
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
do
dot
1 25 91 j 6 00
3 00 11 16 18 85 1 88.5 4
Gambier Corporation...................
field, Holme*, Knox, Licking, Morgan
there
will
be
an
abundance
of
industries,
A
COMPLETE
LINE
OF
do
Cl
do"
2 00
3 £0
6 11 13 80 1 38
(’lay Township..............................
Morrow, Muskingum. Perry. Richland.
8
do1 2 DO 61
9 50
Seven thoueand pounds’ worth of tick
factories, mills and enterprises of all
Bladensburg S S D.......-............
12 11 19 8o 1 93
Stark, Tuscarawas and Wavne.
9
f
’
!
do!
do
|
2
On
7
90
Martinsburg S S D........................
10 51 18 20 1 82 10
Two persons for Judges of the Common kinds in operation.
ets were sold for the Wagner perform
do
do 1
50 61
7 90
••
corjioration...
2 20 11 21 18 90 1 89 11
Pleas Court of the First Sub division of the
ance at Bayreuth this year in England
30. Because the employer*, making alone.
do
1 50 1 00: 4 40
Howard Township........................
Sixth Judicial District of Ohio, composed
.......1 7 41 15 10 1I 61 |12
4°
<l<» I 50 I 00 3 00
do
Millwood 8 S D .........................
of the counties of Knox, Licking and Del more sales and more profit, will pay
----- i 6 01 13 70 1 37 13
do, 1 50 71 4 20
d
aware.
Harrison Township......................
.......I 6 41 14 loll 41 14
higher
wages.
do
do
1
50
7l!
3
00
One person for 8heriff of the county of
Millwood S S I),............................
....... I 5 21 12 90 1 759 !15
do!
do
I
10
2
Mi
1
61
1
00
Knox, State of OhioHilliar
Township
...........................
.......
I 6 61 14 20,1 42 16
31. Because free coinage will make
do1
d
1 to 1 10 8 CO 1 61 .......' 12 31 20 00 2 00 17
One person for Judge of the Court of
Lightning
Hot
Drops
—
Centerburg
S
S
D
......
...................
the
dollar
nearly
twice
as
easy
to
get,
do
doi
50 I 10
8 Co 1 61 4 00 15 81 23 50)2 35 jl8
“
corporation.
Probate for the county of Knox, State of
AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
What a Funny Namei
do
do 1
5 lo
Ohio.
thus making debts nearly twice as easy
2 5o I 41
Jefferson Township......................
.......1 9 01 16 70 1 «7 19
HAS
NEVER
GRACED
OUR
TABLES.
do
do
i
6;
Very True, but It Kills All Paid.
3 10
One persin for Commissioner for the to pay.
1 75
Jackson
”
........................
.......| 6 45 14 15 1 41 5 -_-o
do
d<»
1
county of Knox, State of Ohio
1
75
1
61
9
50
Bladensburg
S
S
D.......................
........
I 12 86 20 55 2 05 5:21
It’s a settled fact that we have more than double tee variety of
So.d Everywhere. Every Day—
32. Because the gold people are dis
do
do j
One person for Clerk of the Courts of the
2 50 1 31
4 00
Liberty Township-...... -............
........ J 7 8f 15 50 1 55 ,22
all
other
tailoring
establishments
combined
can
show,
conseuqentdo,1
do
Without Relief, There is No Parcounty of Knox. 8tate of Ohio.
2 00 1 Ul 5 St
Miller'
8 71 16 40 1 64
honest and refuse to print in their news
do'j
do
ty we cannot fail to please you with something both STYLISH
One person for Infirmary Director for the
1 rm MS: b St
45
Milford
“
17 30J 73
papers
the
silver
side
of
the
question,
d<.
do!!
connty of Knox, Btateof Ohio.
2 50 ’ 71
4 GO
Middlebury "
•-........ -............
8 81 16 50 T 65
AND DESIRABLE.
ib
,
do
One person for Coroner for the county of while the silver people circulate the
2 00 2 511 1 0O
Monroe
“
........... -.............
5 51 13 2«''1 32
L
do:1
do
Knox, State of Ohio
It is a fact not generally known that
2 00
Morris
“
..........................
9i, 1 80
4 71 12 40 1 24
CHAS. A HEBHODY
do1)
do
And at the same time and place, by au New York Journal as a campaign docu there was a tunnel under the Euphra
2 Ott
Fredericktown S 8 D..—
91| 10 60
13 51 21 -.0 2 12 28
do
thority of an act of the General Assembly ment, and that paper prints the best ar tes within the walls of ancient Baby
1 50
16j
Morgan Township.......................
55 3 00
5 21 12 90 I 29
9
do
of the State of Ohio, passed April 27th guments from the very liest gold advo lon.
1 50
16
55 5 ffi)
Utica S S D...................................
7 21 14 Mil 49 30
1896, entitled, "An Act to Change a County
do
11
1
5OJ
4
QO
Pike Township...............................
6 61 14 30 1 43 31
do'
do
Line.” a proposition to change a part of the cates, which shows that the ailverites
1 50 ......
6 51
Pleasant “
....... -.....................
8 01 15 70 1 57 32
do
boundary line oetween Knox and Holmes do not fear to have both sides heard,
do
2
00
1
51'
Union
“
...............................
7
({q.
7 69 18 20 1 82 33
If your children are subject to croup
“A FAIR FACE MAY PROVE A FOUL BAR
do
do
counties will be submitted to the qualified
2 00 I 51 3 00
Millwood S S D.............................
6
51 11 20 I 42 34
being confident that they have by’ far watch for the first symptom of the dis
do
electors of slid Knox couuty, Ohio.
do
2 00 I 51
Danville SSL) ............................
8 00
11 51 19 20 1 92 35
GAIN.
”
MARRY
A
PLAIN
GIRL
IF
SHE
USES
Said electi >n to be conducted according to the better of the argument.
do
••
corporation
.........
do
2 50 I 51 8 00
ease—hoarseness.
If Chamberlain’s
c oo; 17 51 25 70 2 57 36
do
do
the Statutes and Regulations of the State of
Buckeye Citv ...................................
4 00 I 51 N 00 4 00
17 51 25 20 2 52 37
33. Because the wage earner will be Cough Remedy is given as soon as the
do
Ohio.
CHARLESS. 8APP. Sheriff.
(lo
Gann S S D............................. — 2 00 1 51 13 00
16 51 24 20 2 42 38
benefited most by silver and the Wall child becomes hoarse it will prevent the
d<
Sheriff’s Office.
*•
corporation....... ...
do
50 1 51 13 00
6 00 21 01 28 70 2 87 39
do
d<
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Sept. 30, 1896. J
2 00 91
40 vi'ayne Township...........................
2 8u
5 7’ 13 40 1 34 40
street people’s decline.
attack. Even after the croupy cough
d«
do, 2 «<<• 91 10 60
Fredericktown
S S D ............
13 5’! 21 20 2 12 41
34. Because all the labor organiza has appeared the attack can always tie
d.
50: 91 10 60
do
“
corporation........
5 00 17 (» ! 24 ?• 2 47 42
d.
dii!
43 Mt Vernon.
“
50 25 7 00 3 26 9 00 17 7» . 27 70 2 77 43
tions have arrayed themselves on the prevented by giving this remedy. It is
LKtHL NOTICE.
side of silver, and they generally know also invaluable for colds and whooping
'■'ESSE EALY, whose place of residence is onWhen in doubt what to use for
T1 e Treasurer’s ( ffice w II Le op( n between the hours of 8 a. m. and 4 p. m., of each (’ay dnrii g the period of collection, aud the office will be j ron pt’y ch .- d at Ihe bst
cough. For sale by druggists.
•M known, is notified that on the 21.it day of their business.
Nervous Debility, Loss of Power,
named hour.
•
September, 1S98. Mary E. Ealy filed her petition
Impotency.Atrophv.Varicocele
and
35.
Because
the
capitalists
have
all
Abo (hat real estate upon wlrch anT-portinn of the taxes for 1894 remain unpaid, will he advertised for 9ale immediately after the 20th of Deccnii er i ext. and sold on th<
in the office of the Clerk of the Coart of Common
other weaknesses, from any cause,
tl Tuesday <-f Januat-v. 1897. for snrh ntq aid pnrtb n. at d tl.e entire 'axes of 1896.
H
PIoua within and for the connty of Knox, and arrayed themselves on the side of gold,
use Sexine Pills. Drains checked
and full vigor quickly restored.
State of Ohi», charging the said Jesse Ealy with
U hen yi n a-k hv letier for the amount of voitr ia>es designate > our pro,h r’j ri« arlj . S»«te iu whose r.i nn, in what Towt ship aid fret tion, and t uii be of at e i u| t
If oetleetfd. .sch trv.bR. molt f.ulty.
willful al»«en<;o for more than three years last and they generally know their business.
town, number of l«»t tool Ward, ai rf in whose addition. Send -tami- for reply.
’
’ *’
Mailed for $1.00; 6 boxes $5 00. With
past, and asking that she may be divorced from
Send
ino'iey l»v P<.>ai Office Money Order, Registered Letter or Expreaa.
36. Because wages have fallen 11 per
$5.00 orders we give a guarantee to
the said J ease Ealy, which petition will be for
cure
or
refund
the
money.
Address
VIKTCEISJT,
hearing at the next term of said Coort.
□“UJDSO2ST
PEAL MEDICINE CO., Cleveland, O.
Dated this 2’st day of September, A- D., IsW. cent under the gold standard.
II. 11. A K. M. GREER.
M
t
V
ekxon
,
O
hio
,
Oct.
10,
1896.
So
d
at
H.
M
GBEkN'fl
D.ttg
Siire
37
Because
the
goldites
resort
to
lOocily
Treasurer of Knox County, Oliio.
Attorneys for Plaintiff.

FUJI GOOD AW

If you could look
'ahead a few months
and see what was
coming from those
spells of weakness,
loss of appetite,
Wliy the American People
wasting of flesh
Should Favor
and energy you
wouldn’t wait for
disease to get a
j grip on you. You
The Free Coinage of Silver
would begin right
In thin Country.
away to tone up
your constitution
with Dr. Pierce's
LOOKING AHEAD. Golden Medical The Busy Man Can, by Beading This,
Discovery. It doesn’t work miracles;
lu Ten Miuutes See Why It Would
but it does what other medicine can't do
Henellt Him and the Whole Country
and what doctors say can’t be done—un
til they see it done right under their noses
to Return to the Money of the Con
—it cures consumption.—Not always; to
stitution.
say that would be an exaggeration, but
in a large majority of cases ; in advanced
cases which have been given up as hope
Mr. Eugene V. Brewster, in a recent
less.
The “ Discovery ” is not called a con communication addressed to the Brook
sumption-cure ; it is a blood-maker. It lyn Citizen, cites the following reasons
gives energy to the blood-making%gans
in favor of free coinage:
to create new blood, full of healthy red
1. Because all of the national parties
corpuscles. This rapid supply of pure,
rich, red blood drives out all diseases that have declared in favor of bimetallism,
have their roots in the blood : Consump and not one favors the gold standard,
tion is one of these ; scrofula, malaria,
eczema, erysipelas, catarrh—are others. which we have today.
It is absurd to doctor them separately a*
2. Because no voters ever yet voted
lung, or skin, or head diseases. They for the gold standard, and only those
must be driven out of the blood. You
can rely on the “Golden Medical Dis who benefit by the appreciation of the
covery ” to do this every time.
gold dollar favor it.
It is not a patent medicine. It is the
3. Because gold standard money is
perfected result of 30 years, practical ex
perience by one of the most skillful phy dishonest and makes the debtor pay
sicians and eminent medical authorities back a dollar larger than the one
in this country:—Dr. R. V. Pierce. Chief he borrowed.
Consulting Physician to the Invalids’ Ho
4. Because the gold dollar is appreci
tel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Heart

Failure

BUTTONS!

DRUGGISTS

Nourish

SWEET CAPORAL
CIGARETTES

Him.

SHERIFF’S

A COLLECTION OF BUTTONS

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3,1896.

PALL AND WINTER GOODS

W

In Latest Shades a.:d Patterns.

Quality all That Could be Desired.

At Live and Let Live Prices

A. R. SIP E,

BRIGHT’SDISEASE

A SUCCESSFUL SPECIALIST FOR 20 YEARS.

OR. DAVID KENNEDY'S

FAVORITE REMEDY

Bryan and Sewall

a If You’re Yellow,

Silver versus Gold.

JAKES PATTERSOH

Paragon Tea,

DOORS,
SASH and
L
MOULDINGS.

DR. MOTT’S

TREASURER'S NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS FOR 1896,

CASTOR IA

VILLAGES, TOWNSHIPS

WE WANT TO IMPRESS IPOS YOl’R MINDS

French, English, Scotchand German

SUITINGS AND TROUSERINGS!

SAPOLIO

StPSlEMENT TO THE MT. VERNON DEMOCRATIC BANNER, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1896.
tailed Gresham’s law, namely, that the agree that, with us. metallic money Monometallic Germany; while bimetal- deemable currency, every friend of a
less valuable currency drives out the iball be shorn of one Its functions, thal : 11c France, the land of silver as well as specie currency or a specie basis, ought
more valnable.
And hence several of a circulating medium.
gold, enjoys a prosperity hardly ex to insist upon the full and complete re
amendments have been offered to in
The important bearing of this fact ceeded by that of any people on tht monetization of silver. In no other
crease the number of grains in the sil upon the hill before vs and upon the earth.
way. as it seems to me, can specie pay
ver dollar so as to make it an equiva question of resuming and maintaining
Among the gloomy predictions that ments be maintained, and I must free
lent, as it is said, of the gold dollar.
specie payments I shall presently en have been uttered in this debate is tht ly confess that this will not be enough
assertion that if this bill pass our for to prevent suspensions from time to
With Reference to the Infa 1. This objection to the bill rests deavor to explain.
upon the assumption that the silver
eign commerce ’will be disjointed and time. Whether our paper currency
SILVER
WILL
NOT LEAVE US.
mous Crime of ’73.
dollar of 412% grains, if made full le
shall consist of government issues
IV. In direct opposition to those whe . the national credit be destroyed.
gal tender, will be of less value than say that the dollar of 412% grains it
Our foreign commerce disjointed: alone, or partly of one and partly of
the gold dollar.
coined and made full legal tender will Why. sir. have we not carried on the tbe other, we will need a larger coin
THf ^CT SNEAKED THROUGH. But is this assumption true? The txpel gold from the country, anothci business of this country for the last 1( basis than we have ever yet had in orrelative value of silver and gold, if set of reasoners say that it is silvei years upon an inconvertible paper cur •er to avoid suspensions; and not only
tbo silver dollar of 412% grains be that will go out. Their reasoning is rency. and has our foreign commerce mat. but also other safeguards that it
and the gold dollar remain at that money flows to that country where I been destroyed or disjointed ' Do w* is not necessary to speculate upon to
Senators Did Not Know It Was coined,
25.S grains, will be 15.38 parts ot its purchasing power is the greatest 1 not import all we need? Do vve not day.
to Demonetize Silver.
standard silver for 1 part of standard and that as silver is undervalued in i export more than we ever before ex
IT IS USELESS TO WAIT.
gold. But in France and the other the dollar of 412% grains as compared ported? And if all this be true with
2. Another reason why I support this
states of the Latin union the relative with its valuation in the states of the a home currency of inconvertible papei bill I have already mentioned, namely,
IT WAS A VERY GSAVE MISTAKE, value Is 15% of silver to 1 of gold. So Latin Union, it will leave our country money, how can any rnan who has the that if it become a law its tendency
that as compared with those states we and flow into those states, to open theii faculty of thought seriously believe will be to put a stop to the demonet
undervalue silver, and yet the silver mints to an unlimited coinage of silvei that our condition would be worse tc ization of silver in other countries.
Asd One Which Shonld Be Righted bj 5-franc piece is equal in value to the
We hear it said by very many per
five franc pieces. But will they do so? support our paper Issues?
Restoring Silver to ltv Constitu
gold 5-franc piece, and there is more I think not. I think they will nelthei
The national credit destroyed! How sons that silver money is a good thing,
tional
Place as One at
gold in France than in England and do that nor will they demonetize silver. destroyed? By complying to the let but that in order to use it to advant
the Motiey Metals.
frermany together, though England I think that France, for
instance ter with our national obligations; by age and without loss its relative value
has long since demonetized silver ex dare
not demonetize silver. Bui paying precisely as we promised tc to gold must be permanently estab
cept as a subsidiary coin, and Germa I expect that she will coin it tc pay? Sir. when silver was demonetized lished, and must be the same in the
(Speech of Hon. Allen G. Thurman in tht
ny has decreed its demonetization, but a limited amount so as to preserve I it was worth more than gold. We chief commercial nations of the world,
United States Senate Feb. 6. IS78.1
Mr. President: 1 shall employ uc though she has not fully executed her its par with gold. And if that shall ' seemed to have elected to pay our ob- and that to attain such a regulation of
rhetoric today. 1 shall appeal to nc decree.
continue to be her policy, we will b« . ligation? in the cheaper metal. Did value and make it permanent a com
passion, to no prejudice. I shall attack
WHY SILVER DEPRECIATED.
i that destroy the national credit? En- pact between those nations is indis
in little danger of losing our silver.
no man or class of men. I shall assail
I know that It is said that the rea
WE WOULD NOT BE FLOODED. ! gland, in 1816. adopted the single gold pensable.
no one's motives, nor waste the time ol son why silver coins and gold coins
Sir, I do not deny that such a com
V. Another objection to the bill—the standard when gold was cheaper than
the senate in vindicating my own. J are at par in France and the other
opposite of that last considered—is thal silver. Did that destroy ber*credit, did pact. if faithfully executed, would be
shall endeavor to speak practically states of the Italian uniou is because
if It become a law we will be Hooded that humiliate and degrade her in tht of immense advantage, but I do not
upon a practical subject and answer, ai they have ceased to coin silver. But
fear to assert that if we postpone the
with silver; that Germany will poui eyes of the civilized world?
best I can, the prominent objections they have a stock of silver coins that
remonetization of silver until such a
WILL NOT CAUSE SUFFERING.
her surplus silver upon us and oui
that have been made to this bill and we can not for years acquire; that is.
No, Mr. President, the United States compact be made it will never be re
mines will produce so much that we
state some of the reasons why 1 give il it will take years for us to acquire an
will have more than we know what tc need no such prop as the sing’e gold monetized. The only way by which
my support I shall speak plainly. .* amount equal to theirs, and if they can
do with. I have no leais from Ger standard to support their credit Tht you can induce the nations to nego
shall be as plain, and 1 fear as dull as now maintain a par between silver
many. It is said that she has eighty resources of this country are too grcai tiate upon the subject or to come to a
a pikestaff; for 1 have no ambition to andgold at the ratio of 15% to 1. why
millions to spare. Suppose it were all and too well proved for her credit tc common agreement, whether by treaty
make what is called a great speech. ) can not we maintain such a par at the
poured into the United States, 1 think suffer by her return to her ancient or otherwise, is to range our country
want to get down to the liusiuess as ratio of 15.98 to 1? Nothing is more
that we could absorb it without injury. i constitutional and well proved policy along side of the bimetallic states. Let
pects of the hill, to consider it fairly certain than that the depreciation in
But will it be? Certainly not, as il i And, for one. I long for the day which the commercial world know that we do
and justly, and to consider the objec the rnarkt value of silver bullion is
seems to me. I do not believe that I am too old ever to see. but which wil' not intend to discontinue the use of
tions to it in the same spirit; and when the result of the demonetization of
come, when our obligations, national silver and other nations, strengthened
I shall have stated the convictions at silver by Germany and the United German.v can spare eighty millions ol state, municipal and corporate, will bt by our example, will continue to use
which I have arrived, after long, and 1 States and the efforts being made to her silver. But if she could the greatei held at home and not abroad: whec it, and may in time come to a general
think careful study, my task will hr demonetize it in the Latin union part of it would be much more likely there will be no annual drain ot tht I understanding with you what shall be
to go to Asia and to Russia. Austria
completed. And 1 promise the senate states.
and Spain, to say nothing of the Latin our people and enrich foreign nations • Its relative value to gold.
that I will not weary its patience, toi
Remonetize it in the United States! states, than to come to us who under
“Our bonds will be returned from!
SILVER FURNISHES
1 shall speak briefly.
3 Anotb—
country In I
and it seems to me that the probable value silver as compared with the resl Europe if vve pass.Ibis bill,’’ cries an
MONEY’ OF THE CONSTITUTION. effect will be to put a stop to its de- J of the world.
luc world.
It is one of the great pro- |
alarmist. No. sir, they will net >
ducts of our country. Many millions
Mr. President, silver and gold have monetization elsewhere, even if it does |
Nor do I think that we have any I! turned, or ihjfeutg' that 56,00^,000 art
been the metallic money of the world not bring about me readoption of th^i thing to fear from an frygtawiiMy'Cfti -Oh' theii way from England. They of dollars and the labor of thousands
for thousands of years. They are also bimetallic standard in those countries1 '■■•ct of o;;’IT we”’ire to have and will be getting back there very soon of men are employed in its production.
Now, it seems to me that to destroy
the money of our constitution.
They that have adopted, improvidentiy •»
-aiutain specie payments it must bt i whether this bill pass or not, for were or to cripple this indsutry would be not
were the metallic money of the colo think, the
every one of them payable in silvei
thaf results! on larged.
nies and afterward cf the United State ? Vrdffi toe function or money and the
coin, and were tbe depreciation of sil only bad policy, but also cruel Injus
STANDARD OF VALUE.
from t»»e d«'f'
ver to continue, the interest upon tice.
full
legal
tender
quality.
If
the
green

j "• .-agrees.
the enacts ent
VI. Another objection to the bill it
I shall leave It to the senators from
them
would lse greater than any equal
back.
which
has
no
intrinsic
value,
no
... " .Wised state.:
in 1873.
bitli
the well known argument against bi- *
the silver-producing states to speak at
metals are suited to perform the fuin- circulation outside of tbeUnited States, metallism. It is said that bimetallism ly safe European stock affords. But
large upon this theme, If they see fit
tion of money, and silver does perforin and is but a limited legal tender even is incompatible with an unvarying agaiu, they will not be returned unless
to do so, as I hope they will, but I can
that function among a large majority here, is yet within less than 2 per cent standard of value; that to have such; they can find purchasers in the Unitec
not help making my earnest, though it
of the human race. Silver is especial of par with gold, why should not sil standard we must use but one metal; j States. Suppose they do find such pur
may be a feeble protest, against the de
chasers,
will
not
every
one
of
you
ver
money,
which
has
intrinsic
value
ly suited for small transactions, and
and that, for several reasons, gold it
may, therefore, be properly called the and which circulates over the greater preferable to silver. And the most senators, congratulate yourself thal struction of a great American industry
money of the people in humble circum part of the globe, if endowed with the gloomy pictures have been drawn ol our public debt is held at home? Wil without just cause or wise motive, as I
stances. It follows from these premises full legal tender faculty, rise to a par the ruin that will befall our country il j not every one of you remember that a firmly believe, and to the great injury
principal reason why England can en of a large body of enterprising capital
that the burden of proof rests on those with gold, especially if we rate the met we return to bimetallism.
dure her immense indebtedness, why ists and a far larger body of meritori
who insist that silver should be da- als at 15.98 to 1, while most other na
I shall not, Mr. President, go into ar
France can live under hers, is tha’ En ous laboring men.
monetized. I therefore proceed to con tions using both give but 15% for 1?
extended discussion of the bimetallic
Mr. President, I shall not detain the
sider the prominent points that have WHY GREENBACKS DEPRECIATED. and monometallic theories about which glish debts are held by Englishmen
senate any longer. I have endeavored
One reason why greenbacks have so much has been said and written and French debts by Frenchmen?
been made by the deraonetizers and to
And will you not hail this day when as briefly as I possibly could to state
answer them as well as 1 am able to been and are depreciated is the fact And upon which such opposite opinion* i
that they have not been receivable in are entertained. 1 prefer to rest upon American debts shall be paid by Ameri my reasons for supporting this bill and
do:
to answer as well as I could most of
payment of customs duties or ot in a few facts that cannot be disputed cans alone?
WOULD BE NO FRAUD.
the objections that have been urged,
REASONS FOR SUPPORT.
L In the first place, it is said that to terest on the public debt. But make and which seem to be a sufficient an
against
it. I am very well aware that
I
have
thus,
Mr.
President,
endeav

the
silver
dollar
of
412%
grains
lull
rehabitate the dollar of 412% grains
swer to the objection.
I have done it quite feebly, but, sir. it
would defraud the public creditor. But. legal tender and it will be receivable
I premise, however, that it is by nc ored to answer the principle objections
Mr. President, this can not be true, for for both these purposes, and it must means certain that the standard ol that have been made to this bill. In was a duty that I owed to myself, to
the contract is to pay In either gold or closely approximate, if it does not value is an impossibility, and the doing so I have necessarily indicated my constituents, and perhaps to the
silver of the standard value of the reach, a par witii gold. 1 believe that thinkers who have endeavored to dis some of the reasons that induce me tc senate, to express my opinions. I now
United States on July 14, 1870, when it will reach that par.
cover such a standard have never beec give it my support, I wish to enlarge surrrender the floor.
But suppose it does not, and sup able to find it in any one thing. Neithei a little upon some of those reasons and
the silver dollar of 412% grains was
full legal tender, with the right of un pose Gresham’s law to have its effect, gold nor silver, nor any annual producl to briefly state one or two more. Then This is Marked for a Stratum
limited coinage, and it is simply im to what extent would gold be expelled of the earth or of human industry, not my task will be done.
Democratic Ticket.
1. Mr. President, the people of the
possible that a party performing his from the county by silver? Manifestly the wages of labor (once insisted upon
United
States
have
been
so
long
accus

only
so
far
as
silver
supplanted
it.
contract (entered into by both parties
as the best of standard), have been
to it with full knowledge of its terms Three hundred millions in gold could found to solve the problem. And hence tomed to a paper currency, and it has
ond effect) can thereby be guilty of not be driven out by an issue of fifty it has been argued, with no little zeal been found so conveient that it it
fraud or dishonor. In the second place. millions of silver—the utmost effect that the average price, or the average not reasonable to suppose they will
I reply that both houses of congress could only be to expel fifty millions ot cost of production, of a number of com- ever discard it. Indeed it is not proba
have, by overwhelming majorities, de gold whose place would be taken by mcxlides, some say as many as twenty ble that for many years to come they
cided that no such fraud would be per silver—and the volume of metallic must be taken to find a standard ol will even consent to the disuse of small
notes. Our currency then vwll continue
petrated by paying the public creditors money would femain the same. But value even approximately correct.
In silver dollars of 412% grains, and I would the fifty millions of gold be ex NEAREST POSSIBLE APPROACH. to be nimost wholly paper money, and
therefore feel authorized to assume pelled? Not unless three hundred mil
1 merely glance at these speculations the problem to be solved is upon what
that for all the purposes of this debate lions was all the metallic money that of ingenious men and rely upon the basis shall it rest. Shall it consist ol
that question has been fully settled. the country needed. If it needs three judgment and experience of mankind government isssues resting upon the
In the third place, if remonetizing sil hundred and fifty millions (and it who, for thousands of years, have con public credit alone or shall it rest upon
ver will bring it to a par with gold the needs more than that to safely and sidered and found gold and silver tc a specie basis and be convertible into
All
public creditor can not lose. Whether certainly maintain specie payments) furnish the nearest possible approach coin at the will of the holders?
it will have that effect I will consider the gradual addition of fifty millions to an unvarying standard, and the those who oppose this bill are in favor
of silver to three hundred millions of safest, though not the most convenient of the specie basis, and it is to them
further along.
gold would not drive gold out. But, in instrument of exchange. I am content that I address myself when I express
COULD LOSE NOTHING.
H. It is said that to coin the silver truth, we have not the half of three to rest upon this experience, which hat the opinion that we can not maintain
dollar of 412% grains and make it full hundred millions of gold, and when we been full, ample, enduring, until some a paper currency convertible at all
legal tender would defraud individual consider how slow will be the process thing better shall be discovered, should times into coin unless we employ sil
creditors who have loaned money or of coining silver dollars we will find that event ever taken place. But now- ver a? well as gold for its base.
We all know how often suspensions!
sold property to other individuals that we are in no immediate danger of in answer to the gloomy forebodings
since silver was demonetized; that is. losing our gold. If gold be expelled it we have heard, the predictions of ruin of specie payments have occurred, even i
will not be so much by a silver cur should this bill become a law, I wish when both silver and gold were legal
since June 22. 1874.
To vote for the free coinage of
L Mr. President, this is a great mis rency as by our small notes. The one to appeal for a moment to the teach-' tender, and how can we doubt that they
would be more frequent and of longer silver and better times, place an X
take. Every creditor of the foregoing and two-dollar notes tend to expel both ings of history.
Mr. President, has there ever been duration should we have gold alone? mark in the circle under the rooster
description is compellable by law to gold and silver, while the five and tenreceive greenbacks in payment unless dollar notes drive gold out of circula so far as we know, a more prosperous There is more silver coin than gold as shown above. Nothing else is
his contract expressly provides for tion. Gold circulates largely in Eng country than were the United States coin in the world, and yet in many necessary.
payment in metallic money, and these land and France, but the Bank of Eng-: from 1789 to 1861? Did any nation evei countries specie payments are not
WHAT M'KINLEYISM MEANS.
exceptional cases are not affected by land issues no note of a less denomina- ■ exceed the progress we made in popu maintained. How much more difficult
the bill under consideration. Now. no tion than £5 ($25) and the Bank of! lation. wealth, education, refinement would it be to resume and maintain
Only for Those Who Have
one. I think, doubts that if the coinage France now pays out no note of a less and the general w-ell-being of the peo- • such payments should the use of silver Good Times Amassed
Wealth.
of the dollar of 412% grains be re denomination than 100 francs (nearly pie, in those 72 years? And yet during legal tender money be discontinued?
The preservation of the single gold
stored and it be made full legal tender, $20.) Those who argue against this all that period we had bimetallism; foi As long as both gold and silver are standard, the continued sale of bonds,
its value will be at least equal to that bill because they want a gold currency we gave rto preference to gold ovei used we will have the whole stock ol the scarcity ot money, the lack of inde
of the greenback. Hence no possible —not a mere standard of value, but an [ silver, or to silver over gold. These both metals throughout the world to pendence in our financial legislation,
injury to the individual creditor such actual, free, and customary circulation ( metals fluctuated then as they’ have draw upon. Continue the demonetiza the control of the government's cur
as that above supposed can occur. He of gold coins—lose sight of the fact! done since, and probably ever will do | tion of silver and we will have less rency and credit in the money centres,
dear money and cheap products, are
Is compellable now to receive payment that we never have had, and never can but no American statesman of that than half that stock to restore it.
all to the advantage of those already
NEED A LARGER COIN BASIS.
In greenbacks, and he can not lose by have such a circulation while we con-1 period thought of demonetizing either.
receiving payment in silver dollars tinue to use small notes, of either the Great Britain had set the example ol
Mr. President, I may be greatly in wealthy. Men of no means, men who,
besides this, have no employment, and
banks or the government
equal in value to greenbacks.
demonetizing silver as early as 1816 error, but it does seem plain to me men of small means or well-to-do, are
STANDARD OF VALUE. .
2. If, as has been asserted, the aver
and adopted the single gold standard that if we refuse to make silver equally getting the worst of it under the pres
Metallic money is said to have twol but neither the American people noi with gold, a full legal tender, the idea ent conduct of affairs. The legislation
age duration of individual debts in the
United Stats is about two years—and faculties, namely, that it is a standard the American congress thought of fol of a specie-paying paper currency in of congress on the subject of finance
I think it is less—then it is easy to see of value and an instrument of ex lowing that example.
the United States will ere long be and the policy of the executive depart
that the passage of this bill can not change. 1 shall not go into the much WAILINGS FROM GOLD COUNTRIES. abandoned. Under our old state-bank ment have been in the interest of those
Injure any considerable number of disputed question of its merits and
And now, Mr. President, let us turn system specie payments were too often who asume to be the best advisers
creditors, if indeed it 6hould Injure demerits as a standard of value, or to Europe for a moment, and then what a delusion. Make nothing but gold because they have the most. The can
any; for It is certain that in the next whether it is possible to establish any do we hear? The wailings of thou legal tender, as the most of the oppon didates of the Democratic party do
ask that capitalists shall be de- I
two years not over 50,000,000 of silver such standard that will be invariable, sands of laborieg men, women and. ents of this bill contend, and they will not
stroyed or unfairly treated. They de
dollars could be coined, and nearly but it is obvious that to serve as an in children thrown out of employment;! be more of a delusion than ever. And mand the equal operation of the law.—
every such dollar would be absorbed strument for the exchange of property the cries of anguish of thousands ol it will not take much time for the peo Cincinnati Enquirer.
by the payment of customs duties and or services it must circulate. But it other men who but a y’ear ago were neh ple to discover it and to come to the
••Archbishop Ireland la a food saint
would be used for nothing else.
will not circulate, except as subsidiary but now are bankrupts: in a word, tht conclusion that a promise that is made among bankers, bnt a poor banker among
coins, in any country that uses small same notes of sorrow that so afflict oui: only to be broken, and with great loss saints. * • • The great tribune of other
SILVER EQUAL TO GOLD.
ILL It is argued that if this bill pass paper money. Whether the people of ears in our own distressed land. But and suffering to them, ought not to be days sold liimself into slavery to Wall
street when, in 1S92, be borrowed a half
•liver will be a less valuable currency the United States will r sr give up tne from what countries do they mainly made at all.
I do therefore mo6t earnestly main million dollars ”—Father Phelan, of St.
than gold and will expel gold from the use of small notes. I d • :ot venture to come? From two. sir—from two—from
.country, in accordance with whai is predict; but if th' v o . • not, they must gold monometallic England, and gold tain that every opponet of an lrre-1 Louis, on Ireland's Letter.

JUDGE THURMAN'S BURNING WORDS

Democratic Ticket

BISHOP M’GCVERN
O# Pittsburg Advances Some Strong Argu
ments in Favor of Silver.

The Harrisburg Patriot publishes an
interview with Rt. Rev. Thomas Mc
Govern, bishop of the diocese of Har
ris 1 rurg, Pa., In which he says in part:
“I am In favor of honest money. Now.
what I want to know is, what Is hon
est money? We now have gold, paper,
bonds and promises to pay, and all
pass as honest money. There is not
enough of gold In the world to pay its
Indebtedness. The United States gov
ernment could not pay its indebtedness
In gold because- it has not got It. She
gives us treasury notes or bonds, and
these are to be paid in honest money,
one paper usually exchanged for an
other.”
’ What about silver?” asked the re
porter.
“Silver Is surely as good as paper,
and 50 per cent, better. If the govern
ment pays her indebtedness in silver
she is paying It in a better currency
than in paper. All na.tions would be
bankrupt today If they were asked to
pay their indebtedness in gold. Can
we not take silver the same as we are
taking paper money? Silver will, at
least, increase the volume of circula
tion, which is now in our country too
limited to carry on business and makes
rates too high.
“Money, after all, is only a commodi
ty in the market,” added Bishop Mc
Govern. earnestly. “When It is scarce
it rates high; when it is abundant it
rates low. If we increase the circula
tion by the free coinage of silver we
are employing a better substitute
than paper because silver has an in
trinsic value; paper has not. The op
ponents of the free coinage of silver
assert that it will bankrupt us, but
there Is no more danger of our gov
ernment becoming bankrupt by the free
coinage of silver than there is by an
extra issue of paper money and bonds.
“There is no danger of a general
stampede being made on the United
States treasury by the people or tbe
creditors. This thing of preserving the
credit of our nation is good sentiment,
but our government discounted its own
paper over jtts own counter during
civil wi
paper

kThe

sole

them.
is the gold stand
ard? The Shjdocks of Europe and the
goldbugs of Wall street. And at whose
loss? The tolling masses.”
“Do you believe the prices of com
modities would rise if we were to have
free coinage of sliver at a ratio of 16
to 1. as declared for by the Chicago
platform?”
“Some Commodities would probably
increase In price," was the bishop’s an
swer, “but wages would also riBe. Free
coinage would also help our manufac
turers because they would be better
able to borrow money at fair rates.
Every man would be employed and he
would get his wages. When there are
two employers after one man wages
are bound to go up, and when there are
two men after one boss for a job you
may be sure wages are going down.
“What right has Europe to dictate to
us what kind of currency we ought to
have? If they are not willing to take
our currency, let them not buy our
exports. But they are not going to lose
our trade. They will acommodate them
selves to the circumstances. That will
act as a tariff and be on a sliding scale,
and go up and down just as Europeans
want our trade.”
Bishop McGovern said he believed
the free coinage of silver would be a
boon to the farmers in the west, who
pay 10 to 15 per cent. Interest on their
mortgages. Many of these people have
bought land for $5,000 on which they
have paid $3,000. They are paying TO to
15 per cent, on the mortgage of $2,000.
which is now only the actual value of
the property. The result is that in a
short time the farmers will lose their
property and he driven from their
homes like the tenant farmers of Ire
land, and lose all their money they
have paid on it
WHO

ARE

THE

ANARCHISTS?

Republican Threats to Disrupt the Govern
ineut f Mr. Bryan should Win.

Edward Lauterbaeh, chairman of the
Republican county committee of New
York, said in a public speech, delivered
a few days-ago, that if Bryan and the
Chicago platform should obtain a ma
jority of the votes in the approaching
election, “we will not abide by that de
cision.”
Lauterbaeh is not an irre
sponsible nobody to indulge in idle
chatter. He is Boss Platt’s right-hand
man in New York, and was a delegate
from the state at large, along with
Platt. Depew and Warner Miller, to the
national Republican convention which
met At St. Louis and nominated McKin
ley. This Is, therefore, a threat to over
throw the lawful result of an honest
election, made by a responsible repre
sentative of the Republican party—
the chairman of the Republican com
mittee of the richest and most popu
lous county in the United States.
Two nights later. Senator Palmer, the
assistant Republican candidate for pres
ident. made the following declaration
in a speech at Detroit: “For myself, I
would prefer to live under a righteous
monarchy rather than submit to such
principles as those declared by the Chi
cago convention." If Bryan and his
principles triumph, of which there is
every indication, Senator Palmer will
not go elsewhere to seek “a righteous
monarchy” under which to live.
He
would find it more convenient to join
Lauterbaeh in an attempt to establish
one of that kind in this country.
On the very day on which Lauterbaeh
declared the determination, under the
contingency mentioned, to overthrow
the government. Dugald Crawford, a
leading merchant of St. Louis and a
large employer of labor, made a thor
ough and systematic search of his list
of employes to find If any of them were
in favor of free silver and intended to
vote for Bryan. He found such, and
summarily dismissed them—in violation
of law and every principle of manhood.
These three occurrences are mere
specimens of what is going on every
day among the plutocratic supporters
of McKinley and the gold standard.
Who are the anarchists? The Chicago
platform contains not even the sugges
tion of the violation of any law. The
men who are opposing it so bitterly
are not afraid the laws will not be en
forced. if it should win, as Mr. Bryan
ha? said. They are afraid the laws will
be enforced.

Who arc the anarchists?

SILVER TO BE
GOOD AS GOLD.

was stricken down, thus reducing the |
volume of the money which fixed the
values of all the other property, from
$7,500,900,000 to $3,250,000,000; and mak- ;
Ing a coresponding reduction in proprety values; parlyzing industry, arrest
ing enterprise, rendering agriculture, I
the controlling industry of this coun- j
try. unprofitable; producing ten amount
of financial distress and of bankruptcy
such as was never before known in i
this country and causing tens of
thousands of men to be denied employ- ;
ment and their families to suffer for
the want of the necessaries of life, and
I causing those who still have work to
, work on' short time, and filling the i
I country with trainp9. All this wrong !

NOT FOR SALE.

INFAMOUS INTIMIDATION
Attempted by Dugald Craw lord at St.
Louis but Fail*.

THE MONEY-LENDER.
frlm Attempts to Use Bis Mortgages
tini.date American Citizens.

At Benton Harbor, Mich., on hif ce- On Saturday, the 10th, Dugald Craw
ford, proprietor of the great depart tent tour through that state. Mr.
ment store of D. Crawford & Co., of an spoke as follows of a cicuaitw
St. Louis, discharged twelve of h s em somewhat prominent in this campargw:
-In The Banner Register, published'
ployes, some of whom had been in his
Open Mints and Legai Tender
employ for many years, because they In this city. 1 find the following:
•‘Yes, times are hard, but we are trot'
confessed, when he questioned them
Laws Will Make White Metal
upon the subject, that they favored the In the deepest water yet. If silver*
Good as the Yellow.
free coinage of silver and intended to wins this tall it will be one of the
vote for Bryan. Crawford is a Scotch greatest disasters that ever befell thvman. and, although he has done busi- farmers. I have had for over ten yezorei
cess in St. Louis for thirty years, be nearly $20,1*00 loaned in this county t<
was but recently naturalized. He is a ) farmers. In many instances paymentsRepublican and an advocate cf the have been met. but for a few
and suffering in order to increase the .
gold standard. In discharging these I have been compelled to extend: ttee
1 value of bonds and other credits and
men he declared that “No anarchist time, and I am willing to do so under
This Is Not a Question of Bullion, but money In the hands of the rich, while
shall breathe the air of my establish our present financial basis; but if wil—
J sinking the great mass of the people, ,
cf Remonetized, Debt-Paying
ment.” and told them, further, to go ver wins this fall I will do what every
. the working people, the common peoout and tell their friends they had been other man wili do who has money cut
Coined Money.
! pie, the real creators of wealth.
i dismissed because they favored free sil- —demand immediate payment. I adl I deeper and deeper Into poverty and
I ver. In an interview given out to The mit I may lose some of the interewtL, wretchedness.
j Globe-Democrat, the local Republican but I have at least three years tte
A Reply to » False Charge Against the
Will the people allow themselves to
organ, in which he tells how angry he save myself, and during that time I
Silver Iloliar by Ex-Senator John II.
be deceived by such a device into helpbecame when he learned "these vipers,” will close in on every mortgage I hjivc.”
“My friends," said Mr. BryacL **f\
Reagan of Texas—A Rank Decep
I ing to perpetuate the gold standard
as he called his employes, were going to
| policy, and to put themselves into a
tion of the Goldbugs Made
. vote against his “interests,” Crawford want to denounce the money-lender'
who attempts to use his mortgages toI condition of financial slavery to the
Perfectly Plain.
bluntly says:
| money changers and aristocrats of
‘ Finally I ordered my men in the intimidate American citizens and say'
America and Europe?
office to make out a list of the silver that that man does not deserve to fiwAustin, Tex., Oct. 5, 1896.
The man who talks about 50-cent
men in my employ. When it was com in a land where men are free and HawOne of the scare-crows used by the dollars shows his ignorance on the sub
pleted there were twelve names on the a right to liberty. When you admit
advocates of the single gold standard ject; or, if he is not ignorant, that he
list that we were sure of. and develop that it is necessary to go to the money
Is the false representation that If the is attempting by falsehood and fraud
ments have shown that we made r.o lender and obtain his consent beforr
you can pass a law then you Itxvr
policy of the free and unlimited coin to deceive others to their great Injury.
Infant Industry Mack: “Mamma, bay me that !”
mistake.”
You may inquire what influence I
age of silver should be adopted it would
This outrage raised a perfect furor of passed from a democracy to a pferto—Sr. Louis Republic.
cut In two the wages of laborers and think the free and unlimited coinage
indignation in St- Louis.
Within an cracy. and liberty, as we have under
compel them to take 50-cent dollars with of silver, at the ratio of 16 to 1, will
hour after it became generally known stood it. has fled from this nation,
out an Increase of the rate of their have on the purchasing power of gold
private citizens contributed nearly $2,- want you to understand that these men.,
wages; that thosj receiving salaries and silver money. If such coinage
000 to a fund to jirosecute Crawford knowing that they cannot appeal tc«
INGERSOLL
’
S
REAL
SENTIMENTS.
would get but one-half the pay they shall increase the volume of circulat
COERCION AND INTIMIDATION.
for intimidation under both the federal reason, attempt to appeal to force...
now receive: that those having money ing money the effect will be, to the ex
these men. knowing that thefr argu
Ujipurchased ami Unprejudiced Speeches and state law, and Governor Johnson,
tent
of
that
Increase,
to
raise
the
prices
Corp»r..,..«.
and
other
on deposit in savings banks would only
the ablest criminal lawyer in the city, ments do not appeal to judgment, at
in Favor of Silver.
of Labor Outraging Manhoodau.l Violat
receive from the banks In return for of commodities, and in the same pro
was employed by the Democratic state tempt to appeal to the fears of
ing the Law.
In his famous lecture on “Myths and
their deposits, 50-cent dollars, which portion to reduce the purchasing power
committee to conduct the prosecution. In this campaign, my friends, we haveMiracles,
”
delivered
in
many
sections
This
campaign
will
be
known
in
his

would be but the one-half of what of money. Stated in another way. it
The labor organizations took prompt arrayed against us every enemy of
would be due them; that the endow will make property dearer and money tory as the campaign of coercion, in of the country. Bob Ingersoll thus action in denouncing the outrage, the society, and every man who fleeter to»
ment funds of colleges and universities cheaper in proportion to the amount which the great corporations and large spoke of the silver question:
papers were full of threats from the make slaves of those with whom heThere is no man in the United States
would be reduced one-half in value; of the increase of the volume of mon employers of labor asserted their right
people to stop their patronage of Craw deals. I am glad that they are not
as would all trust funds.
ey. And this is the reason why the to control the votes as well as the time with ingenuity enough to account for ford’s store and such a storm was rasird on my side. I am glad that I haveThis frightful statement is repeated plutocrats so earnestly oppose free of their employes, and assumed to the demonetization of silver in 1873. about Crawford's ears as he never not the support of a man who intendFday by day by the newspapers and coinage. It is their policy and to their have purchased their manhood along There Is not one. We need altogether heard before. Tuseday afternoon, realiz to foreclose his mortgages if men dr."
other advocates of the single gold interest to have dear money and cheap with their labor. Subsequent history more money than we haYe.
ing that discretion is the better part of not vote as he wants them to. I wvddl
We need twice as much money per
standard, as a controlling argument. to property and labor. While it is to the will tell how the corporations failed in
valor. Crawford published a letter cf re- rather remain a humble private citi
capita
to
do
the
business
of
this
coun

.(ole from votlnr for the Interest and should be the policy of the attempt and how they themselves
| pentance ir. The Post-Dispatch, in zen than to hold the most exalted'
try
as
is
needed
to
do
the
business
of
suffered
for
having
forgotten,
for
the
stut. ill WliRunh ii g
ibt^oiicv of the industrial classes, who mane the
office in this land if I had to rere/ve
I which he says:
look as plausible as they
I niLil| tiuBlili of the country, to Lave a suf- time, that they are the creatures and any other country, and yet there is al
"1 have invited all of the men to re my commission from men who know
ways
somebody
that
is
crazy
for
fear
servants,
and
not
the
masters,
of
the
the changes on it In ever! possible silver as a part'oiTflppy to stimulate
turn to my store and to occupy their as little about the genius of our Insti
there will be more currency. I want
form. And by this means.! have de the demand for gold will be soniVt^LiJM people.
former several positions without preju tutions as the money-lender wtu-ae •
just
all
the
money
we
can
get
that
is
nf
inRi-»Wf
ec
b
during
his
recent
tour
ceived and are deceiving and mislead reduced, and it will, to that extent,
dice as regards the future, and without language I have quoted.”
good,
and
silver
is
good
enough
for
me.
ing thousands of honest people, who be less valuable as compared with the their employee hhat"i..e,E0*" *h"’ I ... .
, ,
. , „ . mv
loss of salary since they left my em
“History in all
can be «ongf»4
g?
may not be able to deteet the fraud property of the country. But the free open OP business tf I washed. Now. ploy.
vain to prove that tlie cominon pf»y'e—
which is being practiced on them.
coinage of silver will cause no serious my friends, if you will look at thechar- that is ■’••r ttti3it"Tt.T~.
man in anger often makes mis- the strngslin< tint*"'*-of any lan l
j-j t
What are the real facts as to this? disturbance to the business of the coun ters granted to those corporations you should be coined free under theAm
I do not believe he loses ever declared for a gold standard”—W. A. .
The gold standard advocates, as the try.
__________ [fitting his Bryan.
JOHN H. REAGAN.
will find that in not a single case have ; can flag. In my country they are mostly
basis of their false statements, com
udies existing cd’
the laws of Indiana authorized the or- on the other side. They are with the
•g’-US-EBOM A*NEWaVORKER, TOO;.
pare silver bullion divested of the quali
STRONG REASONS PRESENTED.
ganizations of corporations for the j bankers—with the rich fellows. They for McKinley. To allow all of my em
Hcnr? if. TilU
ty of money, uncoined and not a legal
ployes
to
vote
as
they
please
and
have
purpose
of
running
the
politics
of
the
get
together
and
say
we
want
gold.
A
at the head of tlWcer
tender, with gold, which is by law By the International Agricultural Con- state. [Applause.] If you will exam
ample
time
to
do
so
I
have
decided to
man
makes
a
contract
to
pay
certain
greas for Remonetizing Silver.
coined into money and made a legal
ine the powers granted by law you will moneys in five years. I want a law close the store of D. Crawford & Co. at house In the world, lie is a student
of finance. He believes the peoptetender In payment of public dues and
Buda-Pesth. Sept. 20, 1896.—The un find that there Is not a single instance so that he can pay the money when the 1 p. m. on Nov. 3.”
all debts, to the amount stamped on dersigned memoers of the Internation where the laws have granted to the, contract comes due, with the money
The issuing of a warrant for his ar of this country are entitled to consid
each coin.
Is this an hr.nest com al Agricultural congress at Buda-Pesth corporations the right to intimidate
eration in financial legislation.
that was money when he made the rest has caused many a criminal be
parison? Does it sneak the truth? desire to put on record the following their employes in any way whatever,
Here is what he says:
contract. I do not think the few should sides Crawford to “repent of his er
Does it not, in effect, assert a thinly facts:
"We say that gold monometaltism*
and I assert that a corporation that as have the right to combine to increase ror,” but "repentance” of this kind
disguised, but gross and monstrous,
(1.) That during the three days' de sumes the right to intimidate its em the value of what people call money does not stop prosecution. Before can have but one effect, and that is to
make the rich richer and the poor [roar
falsehood? Let us see. If congress and bate not one speaker has denied that ployes has no right to exist in a land
as against the debtor and in favor of Crawford is through with this matter
the nations should prevent the coin the depression in agriculture results | like ours. [Applause and cheering.]
er; that we do not want the samethe creditor. I want the free coinage he will have learned that he does not
age of gold bullion, as has been done from the phenomenally low prices of all Corporations were instituted for busi
state of things here that exists dm
of all the gold you can dig out of the absolutely own the men who work for
as to silver bullion, depriving it by the products of agriculture.
ness purposes and not for political pur mines and crevices of the rocks, and their wages and without whose ser Europe, and that gold monometallism*
law of the qualities of money, taking
(2.) That the connection between the poses. [Applause.] My friends, when
vices he could not even open his store, will go very far to bring around tha»state of affairs.
from it its debt-paying quality, then currency and agrarian issues has been corporations tell their employes that j I want the free coinage of all the silver much less do business.
you can win from the mines of Amer
the gold bullion would not be money, almost unanimously affirmed by the they wil not open up if a certain can- I ica.
“The single gold standard advocates
REV.
ISAAC
W.
HIGGS,
no more than silver bullion is now. representatives of agriculture at this didate is elected, you want to remem
in order to succeed, must carry withi
There
is no reason why Colonel In
And the gold bullion would become a congress.
ber this, that corporations are willing gersoll should not have spoken his hon- I National Party’s Nominee for Governor ol them a large number of voters whosecommodity as silver bullion is now, and
(3.) That the great majority of the to attend to business when there is I est sentiments with regard to silver in
Iliinnix, Resign* and Supports Bryan, best interest is to have bimetallism .
would simply bring what it would be speakers, independently of their cur any business to attend to, and if rail- !
and hence the cries of ‘50-cent dollars! “
Alt geld and Free Silver.
his lectures with as perfect freedom
worth for use in the arts. The same rency views, confirm the opinion of the road shops close down it is because ,
‘sound money!' echoed and re-et.-hoedj.
and
sincerity
as
he
declared
his
views
Rev.
Isaac
W.
Higgs
has
resigned
is true as to silver.
leading agricultural authorities, that there is no business on the railroads, of religion. There is no cause to doubt the nomination of the National party fn the papers controlled by the mocaey,’
; classes.
To make an honest comparison of there is no over-production in cereals; that there Is no work for the railroad •
that he did so. There was not the for governor of Illinois, and has ac
gold and silver, and to tell the honest and. therefore, the fall of prices cannot shops, and that the railroad shops will
“Friends, did you ever stop to think
slightest inducement to influence him companied his resignation with an ad
truth, we must compare gold coin, in be referred to over-production.
cease when the railroad business falls to the contrary, and we have the con dress to his party from which the fol I first, that every man who is living on
vested with the legal tender quality,
the interest of his money is in favor(4.) That evry gold monometalllst off, and we assert that if the people as clusive proof of repetitions that he did lowing is taken:
with silver coin invested with the same speaker has admitted that bimetallism a whole are not prosperous, if the
of a single standard of gold? And. sec
speak his honest sentiments then of sil
“I am also constrained to say that
quality. Doing that, we find the silver would raise the price of agricultural farmers are not prosperous, and the
ond, tha*t it is not because they love
ver. For. in addition to the foregoing I shall cast my vote and influence in
coins in the United States, not silver produce.
farmers have to stop raising products to quotation from his lecture on “Myth? support of the Chicago Democratic the masses of the people better than,
bullion, worth as much in the purchase
(5.) That no gold monometallist has give the railroads business, then the and Miracles.” we have also the follow platform and its candidates, and would they do their own financial welfare?
of property and in the payment of used the argument, which used to prej men will not have anything to do. The
“I am and have been since thedebts as the colqs of gold. And we find udice the position of the bimetallists— restoration of bimetallism will not hurt ing extract from his lecture on farming, be glad to have every Nationalist in foundation of the party a Republican,
as reproduced from the Illinois State the state do the same, as I believe that,
that more than one billion of dollars of namely, that the restoration of silver any legitimate business. The election Register and published in pamphlet r.ext to the National party, the Demo and favor a protective tariff, but in?
this election shall do all I can to
slver coins in circulation in Europe are to legal tender is a device of indebted of the Chicago ticket will help legiti
form by G. S. Baldwin, 184 Madison cratic party best represents the inter
at par with gold. Why is this? Sim landowners who wish to pay their cred mate business. [Applause.] It only street, Chicago, page 5:
assist in the election of the Democratic
ests of the great mass of the common
ply because both are coined with the itors in a depreciated currency.
nominee for president. I believe this
interferes with the man who wants to
“ For my part, I do not ask any interfer people, and suffrage to the ppapapapa
value of the coins fixed by law.
The undersigned are convinced that eat the bread that somebody else has ence on tlie part of the government, except people, and that in the future the country is in no condition at the pres
ent time to be forced onto a permanent
Has any one ever seen a 50-cent dol- j the existing crisis in agriculture can be earned.” [Applause.]
to undo the wrong it hu done. I iln not privileges and the liberties of a free
lar in this country? Of course not. And arrested by an international settlement
It is no excuse for* he corporations ask that money be made out of nothing. I suffrage to the wage earners of the gold basis.
why not? Because our more than $400.- of the currency question, and they that they are themselves, in many in do not ask for the prosperity born of paper.
“We all know that we have beers,
nation will largely depend upon the
000,000 silver dollars, or their represen therefore are of the opinion that it Is stances. coerced by their bondholders HIT I DO ASK FOR THE REMONETIZA
passing through troublous times. I be
tatives. are the coined money of the j the first duty of the various govern or by banks and capitalists to whom TION OF SILVER. SILVER WAS DE result of this coming election.”
lieve that the great reason is that w<Rev. Mr. Higgs makes a strong ar
United States, their valued fixed by j ments to co-opperate without delay, so they owe money. The coercion of vot
have been tending toward gold mono
MONETIZED BY FRAUD. It waaao im raignment of the great corporations ;
metallism:
that if this country votes;
law and they are made a legal tender | as to secure a settlement of the cur ers is an outrage on manhood and a position upon every solvent man ; a fraud for
coercing dependent labor, denounces I
for all debts. Hence, those now coined i rency and exchange trouble.
violation of law. Every such outrage ! np»u every honest debtor in the United the political methods of Wall street, as • for the free coinage of sliver we wiff!
are as good as gold.
[Signed.]
suggests a remedy, and the people. ' States. It HMinssinateil labor. IT WAS exploited by Henry Clews, and closes | see an entirely different state of things
No laborer, no person drawing a sal- ■
ALPHONSE ALLARD,
through their legislative bodies, will J DONE IN THE INT* TEST OF AVARICE with a strong appeal to the members come to pass; that our property will
ary. no depositor in a bank will be i
Director Central Agricultural not be slow to find a remedy for this ' AND GREED, AM -SHOULD BE UN DONE of the National party to cast their I rise in value: that our products trill
paid, nor will any offer be made to pay j
Chamber, Belgium.
particular outrage.
BY HOXEsT MEN. The ftriners should votes for Bryan and Altgeld and free ; bring more money: that the financial
them, with silver bullion. They may be j
pall that gold monometallism hatALPHONSE ALLARD, Director
vote only for such men ns are able and silver.
Not
a
single
dictionary
or
crclopne
Ila
in
paid in coined silver.as they may now be I
thrown over us so long will be imme
Central Agricultural Chamber, the English langungu before the ye«r 187S J willing to giuril and advance the interests
NOT AFRAID OF FREE SILVER.
lawfully paid in coined silver: hut the I
diately removed.
Belgium.
ever defined dollar in ant terms other than of labor.**
dollars In w hich they could be so paid .
! But Ingersoll was neither bought nor
“I urge my friends to examine this;
ARE'NDT, Member Prussian Diet.
silver.
In
that
year
the
administrators
of
Free
Coinage
Will
Enable
This
Company
to
would be 100-cent dollars, and equal to !
subject, and if they believe as I be
ASCHENDORF, Secretary German the estate of Noah Webster cut the plates [ bulldozed into making either of these
Better
Accommodate
Its
Patrons.
gold, because they would buy as much j
lieve to vote and work for the electiur*
Bimetallic League.
of our standard lexicon and inserted a new declarations. They represent the unThe Swiss International Loan agency, of Bryan and Bewail.”
property and pay as much of debt as |
DOFTMY, Odessa. Russia.
definition that had become necessary in purchased and unprejudiced judgment with headquarters at Mount Vernon,
the same number of gold dollars.
BaUDUIN, President Society of order to make the bond intrigue, in con of his mind. The campaign speeches
IS HE AN ANARCHIST F
has made many loans in Illinois. Mr.
If It be said that the stamp of the
Agriculture, Holland.
gress and out of it, consist 1—John Clark which Ingersoll is now making in favor Timothy Gruaz represents the agency
government and the mandate of the
WILLIAM FIELD. Member of Par Ridpath, Historian.
of the gold standard merely represent and has addressed the following letter The Sole Survivar of the S.xteen Meu Whv
law make the coin of greater value than
Named the Republican Party.
liament.
the $2,000 a speech which Mark Hanna to his patrons:
the bullion, the answer may be made
MORETON
FREWEN,
Ireland.
The St. Louis platform pledges the pays uim.
At Marshall. Mich., during his recent
“
To
My
Many
Patrons
in
Southern
that the present value of gold Is fixed
Vice President BimetallicLeague, | Republican party to use its utmost en
tour through that state Mr. Bryan re
Illinois—In answer to numerous in versed the usual order of things and
by law.
PALMER'S QUEER TALK.
Great Britain.
deavors to substitute the free coinage
quiries
relative
to
the
probable
future
An act of the British parliament 1
COUNT HOENSBROCH. Member of silver by international agreement
Democratic Candidate Says He Cannot action of this international loan agency Instead of making a speech himself’
passed in the year 1844, fifty-two years '
of Diet.
for the gold standard, but the whole
Blaine Any Citixen Who Votes for the I beg to state that I represent several merely introduced the speaker. He
ago, requires the Bank of England to j
CHEVALIER HOHENBLUM. Del Republican campaign since the ad
said:
Republican Nominee.
Swiss capitalists, true and steady Re
purchase all the gold presented to it S
egate Austrian Chamtier of Agri journment of the convention has been
“My friends. I am not going to have“
I
cannot
blame
any
voter
who
may
publicans
of
the
old
school,
all
without
at 3 pounds. 17 shillings and 9 pence per
culture.
one united and protracted effort to fas
time to talk to you. but I simply want
conclude
to
vote
for
McKinley.
”
any
reservation
favoring
the
free
and
ounce. That fixes the price all over the j
VON KARDORFF. Member of ten the gold standard permanently on
to make a little speech in the introduc
This was the remarkable statement unlimited coinage of both gold and sil
world, less the cost of transportation j
Reichstag.
this country and to defeat free coinage
tion of a famous anarchist who is go
made by Senator John M. Palmer, ver
at
the
American
ratio ing to speak after 1 am gone. lAt>to London. So that its price is not
COUNT KAROLYI. President Hun by any means.
sound money Democratic candidate for of
16
to
1
as
the
shortest plause.] Now. I want you when be
governed by its intrinsic value, but by
garian Society of Agriculture.
’Those who are most fearful that there
president, in the presence of nearly road to general prosperity here and
an act of parliament: and this makes
COUNT KOLOWRAT, Austria.
gets up to talk to you to take a aomH
will be a laxity of the enforcement of the
it in that sense fiat money.
PAI’L MAYER. Member of Reich law are the very persons who wnnld suffer 4,000 people. It occurred in the course abroad, and further, that should the look at him. He is a typical anarehifct
of his remarks at the Auditorium last free coinage of silver prevail I expect
Money is the creature of law. The
stag.
You will probably see his picture- in
most if the laws were enforced. The Very
material of which it is made is not
PLOETZ von DOLLINGEN, Mem persons who are afraid the law will be night, and has started some lively talk to accommodate my clients much bet Harper’s Weekly next week. His naraeamong politicians.
ter in the future than in the past.
money until made so by law, whether
ber of Reichstag.
violated with impunity are tlie ones who
In no political campaign sir?’ the Yours for free thought, free coinage, is the Hon. Albert Williams, and he
it be gold or silver or paper. The gov
F. RAEDER, Deputy Farmers’ As have violated the law with impunity.*'—
lives at Iona. Mich., and was intro
government was established has a pres and above ail, free men.
ernment or the banks issue their notes
sociations, Denmark.
duced two years ago at Iona by Mr:
Mr. Bryan.
idential
candidate
been
known
to
to circulate as money. These notes
“TIMOTHY GRUAZ.”
LEON RAFFALOVICH, President
McKinley as the only survivor of tbehave no intrinsic value. Their being
Here is a fair ilustration of the op frankly admit that it might be a good
Bank of Commerce, St. Peters
Give Hanna four year* of power aud he sixteen who met and adopted the first
thing
to
vote
for
his
adversary.
money arises from the fact that their
eration of the gold standard: In 1870
burg.
will point the White Honoe black !
Republican platform, and suggested
issue is authorized by law, the promise
ROESIKE. Vice President Bund der the average value of the farms in the
A Test Vote in Iowa.
He will utterly destroy every vestige the name of the Republican party, ois
to redeem them in coin, and. in some
I United States was $3,430. In 1880 the
Landwirth, Germany
The Des Moines Daily News is an of tradestemionism. for he will have the the 6th of July. 1854. under the o&ku at.
cases, the making of them a legal ten
HENRY SEGNIER, Editor French average value had been reduced to $2,- independent Republican daily, which army, the navy, and the treasury at his Jackson. [Applause, and a voice. “T
der. So that it is the operation of the
428. and in 1890 to $1,620. All prosperity has taken a poll of its readers on the command. He will discover that it is was there."] He must be an anarchist^
Journal of Agriculture.
law which makes money, and not the
must come from the farm. How can coinage issue, and placed the returns cheaper to abolish manhood suffrage I because he is with us this
J. SCHACK SOMMER. England.
year.
material of which it is composed:
prosperity come from farms like these? in the hands of non-partisan judges for than to buy votes; and next November ; [Laughter.] My friends, he is one at'
SYDOW DOBBERPHUL, Berlin.
though gold and silver are recognized
COUNT SCHWERIN, Member of
many men who have found it
If the icreased demand for silver does canvass. The ballot of 250 towns, as may be the last chance that money- 1
as more suitable material out of wrhich
Reichstag.
not raise its price, why is it that it sent to The News, gives Bryan three less men ever may have to record their essary to either get out of the Repat>to make money than any thing else.
COUNT SZECHENYI, Hungary.
August. 1890. silver advanced to $1.21 votes to McKinley’s one. The Republic vote for president. Many Republican Hcan party or surrender their ccuntry
If gold and silver bullion were money,
Prince Bismarck says, in his letter to
an vote, which was 708 for Bryan and
why the laws of this and other coun Governor Culberson, that the surest j an ounce here and $1.19% an ounce in 509 for McKinley, was specially signifi workingmen are thoughtlessly going' lnt<> the hands of foreigners, and heto the ballot box Just as an ox goes ' has naturally chosen to get out of thetries defining the degree of fineness of and quickest way to secure an interna | London because it was anticipated cant.
to a barliecue—gaily decorated in honor I Party.”
the metal, the amount of alloy in the tional settlement of the currency ques I that congress was about to command
of its own death.—Rev. Herbert U.
coins, their weight, and the value of tion is for the United States to adopt heavier purchases of it.'
Ev«?ry regular state Ibrinocratie eoi
The New York Herald, a ranting Mc Casson of Lynn, Mass.
tion and every regular cuuuty Demos •Mer
each edin, and making them a legal the independent coinage of silver.
N-» panic wav ever caused in thia or any Kinley organ, concedes Bryan 210 elec
it would be interesting to know ir there convention held since the Chicago convs-a—
tender?
other country by any expausion of the toral votes and elects McKinley with
The falsehood resorted to by the gold
The Indianapolis convention has been currency.
the aid of Delaware, Illinois, Indiana is a gold dance in tlie note which Mark tiuu ha* indorsed the nominees aud tb*>
Hanna's syndicate holds against one Wil). Creed of the Democratic party.
standard advocates has for Its object described as the “finest array of bank
Democrats are not opposed to gold. Iow’a. Maryland and Kentucky. As the lam McKinley.
to deceive the American people into ers. railroad men and attorneys for
Democrats confidently expect to carry
Talk about wreckers! Carlisle’s
They
favor
the
free
coinage
of
both
voting for a policy by which one-half corporations and trusts ever got to
Senator Allison writes a friend in financial policy is more dangerous tlxaxk
gold and silver—the same treatment each of these states. The Herald's esti
cf the standard n> ,ney of this country gether.”
mate
is
practically
a
concession
of
Bry

Washington that he fears Bryan will 10,000 dynamiters marching on the
of both metals.
an's election.
carry Iowa. And well he may.
treasury building.

NO 50-CENT DOLLARS.

